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Against the background of the cultural perception of "workaholic Japanese" and 
the social background of the social-economic hardship in 1990s Japan, my research 
primarily focuses on some Japanese company workers {sarariiman) who have 
devoted themselves to railway-related hobbies, claiming them as their “ikigaf, (the 
thing that makes life worth living). By analyzing their life stories and interpreting 
their attitudes towards work, workplace, family, and leisure, this research will 
delineate how can they negotiate ikigai as hobby as opposed to the socially 
recognized ikigai of work in everyday life. It will respond to the ideological claim 
that "a man can only find his meaning of life in work" in Japan, providing 
alternatives for men if work and company, as well as family, can no longer be seen as 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Overview 
Statement of Goals 
This research project seeks to understand the attitudes towards work and hobby 
among Japanese company workers, or salarymen {sarariiman), who participate 
actively and are deeply interested in railway-related hobbies in post-war Japan. These 
hobbyists/ salarymen use most of their energy and time to "chase trains": taking 
photographs, recording the sound of whistles, collecting models, traveling by train, 
and reading railway timetables. However, these practices go against the ideology that 
they are supposed to be fully devoted to their company and work. In contrast to the 
mainstream expectation, they choose having a hobby as their meaning of life (ikigai) 
and resist the ideology that work is the prime directive for Japanese men. 
Japanese society was once said to be highly successful in developing company 
consciousness in workers, and internalizing them with hardworking spirit. But under 
a decade-long economic stagnation, such company loyalty and work ethic have been 
thrown into question. Japanese company workers are now losing confidence in their 
career, and are consequently finding new meanings outside work. This research 
investigates why and how these enthusiastic hobbyists reject, resist or challenge the 
ideology that one should live for his company and work, especially in an era when 
Japanese companies can no longer guarantee lifetime employment. 
In addition, in a society where the old, capitalistic work ethic, company loyalty, 
and stable career patterns are no longer valid，this research investigates how these 
Japanese hobbyists justify their hobby as ikigai, and in turn negotiate it with social 
institutions and expectation. These hobbyists are no longer loyal to their companies 
but only crazy about the railway. This research shows that informants' extreme 
passions in their hobby may be brought by the over-emphasis of group responsibility 
and human relations in the Japanese workplace. This claim of "hobby as ikigai,, 
allows them to be free from psychological burdens and group pressures, and provides 
them with a hobby world exclusively for themselves. This research explores how 
these railway hobbyists' attitudes towards everyday life contain the power to re-form 
the cultural landscapes of lifecourse, workplace, and family, as well as social order, in 
future Japan. Finally, it seeks to discover how this is done by means of the liberating 
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potential of the belief in an "uncommon" ikigai derived from the seemingly 
unimportant cultural domain of hobby in Japanese culture, as well as the current 
setting of a society which has lost a common national goal on how to make people's 
life worth living. 
Cultural Setting 
People need to work in order to survive — but it does not make much sense why 
people must work very hard in contemporary society, when compared to the fact that 
some hunter-gatherers may only need to work for a few hours a day (Donkin 
2001:31). The problem of finding meanings from work, as well as deriving one's 
notion of the meaning of life, or ikigai, from work, has been a conspicuous theme in 
Japan, especially in the past three decades, and particularly for the salarymen. 
Post-war Japan was once portrayed as a "company society" in which Japanese males, 
perceived as "corporate warriors", find their meaning of life through hard work and 
commitment to the company. In contrast to this image, this research will find out how 
and why some Japanese salarymen choose not to live for their company but for a 
personal hobby. 
Japanese society, unlike Hong Kong or some Western countries, is a place where 
the boundary between work and play (or other spheres of life) is relatively unclear. 
Leisure basically means "time free from work or duties" (Merriam-Webster 1999) 
and leisure time is utilized according to individual preferences and interests. People in 
Hong Kong or elsewhere may find it absolutely acceptable for one to have his hobby 
after work. But within the corporate sphere in Japan, leisure appears in forms like 
"corporate-leisure" (e.g. karaoke and golf), thus emphasis is placed on the 
"collective" and "social" side of play (Ben-Ari 2000). For example, some large 
Japanese companies would set up different hobby groups within the company, such as 
tennis, golf or chess circles, in order to co-opt the full-time white-collar workers into 
the same "family". More specifically, these regular white-collar workers were 
supposed to devote themselves fully to the company culture. Leisure, family, 
education, gender and generational stratification are also developed to facilitate the 
functioning of a business-orientated society, and these areas are, more or less, 
submissive to work. Thus, leisure and play among salarymen, according to the 
aforementioned company ideology, are also matters of company or work. 
Put in another way, leisure activities which do not relate to work or social 
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responsibility have not been perceived as the right (moral) thing for salarymen to do 
in Japan. Salarymen, as hobbyists, must resist institutional restriction and social 
expectation that men can be accepted as full members of society only after devoting 
himself to the company (Mathews 2001:1-7; Shire 1999; Rohlen 1974:209). These 
railway hobbyists have been facing great social pressure for not focusing on their 
work and spending much time on a hobby. Some of these railway hobbyists are even 
characterized as "weird" by the company or the public. Although Japanese people 
themselves are familiar with the theme "railway culture", they have different 
impressions of such hobbyists, some being very negative. W e will continue to explore 
the changing institutional values in post-war Japan in the next chapter, seeing why for 
a Japanese salaryman, in contrast to people in other societies, living for a hobby 
sounds abnormal or unacceptable. 
By investigating railway hobbyists who are salarymen, we can observe the 
evolution of the meanings of work, play and meanings of life for the Japanese in 
post-war Japan. It also enables one to realize the change in the cultural landscape of 
contemporary Japan, in which the newly evolved ideology suggests Japanese men to 
find ikigai through an authentic hobby. Lastly, this research throws light on how the 
institutional forces, which remain strong to channel and condemn people to the old 
practice of work ethic, are conflicting with the changing ideas of work in 
contemporary Japan. 
Definition 
The term "railway hobbyists", or tetsudo fuan (鉄道：7 7 in Japanese, refers 
to those who choose railway or train to be their object of interest. It also refers to 
those participants who are highly devoted to the railway hobby and consider this 
hobby as their ikigai. They devote most of their time and energy on the hobby and 
can only find their lives worthwhile through participating in activities related to their 
hobby. The major reason to select this group of hobbyists, among others, is because 
railway hobby is one of the most popular forms of personal hobbies in Japan. Also, 
though clearly with many exceptions, most participants in this hobby, relatively 
speaking, are male, and a majority of them are salarymen (including those who have 
retired). 1 
1 Details to be given in chapter two. 
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Another Japanese term ikigai (生含甲斐）means "the thing that makes life worth 
living" or "the thing that is most important to one's life" (Mathews 1996). This is a 
commonly-used term in Japanese, as well as a convenient cross-cultural analytical 
concept for the understanding of everyday life in different societies (Mathews 
1996:5-6). In this thesis, both the Japanese term ikigai and some simplified 
translation such as "meanings of life" are used. 
The last Japanese term sarariiman ("U"^ 'J — T >) is a broad concept 
commonly-used in Japanese society, which roughly translates in English as "company 
worker", and the company worker will be referred to as "salaryman". It usually refers 
to regular white-collars who work in a large corporation. Salarymen are usually seen 
as people who wear formal suits and ties, appearing in packs in the morning 
commuter trains, work in the office until late, and have a strong sense of company 
and group spirit 一 basically, treating work as the prime directive in their lives (Japan 
Travel Bureau 1996). 
However, the original meaning of this Japanese-made English word refers to the 
white-collar workers who receive monthly-paid salary from their companies, "as 
distinct from the wages of factory hands and other workers lower in the occupational 
hierarchy" (Wolferen 1993:209). Umezawa (1997) delineates five different possible 
criteria to define what a salaryman is in Japan: (i) receives a stable salary; (ii) works 
in an office; (iii) works in a large organization; (iv) identifies as a "middle class"; or 
(V) processes paper work rather than physical work? In fact, fulfilling any one of the 
conditions can be said as a salaryman, and thus it means that a wide range of workers 
can claim themselves as salarymen. 
Nowadays, this term perhaps "stands for a behavioral norm to aspire to" and 
“[the] salaryman has such predictable concerns and habits that it has become common 
in Japanese to speak of'salaryman culture'" (Wolferen 1993:209-210). Also, when 
the social situation changes, the implied meanings of salarymen also change, thus this 
term can no longer be defined precisely, as this ambiguous term implies both an 
image of an affluent society and a sense of hate in contemporary Japan (Tanaka 
2002:22). 
In this thesis, the term "salarymen" is used in its broadest sense: for those 
Japanese company workers who have stable employment and is receiving a monthly 
2 Categorization here is based on Tanaka’s analysis (2002:23). See also Thomas (1993). 
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salary. Therefore, hobbyists who are students, have retired or have no long-term job 
are not included in this research.^  
Significance 
In Japan, there has been an ideology that men should live for their company and 
can only find meanings of life from work when in reality, it is said that male company 
workers were actually being enslaved. For example, the problem of extended working 
hours without pay {sdbisu zangyo) and sudden death from over work {karoshi) have 
been an overwhelming social problem in contemporary Japan. This research explores 
the differences and incompatibility between the ideal cultural values of praising work 
ethic and the institutional reality of "alienating" the loyal workers. 
Readers who are not specialists of Japan will find this research interesting 
because contemporary capitalist countries, which include most East Asian societies 
having similar social development as Japan, e.g., Hong Kong, South Korea or Taiwan, 
face a similar situation in which company workers no longer find jobs stable and 
cannot easily derive meanings of life from work (See for example Lui 2002:8-40). 
This is a consequential effect of "de-standardization of labor" which is somehow 
similar throughout the capitalist societies (Beck 1992:139-154; Beck 2000; Reich 
2000; Donkin 2001:317). The underlying reasons and the cultural situations are 
different, yet the case of Japan is more illustrative on the issue due to its well-known 
lifetime employment system. 
I Reasons and significance to choose salarymen in Japan as the major focus in the 
research 
Past researches about working culture in the anthropology of Japan have focused 
mainly on the Japanese company culture in large corporations, as well as the 
salarymen working in these organizations (Rohlen 1974; Clark 1979; Abegglen 1985). 
These researches have focused mainly on how the large Japanese companies socialize 
their full-time white-collar male workers into loyal and responsible members of the 
company, which resembles to the ideological claim of company as family. However, 
some scholars point out that salarymen who work in large corporation constitute only 
about twenty percent of the whole working population (Sugimoto 1997:79-92). As 
3 Details to be given in methodology. 
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suggested by some recent anthropologists, our focus should also include those who 
work outside large corporations (Roberson 1998; Gill 2001; Roberson 2002; 
Roberson and Suzuki eds. 2002). 
Yet, the salaryman model was highly institutionalized and ideologicalized; it 
serves as the ideal type for other workers in Japan. As Sugimoto puts it, 
"[A] 'salaryman,' a white-collar, male company employee in the private 
sector...embodies all the stereotypical images associated with the Japanese 
corporate employee: loyalty to his company, subservience to the hierarchical 
order of his enterprise, devotion to his work, a long and industrious working life, 
and job security in his career." (1997:36-37) 
Loaded heavily with moral sentiments and duties in exchange for a higher social 
status and a rather stable lifecourse, these white-collar salarymen, who entered the 
workforce right after graduation, are required to be fully participated the company's 
life and work (Sengoku 1982:12-59). Receiving continuous training and welfare 
benefits from the company, they are trained and educated to be full "family" members 
of the company, and were largely guaranteed for a lifetime employment and receive 
increases in salary according to the years of services (Ota 1996:50-53). Compared to 
other types of workers, salarymen are said to be highly devoted to work and show 
enormous loyalty to his work and company (Tao 1998:25-67). Unlike other types of 
workers in Japan or white-collar workers in other countries, who are free from duties 
after working hours, salarymen in Japan are expected to devote all their time and 
energy to the company and enjoy less private time. In short, in the Japanese context, 
to be a hobbyist on the one hand and a salaryman on the other is hard or even 
impossible to do, and this research will figure out how and why some salarymen can 
challenge this social reality, when the above claim seems no longer true today. 
Another important reason to choose salarymen as the subject of investigation is 
due to the decade-long economic stagnation in Japan, resulting in the moral strengths 
that had once restricted them weaken. This requires updated research to find out the 
changes of the working culture of salarymen. In the public discourse, to some extent, 
being a salaryman was the ideal job for most from the pre-war period to the 1980s. 
Yet, when the Japanese lose confidence in the sacred practice of lifetime employment 
or seniority pay system，it means the general public, including salarymen themselves, 
doubt the validity of the above claims (Yukan Fuji 2001). More importantly, the 
moral sanctions applied on salarymen, like overtime work or "voluntary" holiday 
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attendance, are also losing its legitimacy. If the distinguished Japanese figure of 
"salarymen", who were once said to be the heart of Japaneseness, are now poor 
"victims", can they find meanings in work again? On the other hand, perhaps those 
hobbyists/ salarymen who were looked down upon by others can now attend to their 
hobby openly and freely, enabling them to legitimize an alternate way of living to a 
larger extent. 
To respond to the changing social realities, we should employ a different set of 
research strategies to investigate the more dynamic and fast changing scenarios. 
Unlike past researches focusing mainly on the solidarity of Japanese working culture, 
we will look at some salarymen who claim their ikigai as hobby, instead of their work 
or company. 
Currently there are different newly evolved ideologies in Japan related to men. 
For example, if men cannot live for his company and work anymore, perhaps one 
should live for his family; or, he should actualize his dream (Mathews 2002; 
Nakayama 2002). These kinds of claims are clearly related to the decline of work 
ethic. In other words, if hobbyists can legitimize and actualize their ikigai as hobby, 
in the realm of white-collars, perhaps they can bring about social changes to renew 
the cultural landscape of the salaryman culture in Japan. 
II Theoretical Significance 
There is much theoretical literature concerning work and leisure,彳 and in the 
case of anthropology of Japan, there is much ethnographic researches on work, or 
leisure, independently. However, it seems to me that the relationship between the two 
arenas are still unclear, although the boundary between work and leisure is blurred in 
the Japanese context (see survey in Roberson 1998:137-138). In other words, the 
major contribution of this research will attempt to establish associations between the 
two theoretical entities, through the concept of ikigai, by emphasizing the real 
difficulties encountered in everyday life when the hobbyists claim their railway 
hobby as the only source of meaning of life. 
This research tries to break through this theoretical dichotomy by using the 
Japanese concept of ikigai, a kind of "local knowledge" (Geertz 1983) developed 
from the ground level in the Japanese intellectual tradition. This is very useful when 
4 For comprehensive survey of the subject matter, see for example, Tilly and Tilly (1998), Roberts 
(1978; 1999), and Rojek(1995). 
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making contrasts with the standard (western) conception of work/ leisure dichotomy. 
The Japanese concept, ikigai can only be one thing, not two or more. Kobayashi, 
a Japanese writer, as quoted in Mathews's book (1996:17), writes, 
Some people say, "My work is my ikigai”. But these people are confusing 
hatarakigai [the sense that one's work is worth doing] with ikigai [the sense that 
one's life is worth living]. Some people hold that...raising chrysanthemums, or 
writing haiku is their ikigai; but that's just asobigai [play that is worth doing], 
n o t ( 1 9 9 6 : 1 7 ) 
In Japan, one may often ponder "how work and family/ play go together"(仕事 
^ 家族/遊ti^^D両立).This is a central problem for Japanese, especially salarymen, 
to overcome in everyday life. It is a problem partly due to the very concept of ikigai 
makes striking for balance impossible. Ikigai is a lasting attitude that requires one to 
devote all his life to only one thing, which will be the only source for deriving 
symbolic meaning for personal ethos and world order (Geertz 1973: 94-101), and it 
transcends the practical and theoretical distinctions between work and play in daily 
life. One can only devote his spiritual efforts (精神）to one thing which constitutes 
the self of Japanese (Moeran 1984). This overwhelming ethos to actualize one's ikigai 
is stronger within some sub-cultural groups — a form of "cultural tribes"^  — in the 
"highly homogeneous" Japanese society: from corporate warriors in the past to 
passionate hobbyists at present. 
To conclude, a salaryman may face two main problems when claiming a hobby 
as his ikigai in contemporary Japan: (1) the pre-established institutions are forcing 
Japanese salarymen to conform to their job whereas the newly evolved ideology asks 
people to find personal hobby as a source of authentic meanings; (2) Regardless of 
work or hobby being the true meaning for individuals in daily life, the Japanese 
conception of ikigai makes the two concepts mutually exclusive, that an individual 
can only choose either work or hobby. Thus, struggle and negotiation seem inevitable 
when Japanese men try to define which area of everyday activities is their "prime 
directive" to follow and the ultimate goal to achieve throughout their voyage of life. 
Ill Practical Significance 
Unlike men after retirement or the "professional housewives", who have plenty 
of time to search for personal meaning through enjoyment or community services in 
' T h e term "cultural tribes" is borrowed from MafFesoli's thesis of "tribalism" (1996). 
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Japan (Nakano 2000)，hobbyists/ salarymen are struggling to maintain a balance 
between the two arenas of work and play. In fact, to find meanings of life outside 
work on the one hand and to make a living on the other is very difficult for a Japanese 
salaryman to do, since Japanese society is very well institutionalized to incorporate 
other spheres of everyday life into work, and its economic structure also discourages 
unstable lifestyle and uncertain lifecourse. Besides, its ideology aims at socializing 
Japanese men to have a spirit of hard work (ganbaru 頑弓長爸)and a sense of loyalty 
{chu ,忠）to their affiliated company. Thus, both the ideology and institutions are 
requiring salarymen to have the only meaning of life exclusively as work spirit; 
otherwise, they could not gain trust from their peers in the workplace and in turn 
cannot have a good career. 
Following this line of thoughts, people who read this research might find it 
useful because it directly addresses the daily phenomena and problems of how 
individuals select their meanings of life, both spiritually and practically, this research 
gives a sense of life in an age of uncertainty. The continuous re-formulating of 
Japanese economic structure, the lost of confidence towards work ethic, and the 
undiscovered world of personal meanings of life through hobby in Japan, make this 
research important, since it demonstrates how and why some Japanese people can 
handle the two arenas successfully. 
Literature review 
I The dynamics between the changing structures of institutions of work and the 
newly evolved cultural ideas in Japan 
Since Vogel's research on the lifestyle of the newly evolved middle class in 
Japan (1963), salaryman culture has always been an important topic for Japanologists. 
There are many anthropological works concerning how the Japanese companies 
socialize their workers to devote themselves to work. Though researchers may have 
somewhat different conclusions, people do pay a lot of attention on how institutional 
settings help the socialization of the white-collar workers with a sense of group 
intimacy (Clark 1979; Abegglen 1985). One of the most famous is Rohlen's work on 
a regional bank (1974). Rohlen uses the three organizational overlays to describe the 
logic of organization that cultivates a sense of commitment to company among 
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workers, which "is at once an inclusive circle of relatively undifferentiated regular 
employees; a vertical rectangle of employee age-grades up through which all pass 
from entrance to retirement; and a pyramid of status, as competition for fewer and 
fewer senior positions eventually pushes many in each cohort to the margins of 
authority and responsibility." (Description by Kelly 1991:406) 
The rigid institutions of work in postwar Japan can also be reflected by 
individuals' predictable lifecourse and career path. Plath's edited work on lifecourse 
(1975; 1983)，Noguchi's research on the career path of railroad workers (1990), and 
Kelly's discussion on the "patterning" of Japanese lifecourse (1993) are highly 
illuminating to my research. All of them point out the predictability and stability of 
Japanese lifecourse, family pattern and gender stratification, which are inevitably 
linked to the institution of work. In other words, the companies more or less 
institutionalize the physical conditions for Japanese, from daily schedules and types 
of hobby to house mortgage and family size (Kelly 1993). Because of this, regular 
employees in the corporate world can totally devote themselves to the "reliable" 
company and gain their feeling of success and satisfaction through climbing up the 
determined job ladders. 
Unfortunately, the whole system was thrown into question in the 1990s. Katz 
provides detailed accounts of how the changes in global economy, in addition to the 
changing nature of capitalism, "hollow out" the internal Japanese economy and 
results in a "system that soured" (1998). Time Magazine's article on "The Death of 
Salaryman" (Gibney 1998) symbolically announces the end of "career" for 
white-collar class.^  While continuously negotiating with the unclear and fast 
changing institutions, Japanese salarymen are now forced to search for new meanings 
of life outside the invalid old work ethic. 
On the other hand, many Japanese writers, particularly those economists with 
business backgrounds, tend to have more "positive" views on the so-called Japanese 
model of economy or management like lifetime employment. Most of the 
contemporary commentators recognize the problem of the Japanese companies, and 
some of them try to explain the virtue of the system. They assert that the failure of 
Japan in the 1990s is because the Japanese cannot hold the distinctive advantages of 
6 It is very clear that not all Japanese are salarymen; however, if Japanese companies started firing 
regular employees, that means the subsidiary workers like women or part-time workers are facing 
greater problems. 
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A 
the Japanese model (Arai 1997; Ota 1996). Improvements should be made and the 
Japanese should re-emphasize the "human-centered" approach of the "Japanese style 
of management", as Itami argues (2002). They are right to say that if Japanese 
companies cannot respect what salarymen have been sacrificing for the society in the 
past and reform the institutional setting accordingly, but only with concern about 
short-term profit, Japanese men will finally lose confidence towards the organization, 
resulting the total lost of ikigai among them, as well as the failure of the country as a 
whole (Tao 1998). 
However, as some Japanese commentators and scholars point out (for example, 
Inoki and Higuchi 1995; Tamamura and Imada 1996; Hotta 2000), the current 
(international) political and economic settings cannot afford the "Japanese ways of 
practice" anymore, as most banks and companies are heavily indebted. If that is the 
case, how should Japanese salarymen, who cannot claim any stable meanings from 
their companies anymore, respond? 
The divergent conceptions on work ethic, play and ikigai in the 1990s Japan 
were addressed in Mathews' paper (2003). His basic point is that the younger 
generations no longer believe, but resist the "company as family" ideology, though 
the institutional forces are still there. The older generations, as the spokesmen of the 
old work ethic, lose their authority within the company, as well as their confidence in 
this ideology. Mathews analyzes a middle aged bank worker and a hobbyist who 
resisted the mainstream expectation and set up his own business of hobby (Mathews 
1996:57-61, 155-160), providing concrete examples on how the negotiation between 
work and hobby carries on in everyday life. 
While western scholars focus on the institutional setting or company culture of 
work, Japanese themselves, be they scholars or not, tend to focus on the individual 
side when talking about work in Japan. Japanese tend to use concepts like ikigai, 
value (Jcachi), meanings {imi), or philosophy {tetsugaku) when they debate over the 
issue of work (Imamura 1998; Sugimura 1997; Ogawa 2002; Nakajima 2001), and 
the discourse around the meanings of work as ikigai is dominant in the Japanese 
context. These seemingly speculative arguments over the meanings of work are 
actually grounded on the current changing social and working situation. 
Work intrudes upon every segment of Japanese society, especially as seen in the 
ideological and extensive claim of work as ikigai. However, one must also pay the 
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social prices for overloading the salarymen (See for example Kerr 2001; Smith 1997). 
Overworking or long working hours resulting in sudden death among workers, or 
karoshi, has become a serious social problem (Kawahito 1998; see also Ohara 2002). 
It also brings many cases of suicide among those loyal workers when the company 
changes their working positions (Noda 1988). Thus the ideology of "work as ikigai” 
is actually a double-edged claim which causes seriously huge issues in current Japan. 
The problem of over-emphasizing work also affects family lives. For example, 
condemning the Japanese ways of working which destroyed so many families, the 
research done by Tokyo Kanrishoku Union (1994) provides extensive personal 
interviews about those fathers who get seriously psychological troubles, or even die 
from overwork. A current collection of 165 love letters from those couples in their 
sixties by N H K (2002) reveals the fact that most Japanese men are apologizing for 
their absence from the family. In short, the debate over the work ethic vis-a-vis ikigai 
in the Japanese context is directly related to the everyday life of Japanese, concerning 
the values held by individuals. 
Having similar perspectives to approach the question with an emphasis on 
hobbyists' retrospection over the value of work, family, and hobby, this research will 
try to provide a more detailed and empirically-grounded study on how the priority of 
work constitutes the everyday lives of Japanese men. This in turn, may bring 
hindrances for hobbyists to negotiate their own ikigai. 
The decline of Japanese economy would inevitably change the expectation of 
salarymen. In the early 1990s, for example, Sengoku (1991) complains that the 
younger generations are not serious enough both in working and playing, and the lost 
of a sense of seriousness (majime) among them is the major reason for the economic 
stagnation. However, if the situation does not improve at all, perhaps those who need 
to change are the salarymen. For example, Tao (1998) argues that under the economic 
stagnation, salarymen should rely less on their company. He also argues for the 
necessity for a variety of salarymen with different personalities (Tao 1998:113-158). 
The book by Yomiuri Shimbun Keizaibu (2001) suggests that Japanese should 
transcend the old model of salaryman and that they can also work in foreign 
companies, take more holidays, or decide what they want to do in the future on their 
own. In short, if the salarymen can no longer stick to the company, they can only 
depend more on themselves. 
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On the other hand, in such an era of despair, Morotomi (2002) says that 
salarymen in Japan are all "lonely men". In his book Samishii Otoko (芒《?fLl/、男）， 
he depicts the social scenarios in which Japanese men are failure in almost all aspects 
of living and they cannot find any meaning in their lives now. They are not able to 
find a stable job like before and have only unhappy experiences in workplace and 
family. Being exhausted after work and generally lacking in communication skills, 
men face failure both in love and sex relationships. For these lonely men, any claim 
of ikigai is futile and they lose the dignity of being a man. 
This reflects the vacuum of meanings of life, which were originally derived from 
work ethic, in other aspects of life in contemporary Japan to a large extent. Thus, 
negotiation between work and hobby does not merely mean to resist and change the 
institutions of work ethic, but also needs to reinvent, create and legitimize new 
meanings for a passionate hobby. 
II Finding meanings from leisure, hobby, and play in Japan 
Compared to scholarly studies on work and other areas, perhaps it is fair to be 
surprised that leisure, hobby and different forms of play have received rather little 
attention in the field of anthropology of Japan. It seems that the Japanese, especially 
men, are working bees and workaholic corporate warriors who do not know how to 
play and enjoy life. There is a certain extent of truth in the previous statement, even 
though it sounds quite unimaginable for an affluent society to possess members who 
are robots who do not have any leisure activities or hobby. Past research directions 
may overlook some important areas of Japanese culture which are worth looking at in 
detail. Recently, scholars pay more attention to the Japanese culture of play (for 
example Hendry and Raveri 2002). However, most researchers, to some extent, point 
to the distinctive features of the "Japanese" forms of play/ while the current research 
tries to locate the subject matter in a broader societal sense. 
Plath's After Hours (1964) provides an analysis of how modern forms of leisure 
arises in modern Japan. As his research has shown, leisure and enjoyment cannot be 
investigated without considering work and its social framework. Even after hours 
should be enjoyed according to the time schedules set by the greater society such that 
leisure in Japan can never be detached from the context of work or social 
7 See also, Sato (1991); Linhart and Fruhstuck (1998); Linhart and Inoue (1998); Robertson (1998); 
Martinex ed. (1998); Craig ed. (2000); Cheung and Kawaguchi (2000). 
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responsibilities. Plath also provides an important analytical tool that analyzing one's 
daily schedule is the most convenient means to see how informants negotiate work 
and hobby. As argued by Rojek, "one cannot separate leisure from the rest of life and 
claim that it has unique 'laws,' propensities and rhythms" (1995:1). Anthropologists 
tend to include leisure and play as a part of everyday life. 
Later ethnographic researches argue that leisure in Japan is always a part of 
company life. Sharing time with peers or friends, "play" is always linked with social 
responsibilities. For example, Allison (1994) interestingly argues that even her field 
site of a hostess club was actually for salarymen's business talks with customers. 
Institution of work and company incorporates the arenas of leisure in Japan, and play 
cannot be detached from social responsibilities to a great extent. A similar conclusion 
has also been drawn in Roberson's account of working class's leisure activities (1998). 
In common conceptions, “after hours" are the time for them to have leisure activities 
sponsored by the company and to be with co-workers or friends {nakama). "Private 
times" are only utilized for "killing off times" or "lying around" by workers, instead 
of finding personal enjoyment (1998:175). Roberson writes, “[t]he company context 
is important... it transforms these blue-collar workers... into poor versions of Japan's 
stereotyped white-collar employees, thus again reaffirming from afar the hegemonic 
hold of the salaryman image." (1998:170) 
Following this approach, the book kimi wa dotchi da (1996), which is composed 
of letter communication between two famous manga (Japanese comics) writers 
Yamasaki and Hirokane, gives us important insights into the social restriction applied 
Q 
on salarymen. In their letters, they start a discussion about the issue of work and 
play among salarymen; they express their different views on what Japanese men 
should live for in the context of meanings of life, work, company (organization), 
family, and hobby. For example, Yamasaki discusses that one should use an attitude 
of "playing" to have his work done, while Hirokane says that work is exactly his 
hobby. But finally, instead of conflicting views, they tend to think that either work or 
hobby can be one's ikigai if salarymen think over their choice of ikigai thoroughly 
8 Both Yamasaki, the author of the "Dairy of the Fishing Fool"(釣 U /《力日誌)’ and Hirokane, the 
author of the "Manager Shimakosaku"(課長島耕作),are considered to be the most famous authors of 
manga which are widely read by Japanese salarymen. The former is about a salaryman who is a fishing 
hobbyist who always has interesting stories within the office and family. The latter is about a real 
corporate warrior who treats his work as the most important thing in his life, describing his success in 
his work when climbing up the job ladder. 
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and realize the feasibility.^  The most important hint is to have one's own "manual of 
living" and to take responsibility behind individual choices. These important insights 
serve as important guidelines to the research. 
However, this book does not provide many practical methods or analysis on how 
to deal with the actual problems raised in everyday lives when negotiating ikigai in 
different social situations. For example, how should salarymen negotiate hobby or 
family under different institutional restrictions like long working hours in the 
company? This research will then address the questions raised and try to provide a 
dynamic picture of how salarymen negotiate for their hobby as ikigai in different 
social settings during day-to-day life. 
There are many popular books and magazines on railway hobby in Japan, and 
we shall go through some of them in detail in the next chapter. One of them, Egashira 
(1998), analyzes some practical problems encountered by railway hobbyists who are 
salarymen. For example, hobbyists cannot focus on their work and are considered to 
be strange people in their company. Also, they may find more problems in the realm 
of family, as it is very hard to convince one's girlfriend or wife to accept that hobby is 
the most important thing in life. However, he does not provide reasons for this, and 
his portraits of hobbyists are only poor people who can only passively obey the 
authority in the company. This research will provide more detailed accounts of the 
ecology of railway hobbyists and examine how they actively respond to the problems 
they have in the realm of work and family. 
But when the work ethic of salarymen in Japan is now contested, perhaps 
hobbyists' lifestyle can serve as a new alternative for others. In a broader context, 
Himanen (2001) uses the term "hacker ethic", which was originated from the 
passionate program writers on the Internet (thus a kind of "hobbyists"), to suggest 
new kinds of meanings in living and work, applicable to all aspects of social life. 
These "hobbyists" no longer follow what the Protestant work ethic suggests, as 
proposed by Weber (1958), and find their satisfaction of life through passionate 
devotion to something that really interests them. To find friends with the same 
"hobby" serves as the new criteria of living and work among these "hackers". They 
blur the boundary between work and hobby. Himanen suggests this new "calling" to 
work will fill the value gap that Protestant work ethic left vacant. By the same token, 
9 Sometimes they share similar opinion like "the first thing to restructure (risutord) is one's wife" or 
"the most important element for both play and work is self-motivation". 
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railway hobbyists in Japan may also have the same power to transform the cultural 
landscape in future Japan. 
This research on the negotiation between work and hobby among railway 
hobbyists in Japan does not only address and respond to the questions proposed by 
the above authors. I will also find out the actual logic in the negotiation process 
between work and hobby, which is not clearly identified by them, by locating the 
theoretical discussion in the context of the contemporary Japanese society. 
Methodology 
This research was conducted from 1 June to 26 August in 2002 in Japan. Living 
in Yokohama for three months, I have attended five activities organized by hobbyists, 
performed participant observations in about ten places, and had about forty in-depth 
interviews with informants. Most of the data used in this thesis were collected from 
the in-depth interviews. I found m y informants mainly from the Internet before the 
research, and got to know more informants in Japan. 
I did not restrict the field site within Tokyo, which is the metropolitan area. I 
tried to meet informants in various places in Japan. Thus, in m y research, I had two 
trips to Kyushu area and Kansai area. Instead of doing an anthropological research 
concerning only the Tokyo area, this research studies hobbyists in various regions of 
Japan. And since most hobbyists attend trips outside Tokyo or other urban areas, it is 
more convenient to interview some informants in different places. 
I Participant Observation 
I performed m y participant observations in five hobbyists' activities, such as 
traveling via the railway in groups and meetings held by different railway hobby 
dubs. 10 I observed what they actually did for their hobby or for the club, and the 
kinds of activities that were held within the hobby group. 
During m y participant observations within the hobby group, by treating such a 
hobby group as a form of "cultural tribe", I saw how the hobbyists viewed the social 
values of "work as ikigai” and how they resisted the institutional constraints. The free 
speaking atmosphere among members during travel was ideal for me to observe the 
� It includes an alumni meeting from a university hobby club, two meetings of a railway history club, 
and two "offline travels" (ofu-kai; See description in chapter two) organized by hobbyists. 
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peer support and the dynamics among the hobbyists/ members. It was also a very 
common practice among Japanese group members, especially within hobby circles, to 
share personal feelings or problems on work, family or hobby. Although private 
personal accounts can only be collected during individual interviews, the major 
advantage for collecting data in this format is that Japanese are more likely to share 
daily life problems, attitudes or solutions among intimate peers with the same (sub) 
cultural background, especially after having a cup of sake, and in the context of 
hobby group gathering. ^  Thus, this provided me with an ideal condition to observe 
how group members help each other to cope with other aspects of life. 
Besides, in these gatherings, members tend to accept and allow others to 
"illustrate" their "craziness" on hobby during frank talk, thus gaining valuable daily 
examples from the words of others. Their daily strategy employed to lighten, resist or 
adapt to the work pressure and burden within the company institutions are clearer 
after participating in their activities. 
I carried out participant observations in many places where railway hobbyists 
would like to go, such as some well-known bookstores, hobby shops, platforms in 
some major stations on holidays and during special train events. In these places, I 
chatted with different hobbyists briefly and observed what they had done, some of 
them were even invited for in-depth interviews. 
II Textual analysis 
Another method to understand the general background of railway hobbyists is to 
analyze written and electronic sources. There are numerous hobby-magazines, books, 
personal homepages, and on-line discussion groups. I will portray a general picture of 
hobbyists' cultural world by making use of these data in chapter two, whilst it would 
firstly explain why textual analysis is also important in this research. 
One of the reasons for using textual analysis is that most of the railway 
hobbyists in Japan enjoy their hobby personally. Without many hobby groups or 
circles, it is unsuitable to draw conclusions only from participant observation, yet 
textual analysis and in-depth interviews are far more effective. Also, 
hobby-magazines, books or written materials do provide important information about 
‘I Many railway hobbyists are also "sake-drinking fans". I had attended two sake-drinking parties 
organized by railway hobbyists. One was held on the train — a special "beer-train" — which was rent 
by the hobbyists. Another was joined by female participants as well, who are "sake-drinking fans" 
actually. Thus only half of the participants (men) in the party were railway hobbyists. 
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hobbyists' everyday life. 
Another important textual source is hobbyists' personal homepages on the 
Internet 12 on which they post not only photos or sounds of trains of the hobby but 
also their personal accounts, describing how much they spent on the hobby or what 
they have done for it. Thus I studied what they have done in everyday life by making 
use of different media sources. These sources, however, mainly talk about their hobby 
rather than their private lives, thus analysis of textual materials serves only as a 
subsidiary tool for interviews. 
Ill In-depth interviews 
In-depth interview is the major method for collecting data in this research. I 
contacted sixty informants and conducted in-depth interviews with forty-one of them. 
They are white-collar workers, or salarymen in a broad sense, ranging from 
managerial executives to high school teachers, from newly recruited white-collar 
workers in computer firms to train drivers in private railway companies. Most of 
them are university graduates. Sometimes informants' intimate relatives or friends 
would also join in the interviews. (Please refer to the profiles of interviewees in the 
appendix for information) 
A Selection of interviewees 
(i) Ways of selecting and contacting informants 
Informants were found on the Internet, mostly through their personal homepages, 
and contacted through E-mail in advance, from January to May 2002, when I was in 
Hong Kong. Although the personal information noted on the web pages is quite brief, 
usually including only age and occupation of the hobbyist, I screened out suitable 
interviewees who are between ages 20 (in case of finishing high-school) or 25 (in 
case of graduates) to 55 (before retirement), and with their occupation specified as 
company workers {kaishain 会社員)or salaryman {sarariiman 廿，i^ l 一 > ) . This 
was aimed to ensure that all informants should have a fulltime job, hence facing some 
sort of dilemma between hobby and work. Also, I tried to interview those who have 
12 Personal homepages are important exchange media for railway hobbyists in Japan. They are one of 
the first groups of hobbyist in Japan who extensively make use of the Internet. Most of my informants 
have computers and their personal homepages since 1997. It is because they can post their data or 
collection like photographs, sound recordings, databank, and travel sketches on the homepages and 
make it to be an important exchange media between hobbyists. 
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or had been working in business firms or have a family, thus it is more plausible to 
have the right informant who has some ways to negotiate his ikigai as hobby against 
other aspects of life, especially the important ones such as work and family in Japan. 
After using the above criteria to select suitable interviewees, I sent out about one 
hundred e-mails and received about fifty replies. Thirty-eight people replied that they 
were willing to arrange for an interview. The other ten interviewees I became 
acquainted with in Japan. Some were friends of my informants but most of them were 
met in different gatherings like hobbyists' activities or fan club meetings. 
(ii) Bias of the method 
Firstly, only those informants who are willing to talk could be interviewed. As 
some railway hobbyists are known as antisocial, this selection method will 
automatically screen out those potential informants who are afraid of talking to 
strangers or foreigners.'^  Thus data collected for this research mainly came from 
those "sociable railway hobbyists". It means that the overall conclusion cannot be 
applied to all kinds of railway hobbyists. 
Secondly, the most hardworking or the busiest informants were unable to arrange 
time for interviews. About five or six replies said that they were happy to be 
interviewed, but they could not because they spent most of their time and energy to 
deal with the extremely heavy workload. Although they were willing to talk about 
their "smart ways" to balance hobby and work, they could not afford any extra 
minutes. Fortunately, for most informants, they could arrange time to accept my 
interviews during their train trips. 
B Format of interviews 
Amongst the forty-one interviews arranged, most were conducted in coffee 
shops, restaurants, and within the trains; yet, some were conducted at informants' 
homes or old rural train stations during travel. These semi-structured interviews 
lasted for about two hours. The shortest one lasted for forty-five minutes and the 
longest one for four hours. All interviews were conducted in Japanese. i4 Although 
13 For example, some replies simply stated that they are not willing to talk about private matters to 
someone with whom they meet for the first time. 
14 Some informants from Kansai areas or from Kyushu, for example, also speak local dialects. 
However, because they knew I do not understand too much Kansai-dialect or Hakata-dialect, most of 
them kindly explained the details if I could not follow. 
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my Japanese is far from perfect and most informants had never talked to a foreigner, 
my Japanese is good enough, and my knowledge of their hobby is sufficient to 
comprehend most of what they have said. Most interviews were recorded in M D discs 
and transcribed after fieldwork. 
(i) Data collection 
The general flow of interviews is (1) asking about their hobby, such as what their 
major interests in the hobby are, and what they have done; (2) asking questions about 
their present life, especially about the nature of their work, as well as their family and 
educational background; (3) figuring out their life history and lifecourse, focusing on 
major decisions in their lives, such as change of job; (4) asking about their future 
plan — possibilities of changing job or retirement plan — depending on the age of 
the informant; (5) finally, asking questions about their attitudes towards different 
notions like values of work, family, or human life, and their general conceptions on 
Japanese working culture, family life, and what makes their life, or other people's life, 
worth living. 
Generally speaking, I paid attention to their criteria of what means to be a "good 
work", through investigating their "life strategies"'^  in different stages of lifecourse 
and working experience. Conflicts between their hobby and other aspects of life — 
work and family — were highlighted, as well as their methods of negotiating their 
ikigai in the context of day-to-day life. 
In practice, I asked about the nature of their job, working hours, relationships 
with colleagues and superiors, and problems they face in the company. Special 
attention was paid to their actual experiences or events encountered in workplace or 
family, as well as hypothetical questions like how they take paid leaves and how to 
"tolerate" their works in the company. If my informant has already set up his family, I 
would ask questions about his relationship with his intimate partner, such as how his 
partner got to know his identity as a hobbyist. I also paid extra attention to problems 
like sharing of housework and arranging leisure time. 
Finally, their expectations on career and reflections on life history, in terms of 
work and hobby, had been taken into account. The "changing" work ethic or views on 
hobby will be clear when the informants project their vision into their past or future. 
15 The concept was borrowed from Nakano's usage (2000). 
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This type of questions will be particularly important for fresh graduates and workers 
near their retirement age. 
(ii) Characteristics of interviews and its limitations 
M y informants were willing to talk about their hobby, but were even more eager 
to share experiences in the company or family. Perhaps it is because they have 
already shared their hobby on the Internet, and the only topic among hobbyists is their 
common hobby, so they have very few chances to share the everyday experiences of 
negotiating hobby with work and family. 
As mentioned before, informants selected for interviews are those who are not 
afraid of talking to (foreign) people and are willing to talk about their private lives. 
Thus the research data can only represent these "sociable" railway hobbyists. It 
applies only to those who have similar backgrounds and values as my informants. 
Finally, because I cannot include everything in this thesis, I can only select the 
data which are directly related to the theme and seem to be interesting and significant. 
Thus, effort was put to the "recreation of cultural flow", rather than centering on each 
of the informants and explaining each case in details. 
There may be some sorts of exaggeration. For example, informants are doing 
their work during most of the working hours; however, quotations selected here are 
limited, which may give readers a sense that hobbyists are playing for the whole day 
in the office. Nevertheless, quotations used in the thesis were all transcribed and 
translated as accurate as possible in order to regenerate my own conception about 
what the informants feel and think about during interviews. 
C Reflexivity of the researcher and general reflections 
Although I attended several study trips or exchange programs in Japan, I am not 
native Japanese, and I did not live in Japan for more than three consecutives months. 
Thus there is, inevitably, some sort of gap whilst I tried to grasp the cultural meanings 
of Japan, as my knowledge on Japan was acquired only from the sources available in 
Hong Kong. This gap, however, was largely solved by my identity as a railway 
hobbyist, though surely only a newcomer. Having the same interest and some 
knowledge of their hobby, it made it easier to comprehend their conversations, and to 
understand their difficulties which are quite common to hobbyist. 
Without wasting time to ask about the basics about the hobby which were 
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considered "common sense", I could make use of my limited time to grasp what I 
need for my research. Some informants were also worried before the interview as 
they found it hard to explain details of their hobby to outsiders: outsiders would either 
keep asking why these things are interesting or interrupt the conversation because of 
their lack of knowledge on this hobby. However, after the interviews, they felt at ease 
and comfortable to talk with a foreign hobbyist rather than a normal Japanese, 
especially when the researcher listened not only to what they have done for the hobby 
but also what they have encountered in everyday life. It is also why I have collected 
many interesting data which cannot be obtained by other research strategies if the 
researcher shares no common interest with the informants. ^^ 
In addition to my identity as a hobbyist, my age of twenty-five also facilitated 
the smooth running of my interviews. Young informants felt comfortable to share 
their experiences, while senior informants felt happy to share their "secret" side to a 
younger listener and "teach" me about their wisdom of balancing work and hobby. 
Finally, I would like to share Mathews (1996)'s point about the motive of why 
informants are willing to talk, that “.. .those I spoke with told the story of their lives 
not just to me, but to themselves. Most seemed to welcome the chance to verbally 
reconstruct their lives, to see what those constructions looked like.，’（1996:43). This 
comment is particularly true in my research. With almost no exception, my 
informants were willing to talk 一 to find someone to listen to them 一 about their 
down-to-earth and tough, joyful experiences of negotiation between hobby and other 
aspects of life 一 although they were very busy. They were enjoying their 
self-interpretation of what they have done in their lives. Some of my informants felt 
grateful after interviews because it gave them a chance to re-think their 
"life-strategies". One informant said that he had not seriously thought about his life 
before the interview and was happy that he had the chance to confirm that his choice 
of ikigai does have its value and meanings. 
16 Many informants were surprised that a Hong Kong person can know the names of rural places in 
Japan or the model number of a specific train. However, when I asked about their knowledge about 
foreign railway, most of them also made me surprised, as many hobbyists who had come to Hong 
Kong had also traveled (all) railways in Hong Kong (or in Taiwan, China, or Europe). After my 
explanation by citing this example, they expressed somewhat like "oh... yes, yes, I understand your 
situation now." 
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Structure of the thesis 
After outlining the objectives, methodology, and significance of this research in 
chapter one, chapter two provides a background study of the changing meanings of 
work as ikigai and different forms of hobbies in Japan. In particular, I will analyze 
different aspects of the railway hobby and investigate the ecology of hobbyists, 
giving a comprehensive review of what railway hobbies mean in participants' 
everyday life. I will exemplify why this hobby is interesting by using examples of 
two famous hobbyists, and will delineate what kinds of problems they would face if 
they claim that hobby is the most important thing in their life in the Japanese society. 
Chapter three to chapter five, which constitute the core parts of this research, 
will provide three different perspectives to investigate how the claim of railway 
hobby as ikigai brings different problems and potential conflicts to the informants' 
everyday life. Arranged according to the problems faced in different stages in the 
lifecourse, these chapters will investigate the rationales behind their attitudes on the 
relations between work and hobby, and will depict different lively scenarios 
encountered by railway hobbyists in workplace and family, finding out how they 
respond to different institutional and cultural settings which are hostile to their claim 
of ikigai in hobby. 
Specifically, in chapter three, we will look at four types of hobbyists who have 
different social backgrounds and occupations. W e will look into how different social 
backgrounds, as well as the strong belief in hobby as ikigai, determine their choices 
of occupations and lifecourse, tracing the new ideas about relationship between work 
and interest, and arguing whether the values held by hobbyists are counterbalancing 
the problems of salarymen in contemporary Japan. 
Chapter four analyzes how hobbyists get accepted in workplace, in which “office 
politics" may greatly affect their pursuit of ikigai in hobby if they do not have a good 
relationship with fellow workers. W e will see how they make use of different 
seemingly unfavorable institutional rules set by the company to create private space 
and to maximize their time used for hobby inside and outside the office. 
Chapter five argues that hobbyists may face a more difficult situation in the 
aspects of family and intimate relations. As there are both advantages and 
disadvantages when merging two different lifestyles of the hobbyists and their lovers, 
we will see why the gender spheres remain separated within hobbyists' families, by 
looking at different strategies used when they share their housework and enjoy 
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honeymoon or holidays together. 
Lastly, in the conclusion, I will discuss the significance of the existence of 
railway hobbyists in contemporary Japanese society, in which their lifestyles are 
different from the legitimated lifestyles of company workers for Japanese men in the 
past. Depicting their worldviews and values held, as seen through their ikigai, we will 
see how this group of "marginal" railway hobbyists, because of the nature of their 
hobby, will or may have the power to defend, actualize and legitimize their ideal ways 
of living, leading us to a new understanding of Japanese society and unfolding a side 
of Japanese culture in the past and at present, or even in the future. 
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Chapter 2 Background study: Meanings of life, work, and 
railway hobby in Japan 
Introduction 
This chapter will first describe what ikigai means in Japanese society, in both the 
post-war and contemporary period. It will discuss how work is no longer secure in 
Japan and how this brings about the shift of meanings of ikigai as work. When the 
work ethic became a contested issue in public discourse, ikigai gradually lost its 
meaning amongst the general public, especially for salarymen. 
The second part provides a survey of hobbies and hobbyists in Japan. After 
investigating what hobbies mean in Japan, it will then introduce the general 
background of this hobby and the ecology of hobbyists, the historical origin and their 
development, as well as the perceptions and images of them in Japan. 
To conclude, we will then discuss what kinds of factors that hobbyists may need 
to deal with when they claim their meanings of life is railway hobby instead of work 
in contemporary Japan. 
Meanings of life in Japan: Past and present 
Meanings of life in post-war Japan 
The term ikigai, concerning mostly about the values of work or family, and 
sometimes religious interest or creative endeavor, is commonly heard in Japan 
(Mathews 1996:12-13; see also Kobayashi 1989:9-32). M y informants, for example, 
will say that their railway hobby is their ikigai. This means that the hobby is the most 
important thing in their lives and it comes first beyond work or family. But for most 
Japanese in the past, ikigai was fixed and channeled to a large extent in men's ikigai 
of work and women's of family. The question over ikigai is especially highlighted in 
the public discourse in post-war Japan. 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, Japanese writers provide extensive 
surveys of why work makes one's life meaningful in Japan (Kobayashi 1989:51-69; 
Sakurai 2002:15-69). This was especially true in the 1970s and 1980s when an 
extensive discussion of ikigai in mass media in Japan took place, probably as a result 
of the increased life expectancy and affluence of society (Mathews 1996:14). With 
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Kamiya (1980), my interpretation is that when Japanese have a stable income and 
higher living standard, they started to reflect the values of what they had been doing 
in their lives. 
Discourse on the distinctive characteristics of the Japanese employment system 
and company, as well as work ethic, was once extremely popular in mass media, 
which is clearly linked to the discussing of work as ikigai. Loyalty to the company, 
devotion to the group, and the searching for ikigai through hard work were said to be 
the reason of Japan's economic success and the way in which Japanese found their 
life meaningful. However, in the late 1980s, more and more Japanese realized that 
work can no longer be the single source of ikigai. In the post-war period, to struggle 
for survival and a better living standard was the only meaningful way of life; 
therefore people thought devoting oneself to work is worthwhile. However, if one is 
already living in an affluent society, why does this mentality still exist? Should 
Japanese play more? (Kato 1984; Mathews 1996:16) 
Another reason why ikigai is crucial to our understanding of current Japan is that 
the claim of work as ikigai had brought about many ad hoc practices in the workplace. 
Many "unreasonable" practices in Japanese companies, such as tanshin funin (単身赴 
任)，i can only be justified by the claim of company familialism. Under the era of fast 
economic development, employees and the company could have a common 
interest 一 to work hard for the company was also beneficial and meaningful to the 
individual (Itami 2003). If workers could find their ikigai in the company, the 
company is thus more important to them than their own families. However, when the 
economy went down and the company started firing loyal workers, the ideology of 
company familialism became demystified. Yet, those practices of the "Japanese 
company" remain and have become a source of social problems in contemporary 
Japan, like karoshi (過労死)2 or sdbisu-zangyo (廿一 tf 又残業广 Having a sense of 
betrayal while losing one's ikigai in company, it seems that many Japanese salarymen 
are now suffering from work more than enjoying their "family life" in the workplace. 
‘Tanshin funin literally means "single posting without bringing one's family". For details please refer 
to chapter four. See Sugimoto (1997:95). Hereafter I refer to this as "single-posting". 
2 Karoshi literally means "sudden death brought by extreme exhaustion and stress resulting from 
overwork". See Sugimoto (1997:94) 
3 Sdbisu-zangyo literally means "overtime work without pay". 
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Meanings of life in contemporary Japan: Changing values and realities 
The question over the meaning of work has always been a key issue in Japan, 
especially in the 1990s, when the social ethos of enjoying affluence changed to 
general despair. Starting from the "bursting of the bubble" in 1990, the prime 
directive for the country and the people stagnated, not because Japanese can no longer 
find meanings from work, but due to the loss or lack of work (Genda 2002; Okubo 
2002). The situation now is even worse than the post-war period, since Japanese are 
now more skeptical and pessimistic about what they have been doing during these 
decades of economic development and affluence (Allison 1997; Hane 1996). 
When I did my own research last year (2002), besides ikigai, I found quite a 
number of books discussing two major types of issues. The first type discusses the 
value of work, if any, and its implications. Commentators assert that, Japan is now 
suffering because of the overemphasis of work by Japanese (Fujihara 2002), or, due 
to the laziness and insincerity of Japanese (young) people (Abe 2002; see also 
Sengoku 1991). Authors, with diversified backgrounds and opinions, argue over the 
meanings and the value of work, discussing how the emphasis of work should or 
should not be disregarded in contemporary Japan. 
On the other hand, many business magazines or popular books — self-help 
books or survival guides 一 are telling people why they should or should not change 
jobs (Yomiuri Shimbunsha 2001; Yomiuri Weekly 2002). In other words, these 
"guidebooks" teach salarymen different ways to survive the current economic 
stagnation and unemployment situation (Yukan Fuji 2001; Chikushi ed. 2001), 
although writers offer opposite opinions. 
While doing m y research in Japan, I watched a TV program about people's 
attitude towards work. It invited different Japanese 一 from company presidents, to 
college students, to street sleepers who were salarymen before 一 to discuss the 
meanings of work. This led to a rather predictable result, in which some condemned 
the laziness of young people and thought that youth should work harder, as they 
themselves had been doing all their lives, while others disagreed with that "old style", 
believing that it is no longer valid in Japan today. These diverse arguments over the 
meanings of work and changing ikigai can be found in newspapers, TV programs, 
and even people's everyday conversation. In fact, this kind of discussion is 
dominating the current public discourse in Japan. 
It is unclear whether one should stick to the company and consider work as 
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ikigai. Some say that people should develop one's alternate ikigai and actualize one's 
dream; while some argue that this kind of "corporate warrior" should be encouraged 
and work is the best and only meaning for Japanese men. The above debate makes the 
claim of work as ikigai become a contested issue, and this is especially true in the 
case of salarymen. That leads to hesitations which can also be seen in different , 
aspects of life. If work is no longer men's ikigai, then what "dreams" should these 
company workers actualize?. 
The possibility of finding an authentic ikigai: Hobby in Japan 
Most Japanese enjoy after hours or leisure time through mass entertainment. 
Similar to some other countries, mass media composes the major part of Japanese's 
everyday life, like television, pop-music, or computer games. However, play and 
leisure are, to some extent, the privilege of women in Japan, since men find 
themselves too busy at work and are too tired to enjoy life after work. Especially for 
salarymen, after hours meant joining different company functions, accompanying the 
family, or simply taking a rest. It is common for a salaryman to have no private time, 
space nor energy; he cannot do what he desires since he is too heavily bounded by his 
responsibilities. Finding ikigai in hobby or leisure, as suggested by some Japan 
sociologists in the 1980s (Kato 1984)，is thus no easy task. Before discussing how 
railway hobbyists negotiate their ikigai in Japan, we should first define what hobby is 
and how hobby is perceived in Japan. 
Hobby can be defined as a continuous passion and a deep interest in an activity, 
held without any instrumental reasons. According to the psychologist 
Csikszentmihalyi, a hobby is actually to make fun from absurd things, obtaining an 
intense "flow" of joyful experiences. In his words, 
In a world supposedly ruled by the pursuit of money, power, prestige, and 
pleasure, it is surprising to find certain people who sacrifice all these goals for 
no apparent reason: people who risk their lives climbing rocks, who devote their 
lives to art, who spend their energies playing chess. (1975:1) 
From a semiotic point of view, by definition every hobby has a common 
characteristic: to create meanings from anything which may arouse one's long-term 
curiosity and interest. 
4 See Morotomi's discussion of the unwillingness to work among Japanese graduates (2002:41-74). 
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Another definition of hobby comes from its "social function" — "a pursuit or 
interest engaged in for relaxation" (Merriam-Webster 1999). It can be seen as a way 
to escape from boring work and routine everyday life, which allows one to 
temporarily forget one's social responsibilities.^  It refreshes the workers so that they 
can tolerate further "alienation" in work. Thus, hobby, a major cultural form of leisure, 
and work, are two sides of the same coin. 
As we can see, the above definitions of hobby are contradictory: hobby is a 
personal matter, while it is also useful only if it is linked to work. A hobby, apart from 
its form and content, is interesting because it is for relaxation and freedom from 
boring work. But also, modern forms of leisure are said to be largely incorporated 
into the cultural industry, which encourages mass consumption. 
Yet, generally speaking, having a hobby is thought to mean something good, 
since it can expand one's sphere of life outside work, as it cultivates an all-around 
person through experiencing different things. 
Japanese have a variety of hobbies. One can easily find many hobby classes 
offered by "cultural centers"(文化七〉夕一）and there are a vast variety of 
specialized hobby magazines in bookstores. However, the term for "hobby" in 
Japanese, “shumi” (趣味)，carries somewhat different social meaning than the western 
word “hobby，，.6 
Normally, having a shumi may only represent that you are a normal and sociable 
person. There is a necessity for a Japanese to say something about his/ her shumi 
when being introduced. "Standard shumr includes hiking, reading, and listening to 
music. In fact, those may only be excuses, the important point is only to say 
something, preferably a standard answer such as those listed above. Answers like "I 
have no hobby" or "My hobby is sleeping" would sound somewhat abnormal. 
In Japan, shumi also refers to a formal cultural practice which should be linked 
to cultivating oneself. The following paragraphs will describe three types of hobbies 
which have been the dominating forms in contemporary Japan. 
The first type of hobby refers to activities for cultivating oneself. For example, 
5 As Csikszentmihalyi said, "[a]t present, most of the institutions that take up our time — schools, 
offices, factories 一 are organized around the assumption that serious work is grim and unpleasant... 
most of the our time is spend doing unpleasant things" (1975:1). Perhaps one may agree with the 
Frankfurt school, like Horkheimer and Adomo (1994) or Fromm (1956; 1978), to say modem form of 
leisure is only one manifestation of the insanity of modernity. 
6 In Japanese, shumi also has another meanings of "having a taste or not". 
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traditional arts like tea ceremony or flower arrangement, or more popular and modern 
ones like English conversation class. Participants join in order to become "more 
cultured". They may get some sort of recognition, such as certificates, and become 
more competitive in the job market/ However, I believe these "hobbies" are rather a 
matter of consumption to a large extent. Participating in arts is a "professional 
training" rather than an interest. If you can pay for your hobby-training, somebody 
will teach you and give you a certificate. Some devoted or talented students may 
become teachers later or start up their own schools. If the specific hobby is well 
institutionalized, like sports or chess,^  one may even become professional players or 
iemoto (家元，the head of school) of a traditional art, which are all huge businesses in 
Japan. Thus, this kind of "hobby" is largely a matter of cultural industry and 
consumption.^ 
The second type of hobby refers to those activities which are linked to different 
social institutions, emphasizing the social meanings of the hobby. For men, 
"corporate leisure" like golfing with customers (接待 zf 儿 and drinking after work 
(飲会)are major "leisure" activities. Attending hobby or sports clubs organized by 
the company is also common. For women, participating in parent-teacher-associations, 
local neighborhood communities, or volunteering activities are popular practices 
(Nakano 2000). Many hobbies in Japan today have originated from corporate leisure 
or community services. People attend largely for "showing up": the most important 
thing is participating in the group rather than enjoying the activity, which expresses 
one's group-commitment and social responsibilities. 
The third type of hobby, which is our main concern, can be defined as "personal 
hobby" (Jkojin shumi 個人趣味）.Unlike the above hobbies for cultivation and for 
group commitment, it is relatively invisible to the public, except in the hobby comer 
in bookstores. Because personal hobbies are less institutionalized in forms of clubs or 
7 Hendry (1995:169-177), for example, describes the Japanese ways of doing leisure, art, and hobby: 
following the social model of Iemoto and having a strong sense of accomplishment. 
8 One clear example is the popularization of go (基,or Igo 囲碁）in the last two years because a 
Japanese comic on go, hikaru no go (Hotta and Obata), was a great hit. Thus various art forms or 
hobbies are not isolated practices but also a part of the huge cultural industry. 
One may use Bourdieu's perspectives to investigate hobbies in Japan as a cultural field — or an 
"economic world reversed", in which different forms of capitals are exchanging, thus participants are 
gaining and exchanging different forms of cultural/ social/ symbolic capitals (Jenkins 1992:84-91; 
Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992:94-115; Bourdieu 1993:29-45). One example may be used is an 
informant in Mathews's research, Mr. Murakami, who started up his own calligraphy school after years 
of hardship and practice (1996:155-160). 
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schools, participants in personal hobbies are largely self-motivated. They prefer 
buying a book on a specific hobby for self-reference rather than attending a regular 
class. Thus they show greater sense of independency and creativity, as well as relative 
invisibility.⑴ They also have a greater tendency to claim hobby as their ikigai, having 
a long-term commitment or even a sense of religiosity towards their hobby. 
There is no special rule to say what can be one's personal hobby. If something 
interests you, it is a valid personal hobby just for you. One of the most well-known 
personal hobbies in Japan is fishing, and the hobbyists are called tsuh-baka (釣 U /《 
力)，literally meaning "fishing-fool". Aside from fishing, other well-known personal 
hobbies in Japan include cars, martial arts (格闘技)，sake drinking, mineral collecting 
(鉱石i|又集)，electronics, astronomy, and hot springs travel.^ ^ A famous program "TV 
Champion" (T V 于 > 匕°才 has been broadcast on T V Tokyo for ten years, in 
which participants, who are mostly hobbyists, compete for the honor of becoming 
"the champion" in his/her specialized area of interest. The depths of knowledge of the 
competitors are always surprising.'^  In short, everything can be something of interest, 
and there are great varieties of personal hobbyists. 
It is relatively easy for a Japanese (especially for women) to participate in the 
first two types of hobbies, because these hobbies are generally considered to be good 
cultural activities. These hobbies are useful for gaining recognition within particular 
social groups or gaining more cultural or social capital. 
However the last type, namely, personal hobby, is rather problematic. Others 
may have reason to challenge them: Is there something wrong with these people 
devoting themselves to something which has no use or meaning? Shouldn't they use 
their time to work or to do something good for the general public instead of doing 
these absurd things? 
…However, it is not saying that personal hobbies in Japan are immune fi-om mass consumption. What 
makes the difference is that participants have a greater tendency to claim his or her own role in doing 
the hobby and relying 丨ess on authority. 
‘ ‘ T h e s e examples are only drawn from my observation in different Japanese bookstores last year. I 
simply recorded the varieties of books and magazines in the hobby corner. 
12 See TV Tokyo (1997). The most famous champion is a "fish hobbyist" who had five successive 
victories and became a famous “fish specialist" appearing in different media. Other personal hobbies 
include eating a specific food (like Japanese noodles, curry, snacks), stationary collection, or origami 
(paper-folding). 
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General background of railway hobby and hobbyists in Japan 
This research's main concern is neither the cultural production nor the historical 
origin of railway hobbyists in Japan, but rather the significance of the existence of 
these hobbyists in contemporary Japanese society. However, before our core 
discussion of hobbyists' everyday lives, we should first explore the background 
setting which is necessary for interpreting hobbyists' everyday lives. 
The railway hobby is one of the most common hobbies in Japan and quite 
familiar to Japanese. However these railway hobbyists, or “tetsudd fuarT (鉄道 T 
>),are largely misconceived and nearly unknown to normal Japanese and even 
scholars. The public gets the impression of train fans from those who take photos on 
platforms or besides tracks in rural places,^ ^ or from those who stand in the first 
compartment behind the control room in the train and admire the scenery. Some of 
these "fans", although most of them are not genuine railway hobbyists, even try to 
imitate the style and tone of train announcements. All these make the public form 
negative impression of train hobbyists. 
Perhaps it sounds strange to make a hobby from trains, but in Japan, the railway 
is an important means of transport. Trains appear virtually everywhere. According to 
m y informants, their hobby started when they were children because train had always 
been interesting in the eyes of children. Considering the extensive promotions and 
advertisements by railway companies, and the common use of the symbol of trains in 
the mass media, children's book, toys, and cartoons, one can understand why people 
making trains their hobby in Japan. 
In short, choosing railway as hobby is comprehensible, but the general images of 
the hobbyists remain somewhat negative, as compared to participants in other 
personal hobbies in Japan. 
I The ecology of railway hobbyist in contemporary Japan 
Railway hobby has been said to be the "king of hobbies" {shumi no osama 趣味 
(7)王様）in Japan (Miyawaki 1985, Ushida 2001), but unfortunately, there is no 
statistical or historical survey available telling us the numbers and types of 
participants. 
13 These people are called "kamera kozo"(力：^ � / ] � { _ or "little camera monkey") in a unfriendly tone 
sometimes. 
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W h o are they? It was said that almost all railway hobbyists are men, and most of 
them conceal their identities as hobbyists unless they are doing their hobby (Ukai 
1999:108-109; Egashira 1998; Kusakabe 2002). There is a wide range of participants, 
from toddlers to ninety-year-old men, besides students and the retired, most of them 
are white-collar workers (including those who work in railway companies)」4 I 
cannot rule out possibilities that factory workers, women, or even street sleepers are 
passionate rail fans and hobbyists; surely they exist. From my participant observation 
during research, I found most hobbyists are in their twenties and thirties and mostly 
salarymen. However, I have found one street sleeper and three women on platforms 
who were hobbyists. But salarymen and other white-collar workers are the majority, 
simply because they have enough financial support to engage in their hobby. ^^ 
"Railway hobbyists" can refer to a great variety of participants. First of all, the 
degree of devotion to hobby varies among different participants. Some may go for 
travel by trains on every weekend while most hobbyists read magazines or timetables 
instead of engaging in frequent travel. Participants may show only mild interest when 
mentioning trains in conversations, but some may even build their own railways in 
their gardens or buy a real steam locomotive. ^^ Secondly, "railway hobby" can refer 
to different forms of play, so that hobbyists may participate in different railway 
"hobbies". For example, one may wish to collect items, to take photographs of train, 
to travel, to study data, or a combination of these. In short, "railway hobby" is a broad 
concept in which a wide range of hobbyists with different personalities and interests 
can be found. 
Different people have different methods to categorize railway hobbyists. Authors 
of books introducing this hobby prefer to use the content of hobby to categorize 
different types of hobbyists. Simply put, referring to Table 1, the four common forms 
of practices are railway travel, taking photographs of trains, collecting items, and 
building model train, in addition to standard common practices like reading hobby 
14 Many well-known retired hobbyists were also salarymen before. See Yanagisawa (2003). 
15 Again, there is no statistical evidence for supporting this conclusion. There is no intention to assert 
that this hobby was only limited to the "middle class" — if we ignore the very meanings of this term in 
Japanese society. But as suggested in the thesis title, this research is limited to these salarymen, 
because of both limited research scope and, to some degree, social reality. For a brief survey of the 
subject matter, see Kelly (2002). 
16 Information on this comes from various sources including TV program, books, and my interviews. 
The most famous shumi teien tetsudo (趣味庭園鉄道 literally "garden railway for interest") is called 
Sakuradani Light Railway (桜谷軽便鉄道) in Osaka. It is owned by a hobbyist, who is a retired 
salaryman, and was constructed near his home purely for interest. It attracts many visitors to have a 
ride and encourages many hobbyists to do the same in their home. 
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magazines and books. 
Activity Description 
Studying • History and geography of railway 
• Mechanics and technology of railway 
• Serial numbers of train carriages 
Reading • Books about railway 
• Hobby magazines 
• Railway timetables 
Traveling & • Railway travel by local train 
Travel planning • Traveling all railways in Japan {noritsubushi) 
參 Discovering abandoned routes (廃糸泉 haisen) 
參 Tasting station lunch boxes (馬尺弁 ekiben) 
Recording • Photographs 
• Sounds 
• Videos 
Collecting • ~~Tickets 
• Timetables 
Building model trains • Self-made model trains 
• Pre-made model trains 
Figure 1 - Details of railway hobby in Japan 
Hobbyists are very likely to have a different combination of practices; thus these 
practices are not mutually exclusive. In addition, as the number of participants' 
increases, many new forms of practice has been invented and observed, like hiking 
along abandoned routes and recording announcement on platforms. 
Not surprisingly, this hobby requires participants' deep devotion. Every aspect 
can be investigated so thoroughly that participants are virtually experts on their 
selected areas of hobby. 
There are several reasons which make this hobby interesting: 
(I) The variety of trains and complicated railway network in Japan are easy to 
approach. Participants can "play with" different elements in the railway 
system, like studying fare charts, timetables, maps, and different kinds of 
trains. Everyone can have his own categorization and focus, investigating the 
details of a specific area. 
(II) They can arrange these data for scheduling train travel, experiencing what 
they have studied and planned. Setting up long-term goals, like completing all 
17 When interviewing my informants, especially those senior hobbyists, their knowledge of history, 
geography, mechanics, heritage, or even computers are sometimes surprising. A high school teacher 
teaching Japanese is extremely familiar with Chinese and Japanese geography and he says his 
colleagues teaching geography are always asking for his advice. 
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railways in Japan or tasting lunchboxes from all station,'^  they keep exploring 
an almost endless cultural world. 
(III) The railway hobby is largely a comprehensible, recordable and controllable 
system of information, which can be easily reached by everyone, regardless of 
talents and abilities. 
(IV) Uncertainties and unpredictable events, especially in railway travel, serve as 
important elements of stimulation that brings excitement, yet there is no real 
danger. 
In short, according to Egashira (1998:22-64), anyone interested in anything 
about trains or railroads can be regarded as a railway hobbyist.'^  
n Prominent figures in railway hobby: Historical origin and cultural diffusion 
In Japan, ever since the introduction of trains, there have been railway fans 
(Miyawaki 1985:401-404). The two most famous figures are famous novelist Uchida 
Hyakken (内田百閒 1889-1971)，a follower ofNatsume Soseki, and contemporary 
intellectual, traveler and writer Miyawaki Shunzo (宮脇俊三 1926-2003). Both of 
w h o m are brilliant intellectuals and passionate railway hobbyists, who created a 
special genre of literature in Japan and brought great influences to other hobbyists, as 
well as to the general public. 
Uchida may be the first well-known railway hobbyist in Japan and he wrote 
many books and travel sketches about his hobby. With his passion for railway travel 
and combined writing style of zuihitsu (P违筆 short essay) and kikobun (糸己行文 travel 
sketches), Uchida published a series called Aho-ressha (阿房列車；！尸 a collection of 
different essays on his "joyful" experiences of what he had seen and felt during 
railway travel. It may be seeing a train passing by, or preparing a paper immersed in 
alcohol to clean the window for viewing a scene. His writings were commented upon 
as being "interesting without any reason (理屈抜吉 T、面白 L、)，，and his new genre of 
literature was said to have a distinctive style, although it was only his records of 
"useless travel (役(二立 t；： ？i。、旅)，，，expressing only the writer's feeling of "I like 
18 For an interesting account of Japanese station lunch boxes, see Noguchi (1994). 
19 Or more precisely, "anything that run on tracks or by rope", as some of them like cable cars or even 
elevators. 
2° The title of the book has similar pronunciation of ‘ ‘ • ” ’ literally meaning "idiot". (Uchida 2002a; 
See also Uchida 2002b) 
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trains." (Ushida 2001:138-139) 
I have no intention to explain how this feeling evolved in Japan, but it is very 
clear that he has solidified his intense personal psychological flow into readable and 
sharable symbols among hobbyists and non-hobbyists. This hobby was relatively 
limited to the intellectuals or people with higher social status in prewar Japan, as 
spending money on useless travel or hobbies was quite unimaginable among common 
people. But in the post-war period, this hobby diffused to the mass of people when 
their special genre of Japanese, the salarymen, evolved and this hobby enjoyed its 
golden age in the late 1960s and early 1970s when most hobbyists started to have 
money to spare?' 
However, it was not until the contemporary intellectual and writer，Miyawaki 
Shunzo, raised the status of this hobby and explained clearly why this hobby is 
interesting and his ikigai worthwhile. Graduating with a Western history degree from 
Tokyo University, he worked for the famous magazine Chuokoron (中央公論),from 
a reporter to chief editor 一 "a salarymen for 28 years" 一 yet he is the most famous 
railway hobbyist and traveler in Japan 一 "a railway hobbyist for m y whole life". 
In his books, he demonstrates why different seemingly incomprehensible 
practices done by rail-fans are actually interesting. He argues that railway traveling 
needs no further proof or evidence except one's own memories, and it should not be 
done for gaining any certificate or official recognition; the process itself makes the 
hobby meaningful. It should only be done out of curiosity, interest and enjoyment. 
Among his various published railway travel sketches,^ ^ the most famous one is 
his non-fiction prize winning book The Twenty Thousand Kilometers ‘ Timetable 
(1978 [1984]時刻表二万牛口）. It is "a book with foolish and funny humor, as well 
as tears and insight; but the writer uses a broad vision to discuss post-war Japanese 
society and the interesting family of a salaryman." (Quoted in Miyawaki 1978:295) 
As suggested in the title, Miyawaki describes his experience of completing all 
train routes in Japan 一 "useless (無用）and almost childish act (児戯丨二類玄冬行 
為)’，.His act is called noritsubushi (乗 U )、貴 L), an activity in which hobbyists spend 
21 Other golden ages include the early 1970s of SL bitmu (steam trains boom) and in 1987 before the 
privatization of Japanese National Railway, which created a "public fever" among not only hobbyists 
but also non-hobbyists. 
22 Except travel sketches, he published much literature, historical studies, and even "anthropological 
interviews" with railroaders. 
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years to go around all Japan railway routes. The most unforgettable moment in a 
hobbyist' life is perhaps the moment when he finishes this "pilgrimage". Many of 
them will ask friends or even people on the internet to join a small ceremony^"^ and 
some of them will find reporters from a local newspaper. 
Another form of practice introduced by Miyawaki is Shijoryoko (紙上旅行)， 
which means "paper traveling by reading railway timetables". Railway timetables (時 
亥丨J 表）have been a (monthly published) "holy bible" for railway hobbyists since a 
long time ago, it was not until Miyawaki，s work was published, would people say that 
planning travel on a timetable is really interesting.^ ^ 
By means of his prestige and intellectual background, he justifies railway hobby 
as absolutely normal. He also points out that most "hobbies" in Japan, which are done 
not for mere personal enjoyment but for certificates or for fulfilling responsibilities, 
cannot be a real personal hobby, let alone a source of ikigai. He is an important figure 
who solidifies the practices and gains the sympathy of the community, while 
legitimatizing the railway hobby as ikigai in the general public. 
On the other hand, Miyawaki, as a normal salaryman until his fifties, has written 
many short essays with his lively description of unexpected events during the travels 
and the tension in his everyday life as a hobbyist. From interesting dialogue in the 
family to the experience of rushing to catch a train right after work, his day-to-day 
experiences have been shared by almost all hobbyists. A commentator said, 
A normal salaryman at his fifties became a writer... the terminal station in his 
"first life" [a salaryman for 28 years] became, ironically, the starting station for 
his "second life" [a hobbyist for his remaining years]... Life has also starting or 
terminal station... but if a person who can devote his passion into the pursuit of 
one thing, than his solemn cast of mind will never terminate when it started. 
(Quoted in Miyawaki 1995:268-269) 
This comment suggests that passion devoted into a hobby 一 "a seemingly 
childish act of an idiot" 一 can actually provide an extremely meaningful way of 
living, especially after retirement. Also, Miyawaki is a charismatic person; a 
23 There is no special rules or regulations for this; hobbyists set up their own rules. Some may only use 
local trains to finish all routes, or only travel during daytime. Some includes private railways or even 
cable cars. Thus hobbyists may use a time short as one month to complete, but average will be ten 
years, according to their schedules. Also, there have always been new railways in Japan; hobbyists are 
required to "update" their record occasionally. 
24 In my research I also joined in several of these "celebration trips", in which different people, mostly 
were known on the internet and met by the informant for the first time, will join to celebrate. 
25 See also Goodtime KenkyQ-kai (2002); Hakugaku Kodawari Club (1998). 
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commentator, who is not a railway hobbyist, expresses, 
Man will do things for a certain objective and will not do useless things. That's 
why everyone works hard to make a living. At this time, I met a man who travels 
all railways, relying on nobody, and does it happily (and unremittingly).... To 
encounter with a real person with a soft humor like Miyawaki is the happiest 
thing in my life... (Quoted in Miyawaki 1978:279) 
At the start, Miyawaki and other hobbyists did this for mere "fun" and the hobby 
was done because of mere interest without any benefit. However, his passion itself 
became an important and valuable thing in his life: not to ask whether it is "useful" to 
the society, but to ask whether it is "meaningful" to oneself. 
Ill Images and characteristics of railway hobby and hobbyists 
The public image of railway hobbyists in Japan is not good, and sometimes a 
railway hobby is even conceived as tasteless. The image of this hobby, in short, is 
quite negative, especially before the People know very little about this 
hobby and only possess superficial images. Although all my informants agreed that 
the general acceptance of this hobby by the public increased in the 1990s, they still 
thought that to confess one's railway hobby still sounds quite abnormal. 
Noguchi (1990) found that the image of railways has always been positive in 
27 • 
Japan, but the images of railway hobbyists, on the other hand, had always been 
negative. One of the possible reasons is that hobbyists are using the railway — the 
sacred symbol of Japan's emerging modernity — to be their private hobby. However, 
it still remains unclear why railway hobbyists should be so scorned. In Ukai's words, 
Railway fans are doing neither criminal acts nor strange things, and they are not 
doing anything immoral. Hobby magazines can be found in normal bookstores; 
making models, collecting goods, or taking photographs disturb no one. And this 
hobby had been recognized by the society to a large extent... but ignoring these 
facts, it seems that the railway fans are somehow treated as idiots. (1999:109) 
It seems that the object of interest itself (i.e. railway) is popular and welcome; 
but the problem comes from the participants (i.e. railway hobbyists). The following 
26 Hobbyists like Uchida and Miyawaki are only exceptions because they are intellectuals with 
relatively high social status; thus they can be excused for having this hobby. 
27 One may trace back the ideological formation of using the symbol of trains in Meiji era by the 
nation state (Gluck 1985) or the nostalgic feeling linked with the mass promotion of railway travel by 
the Japanese National railway in the 1970s (Ivy 1995)，that may result in the general social pathos 
towards the railway in Japan. See also for Miyawaki's extensive research on the symbol of railway in 
school textbooks (1997). 
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paragraphs will look at some of these images and characteristics of hobbyists, as 
popularly perceived. 
One way to look at the negative images is to see what the general public calls 
railway hobbyists. In Japan, names or titles are extremely important, as it reflects the 
first impression of that person. 
To describe people like Uchida or Miyawaki, people would often use terms like 
shumijin (趣味人)or dorakusha (道楽者)，which has a positive nuance representing a 
higher taste. However, general railway hobbyists in Japan are called tetsudo aikosha 
(鉄道愛好者)，"one who likes railways", or more commonly, tetsudo fuan (鉄道：7 7 
>),"railway fans." Both terms give a neutral tone. Some other commonly used terms, 
such as tetsudo mania (鉄道7二7 ) , "railway mania", or tetchan {^-oib'PAy), "the 
little railway hobbyist", give a more negative feeling. The term mania is linked to the 
gloomy {kurai 日音 L、) image of hobbyists, while the term of tetchan has the nuance of 
childishness. It is suggested that the existence of railway hobbyists was largely 
ignored before the 1990s and the image remained gloomy, anti-social, and strange, in 
spite of the fact that attitudes towards the hobby itself improved.^^ 
More importantly, the use of these terms is very confusing and controversial. 
Some informants refuse terms like mania or tetchan’ which are highly irritating 一 “I 
don't think one should call participants in calligraphy as shodo mania,,. However, 
some wish others to call them mania because they do not think being a railway 
hobbyist has anything wrong — "what's wrong with these terms? Being a mania is 
nothing bad!" 一 and they like to use these terms to express their identities. 
On the other hand, hobbyists do play with the wordings in the hope of improving 
their image. Hobbyists often say that the term tetsudo (鉄道)，a simplified term of 
tetsudo shumi (鉄道趣味 railway hobby) used by themselves, has the same suffix do 
(道)，literally means "the way", as those traditional Japanese arts forms like sado (茶 
道 tea ceremony) or shodo (書道 calligraphy). Some of m y informants often said the 
hobby represents their "living philosophy", as the pronunciation of "philosophy" in 
Japanese, tetsugaku (哲学)，is the same as "the study of railway"(鉄学).Also, 
because the mass media always link the image of railway to "romance", hobbyists 
28 This is largely because railway companies and model train companies have been very keen on 
promoting the hobby. 
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think the railway hobby is "romance of men"(男 CD 口 >), which sounds positive. 
Though a little bit exaggerated, all of these plays of words suggest a common attitude 
among these hobbyists: to them, their hobby is both a serious play and an expression 
of attitudes towards the meaning of life. 
There are very few systematic and scholarly studies of railway hobbyists in 
Japan. One of the works done by the Japanese sociologist Ukai (1999), who observed 
hobbyists in Kyoto and discussed this "railway mania phenomena" from various 
angles. He listed several characteristics for the appearances of railway hobbyists 
when he did a brief site observation in Kyoto. For example, 
OQ 
(i) Rail fans pay no attention to what they are wearing; 
(ii) Rail fans are not good at communication; 
(iii) Railway fans concentrate on their hobby (like taking photographs) without 
caring about other things when they are doing their hobby; 
(iv) The hobby expresses masculinity because of the lack of female participants; 
(V) The hobbyists conceal their identities when they are not doing their hobby; 
(vi) It is difficult for them to balance hobby and other aspects of life. 
From my viewpoint, these conclusions were questionable because his research 
was only limited to observations (points i-iii) and from hobby guidebooks (points 
iv-v)，without doing any interviews.^ ® However, putting aside the problem of 
stereotyping, the above conclusions are to some extent valid according to my own 
research. 
One way to analyze this is to look at another distinctive characteristic of railway 
hobbyists. Most of them participate in the hobby personally, as a real form of 
"personal hobby" with no affiliation to any hobby groups. Hobby clubs or circles do 
exist, mostly attached to universities and their old-boy network (〇 B 会，or alumni 
dub)，3i but it is not common for railway hobbyists to have membership.^^ It is 
extremely unlikely to have a railway hobby club affiliated to companies, even in the 
case of railway companies. 
29 In his own words, ''•fusai ga agaranar (風采力� f e 力� G �L、)，which means their appearance is not 
distinguished. 
3° For example, he ignores the complexities of the participants and the different degrees of 
devotedness, which can only be investigated through interviews. 
31 For example, in my research in K University Railway Club and Railway History Research Club, 
club activities are mainly organized for social gathering or exchange of information, rather than doing 
the hobby. Individuals are still doing their hobby personally. 
32 For example, only five of my informants have joined some sort of railway hobby clubs. 
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Nowadays, group activities do exist, mostly organized through the Internet, and 
commonly known as Ofu-kai (才"7 会)，literally means "offline meetings". They are, 
however, organized around a special theme, for example, an ofu-kai to a special train 
route. Unlike OB-Clubs or university clubs, in which the club serves also as a nexus 
of social networks, there is no long-term membership or permanent identity in these 
hobby circles. Everyone joins in freely if interested. For most hobbyists, social 
connections are restricted to a few intimate friends sharing the same interest. 
Looking at these facts, we may be able to answer why others look down on 
railway hobbyists. First, most hobbyists do their hobby personally and do not join any 
clubs. Unlike other hobbies commonly found in Japan, railway hobbyists rarely 
participate in any form of group activity. Second, there are many participants who are 
mostly invisible in normal circumstances. Yet, when they are doing their hobby, their 
passions and knowledge on the subject matter may frighten outsiders 一 from 
memorizing the departure time of trains to having a real steam locomotive. Finally, as 
most of them treat hobby as the most important thing they do in everyday life, they 
show an abnormally high devotion to their hobby. Combining these characteristics, 
railway hobbyists violate the common sense of Japanese society, since they do not 
have strong group solidarity, and they have no social network support or public 
recognition. In Ukai's words, 
To make hobby more important than work, to care about trains 一 only a 
machine 一 more than people, to ignore love and females (considered to be the 
most important thing for a real man) but to be immersed only in a hobby world, 
these acts are likely to be immoral and better to be neglected, from the viewpoint 
of society. Perhaps, they are recognized as "strange hobbyists" for these 
reasons.... (Ukai 1999:114) 
Without network support as other formal hobby groups have, they cannot 
efficiently justify their claim of hobby as ikigai to the general public. As expressed by 
Miyawaki, such a personal hobby is "totally useless to the society". However, today, 
Japanese society is itself becoming a problem and the meaning of everyday life 
routine is questioned. Hobbyists' way of living can then serve as a new option, if they 
can struggle against the above cultural preconceptions. 
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Conclusion: Justifying railway hobby as a legitimate ikigai 
In this chapter, we have looked at the general situation in contemporary Japanese 
society in which the claim of work as ikigai is contested, the nature of personal 
hobbies in the context of Japanese culture, and the ecology of the railway hobbyists. 
When participants try to legitimize hobby as their ikigai, they need to justify why the 
railway hobby may be meaningful as work or as other forms of play, and actualizing 
it in everyday life. 
The pessimistic views towards the claim of finding meaning in work clearly 
helps the justification of hobby as ikigai, and this is also why personal hobbies have 
become more popular in 1990s Japan (Yamasaki et al 1996). If work is meaningful 
only because of mortal needs, it can no longer be the only legitimate way of making 
Japanese men's life worthwhile. Thus, railway hobbyists are eager to admit their 
ikigai more openly. It is possible that they are one of the fewer groups of people with 
non-work based sources of ikigai who can have interesting lives nowadays. 
A hobby is a matter of leisure, and having stable work is still fundamental. 
Unlike other forms of leisure, like practicing traditional arts or volunteering, which 
help individuals to gain more cultural or social capital, a personal hobby does not 
bring any advantages in this sense. This is also why hobbyists may recognize the very 
importance of having a job as ikikata (生含方 ways of living) for supporting their 
hobby as ikigai (the most important thing in their lives) (Nakayama 2002). Without 
knowing the necessity of work, especially in the current economic downturn, any 
claim of hobby as ikigai is pointless. 
Hobbyists draw these ideas from the two figures ofUchida and Miyawaki. Not 
only has their way of doing their hobby been emulated, but their personalities also 
serve as role models for other hobbyists. Miyawaki, who was also a salaryman, 
provides accounts of his way of doing his hobby as well as methods for negotiating 
hobby with work and family (especially his wife) in his books.^ ^ To hobbyists, 
participating in hobby is no longer only for fun, but is ikigai. 
However, to say that one's hobby is one's meaning of life requires many 
sacrifices. Although m y interviewees are mostly sociable persons, who are more or 
less similar to other Japanese I know, some do have some difficulties when 
“ M i y a w a k i , who died in April 2003，is often referred as "the God of this railway hobby"(神様① ^ 
"5 存在）among hobbyists. Most of my informants had read his books and said that only after 
reading his books, they found their lifestyles and participants as worthwhile. 
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communicating with others?^  The existence of these non-sociable hobbyists clearly 
brings further hindrances for the general acceptance of hobbyists in Japan. 
Another problem is how they practice their philosophies in everyday life, which 
will be the major focus in the following chapters. First, this hobby keeps the 
participants busy. Trains run every day with many occasional railway events in 
different parts of Japan, regardless of the normal rhythm of everyday life among the 
salarymen. Thus hobbyists need to negotiate with company and family in daily life, 
and conflicts often arise. Second, this hobby requires long-term participation (like 
completing all railway in Japan), and choosing a proper lifecourse has become very 
important. Thus to claim hobby as one's ikigai is far more difficult than claiming 
work or family as ikigai; in principle, men must take a "triple-shift", to reframe 
Hochschild's concept (1989)，in everyday life: work, family, and finally hobby. 
Without enough energy 一 both physical and psychological — and proper techniques, 
as well as financial support, it is impossible for the hobbyists to say hobby is their 
ikigai. 
An informant concludes the above difficulties as "three examinations for 
hobbyists". As he explained: 
(I) Because train hobby is considered to be a childish interest, when a hobbyist 
enters secondary school, because he lacks support, he will face peer group 
pressure which may force him to abandon his hobby; 
(II) When one has his first job, he will find that routine working rhythm cannot fit 
the railway schedules and he cannot practice his hobby; 
(III) When one starts a new family, he will find that his family is occupying all his 
leisure time. 
Only those hobbyists who arrange everyday life and lifecourse in a skillful way 
can pass these challenges, claiming the hobby as the most important thing in their 
lives. 
34 Ukai says that he had encountered two "fairly strange hobbyists"(相当丨二変 o 尹二人）in his research 
(1999:119). I had also interviewed one informant who really cannot express himself clearly during the 
two-hour long interview. My informants said that they know considerable numbers of those kinds of 
hobbyists. 
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Chapter 3 Making sense of self: Relationships between work and 
hobby among salarymen 
Introduction 
This chapter investigates what hobbyists think about the relationship between 
their work and hobby, as well as the underlying reasons for their different 
interpretations. In the research, I found four major views provided by informants on 
the compatibility of work and hobby (or interest). In the following we will go through 
these seemingly different views and try to depict a general conception about the 
common views among informants on thinking about the compatibility of work and 
hobby. 
One may assume that railway hobbyists may prefer to have a job in railway 
companies in which they can combine their hobby with work. However, in the first 
part we will see why this ideal lifecourse is no longer available after the privatization 
of the national railways in Japan, and hobbyists can only seek other possibilities to 
find ikigai，by saying that work and hobby are different. Yet, entering the corporate 
world, in which work only means responsibilities and pressure, finding ikigai in 
hobby may be problematic. W e will see in the second part of the chapter why some 
elite salarymen stick to their career tightly and only assert that hobby should be 
enjoyed after retirement. 
The last two sections investigate why some informants use different imaginative 
ways to link up their work and hobby. Through analysis of their "absurd" ways of 
interpreting the meanings of work, we will see, in reverse, how their passionate 
devotion to hobby provides an important means for them to find a place for a pure 
"self in the Japanese workplace, which emphasizes group responsibilities and human 
relations. If they do not agree that men should only find their ikigai and gain one's 
personal identity through commitment to the company, they can only maintain a sense 
of self through reminding themselves of their identity as hobbyists continuously, or 
by making a personal space without any intrusion of group pressures in their 
workplace. 
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The loss of vocation: The impossibility to find an ideal job for railway hobbyists 
One may presumably think that hobbyists who are interested in trains may work 
in railway companies. However, I frequently have heard railway workers who are 
hobbyists saying that "one shouldn't mix up his work and hobby" during m y research. 
This part will first examine some "full-time hobbyists" — those who work in the 
railway company 一 in order to see why a job，which fits one's interest in hobby, 
cannot be treated as ikigai. Because of the changing structure of railway companies, 
as well as the nature of the Japanese workplace, for railway hobbyists in Japan, 
especially those who do not go to college, the "perfect way of living" of a lifetime 
vocation as a railroader is no longer possible. 
I Historical changes 
The most important historical reason for hobbyists who are working in railway 
companies to separate railway hobby and work into two different things today, is the 
privatization of the Japan National Railways (JNR) in the 1980s. Today there is much 
popular discourse about the “risutorcT (restructuring) of big companies and mass 
unemployment in Japan; but the crisis of the loss of the dignity and ikigai of 
salarymen today are exactly those faced by employees who worked for JNR in the 
1980s (for a comprehensive survey, see Noguchi 1999). 
Noda (1988) provides a careful case study of the increasing suicide rate and 
employment crisis among JNR company workers during the privatization of JNR in 
the 1980s, the biggest restructuring of any industrial organization in the history of 
Japan. He describes the sudden loss of ikigai among company workers as follows: 
With the restructuring of JNR, a lot of men who live for the railways are dying 
for the railways [committing suicide because they lost a sense of the meaning of 
work]. Directly confronting the restructuring, perhaps it is frightening [for them] 
to face a different society... Those men who were attracted by railways, attracted 
by steam trains，or just wanted to wear smart uniforms, now, their railway has 
disappeared.... They came to feel tired and lonely, and committed suicide or 
found their lives not worth living. (1988:116) 
His comment indicates that, with the dramatic increase of the suicide rate within 
JNR from 1983 to 1986,' when government announced the privatization program, 
many railway worker faced a sudden loss of ikigai. The reasons for older generations 
‘ T h e suicide rate (per hundred thousand) of JNR workers was around 4.2 in 1976 and 8.3 in 1982, 
just before the announcement of privatization of JNR, but rose dramatically to 12.3 in 1983 (Noda 
1988:119). 
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of railroaders to select this job, according to interviews done by Miyawaki (1987) and 
Tanjo (2001), are mainly due to their pure interest in trains, a stable career path, and a 
good chance of being promoted? However, few hobbyists will be naive enough 
today to think that entering railway companies can guarantee lifetime employment 
and stable lifestyle.^  
The major reason for railway hobbyists to enter jobs in railway companies 
nowadays is their interest in trains. According to six informants who have or had been 
working in railway companies, about half of their colleagues they know selected the 
job because of their personal interest, while about ten to twenty percent were active 
hobbyists (a common expression is, "I like trains that's why I work here”4). Hobbyists 
feel that it is perfectly okay for one to find ikigai in railway work that is also one's 
hobby. However, if one's job, which fits one's interest, can no longer provide 
guaranteed permanent employment, it is better to separate work from hobby. 
Some informants, who entered work in the 1990s, said that their senior staff, 
who were also train fans, warned them not to think of work and hobby as the same 
thing. It is good for one to have interest in one's job, but working in a railway 
company is very different from participating in a hobby. The major reason these 
senior staff provided this view is that the railroader as hobbyist, who seriously thinks 
of his work as the only source of ikigai, may risk the sudden loss of meaning in their 
life when no one can tell what will happen to the lifetime employment system. One 
informant, Haneda (41)，a former JNR conductor who was fired during the 
privatization, says, 
I am still proud of my previous job as a conductor of express trains. Wearing the 
uniform and having work which matched my hobby — I'm so proud of having 
been a train conductor... Now, working here in the airport I can only say that I 
really want to change my job. Perhaps I would be better off dead. ..Well, I can't 
die as I have my family, and to find a new job is impossible. Here, except 
arguing with plane hobbyists^  sometimes, I can't feel any worse because this is 
already the worst thing that can happen to me in life. Perhaps that's why my 
current hobby of recording train announcement is so important to me now, it 
makes me relish those good days, while allowing me to escape from my work, 
2 To work for railroad companies was especially suitable for those hobbyists with lower educational 
level because the companies could provide better promotion chances up to stationmaster. Thus those 
who liked trains could work for their whole lives in stations and by tracks until their retirement. 
3 Although different private railways companies or the Japan Railways (JR) groups still exist, one 
cannot assume these profit-oriented companies can guarantee them with a lifetime job. 
4 These railroaders are not necessarily hobbyists and may only have "interest" in their job. 
5 "Plane hobbyists" refer to those Japanese who like airplanes. Although railway hobbyists outnumber 
plane hobbyists in Japan, according to Haneda, many staffs working in airports are plane fans; thus he 
is a minority in his workplace. 
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which I detest. 
Komura (39)，a high school teacher in a technical college {senmon gakko), has 
been an employment advisor for students for many years.^  He gives many 
suggestions to those railway hobbyists in high school about having a career which 
sustains one's personal interest. He comments that this often frustrated young 
hobbyists, who could not attend university in the 1990s, 
These days I find it harder to suggest to my students who are highly devoted to a 
railway hobby to work for railway companies after high school. Jobs were cut, 
but many hobbyists still want to find a lifetime job in railway companies. 
Twenty years ago, if you wanted to be a driver in JNR, perhaps you could be a 
driver for your whole life. But now, as some alumni told me, you can't do that. 
The funniest case I know of~ but surely you can't laugh! — is a platform 
master who was transferred to work in a noodle shop owned by the railway 
group. Most hobbyists are unwilling to change their work content and workplace 
because they only want to be driver or conductor. They entered this work 
because of their hobby but not for the job itself. The best way for railway 
hobbyists to survive is thus no longer available. 
It seems that the ideal path for a hobbyist with lower educational level — to be a 
train driver or conductor as a company worker right after high school until 
retirement — is no longer available.? No informants who work in a railway company 
express their willingness to merge hobby and work anymore, as seen from my 
research. None, as said my informant Komura, will think of working in railway 
companies as guaranteeing a lifelong ikigai. To them, work is essential and perhaps 
interesting, but they clearly separate it from hobby, as hobby is the only eternal 
ikigai 一 unless all trains were to disappear from the earth. 
II Nature of work 
Aside from the above historical reason, another major reason which makes 
hobbyists unable to combine work and hobby is the nature of work in Japan. 
Informants who are railroad workers are supposed to enjoy their work, especially in 
case of train drivers or conductors who work individually. However, the emphasis 
on group responsibility and disciplinary rules in their workplace frustrates them. 
Generally speaking, for hobbyists, being a driver or conductor is an ideal job for 
6 Not surprisingly, he had been the supervisor for the railway clubs in the school for decades. 
7 For a variety of case studies, see Noguchi (1999:101-113). It should also be emphasized that high 
schools in Japan play an important role to provide advice and guide many high school students to 
become company workers. See Rosenbaum & Kariya (1989). 
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providing ikigai. A former conductor who is also a hobbyist writes, 
To be on a train crew, who work alone, can provide me enough space for making 
my own decisions, and because there are no superiors to order you around, I can 
be free from troublesome human relations. It is why I can work here in a 
fulfilling way. (Sakamoto 2000:42) 
However, contrary to the above claim, one of the main characteristics of the 
mentality of those hobbyists who work in railway companies is that they make 
extremely clear boundaries between work and hobby. A train driver, Maeda (23), who 
got his job right after high school, says, 
People often say "work is work". I totally agree with this after working here. It 
makes sense to say that one shouldn't have a job merely because of interest. So 
many things are different here: human relations, work content, low salary, and 
fixed shifts. What makes hobby interesting and worth being ikigai is its freedom 
for making one's own decisions. It's a feeling (kimochi) of really having your 
own private time {honto no jibun no jikan). I don't think there will be a job that 
will carry the same meaning as hobby. 
I don't hate driving trains 一 if I hated this, I wouldn't be doing this job 一 and 
I'm here simply because I like it. But work is serious and you must face pressure 
and responsibilities: my boss, coworkers, and the work itself... If you miss 
something, your [career] life ends! I'm not joking... I made a small mistake 
before when driving to connect two trains — I drove a little bit too fast; there 
was a loud noise, and I thought "it's the end of my [career] life!" I was happy to 
receive only an oral warning finally. For hobby, it's really a world for me 
without any responsibility... 
I should emphasize that Maeda is really interested in his job. He enjoys driving 
trains, which was his dream when he was young. However, he cannot mix up his 
interesting job with his hobby because work implies rules and responsibilities that can 
never be one's ikigai. Hobby can provide him with a sense of self and freedom that 
cannot be substituted for by his job. In other words, the informants in this group can 
hardly claim work as ikigai even though their work involves the railroad. 
There are many ways to look at this point. For example, my informants often say 
that they like their job but not the company. I heard Maeda say “my company is 
stingy {kechiy at least ten times when I went on trips with him; he complained that 
he still has to pay for the express fares even though he is a staff member. Another way 
to see this point is through the concept of “genbcT commonly invoked during 
interviews. 
The term “genbcT (現場)，which literally means "the real workplace/scene" in 
the Japanese workplace, was often contrasted to "office work" or “honshcT 
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(headquarters) which emphasizes paper work; it refers to the workplace where you 
will see the real scenarios and will experience things out of one's expectation. Most 
of these informants work in genba — on platforms, in ticket offices, on trains 一 and 
entered this work right after high school. Working in genba implies "real issues" 
which are different from outsiders' expectations. M y informants always emphasized 
that the concept of genba helps them to distinguish between work and hobby. One 
informant, who worked as a part-time helper for a private railway company during his 
undergraduate study, says, 
Collecting fares, cleaning, conveying dead bodies...Work is so different! I 
appreciated this valuable genba experience. I was horrified when angry 
passengers asked me why the trains were delayed! The staff taught me a lot of 
interesting things about running the real railway system. I think these 
experiences affected my decision to do office work in a normal company after 
graduation, because I knew that all work would be the same after that: if it has 
nothing to do with your real interest and you cannot enjoy yourself fully, why 
not select the work with better benefits? 
It is no wonder that my informants emphasized the concept of genba so often, 
because the real workplace in railway companies — the "backstage,"^  unknown to 
hobbyists outside 一 put great emphasis on responsibility and disciplinary rules.^  
Although train drivers or conductors who work alone are free from group pressures or 
human relations to a large extent, their working environment is very different from 
the hobby world. Before they began working, hobby was their "paradise," an 
"escape"(逃("f 場 nigeba) from heavy school responsibilities (as Maeda said), which 
is why hobby is interesting. When hobbyists became railroaders, however, their 
hobby became a matter of economic concerns or daily problems, and this makes their 
hobby as ikigai hollow. 
Ill Life course without changes 
There are further institutional factors hindering the hobbyist's search for 
meanings. One of the problems is, when entering an organization, one can no longer 
decide for oneself what one wants to do, which is the most difficult thing for 
8 Concepts borrowed from Goffinann (1959:106-140). 
9 Although drivers and conductors are perhaps the only positions which can provide hobbyists to work 
alone within the railway companies, they cannot completely avoid disciplinary rules, which put great 
emphasis on punctuality, accuracy, or even body movements. See books written by a XNR conductor 
Sakamoto (1998; 2000) for description on how important these rules and regulations are in Japanese 
railway companies. 
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hobbyists to tolerate. Another problem is, when informants have adapted to their 
position or working environment, they will then be unwilling to fit into a new 
situation. A train conductor Suzuki (37), a standard railway fan, said that he will 
never think of his work as ikigai. He explains, 
I won't take any promotion examination; I want to be a senior conductor until 
m y retirement. Perhaps this is the only job I don't hate to do! If I get promoted 
and transfer to honsha from genba work, I can't enjoy my current lifestyle and 
would face a lot of difficult human relations. Also I'm lucky to have no one 
force me to get promoted. Only being a train conductor can maintain my 
lifestyle and provide me free time to enjoy my hobby. 
In other words, hobbyists may not only face the realities of work outside of their 
expectation. The most problematic issue is that the institutional rules or cultural 
atmosphere may force them to get promoted, or to change their current workplace or 
job•⑴ These changes in day-to-day working scenarios may threaten the continuity of 
their ikigai derived from the workplace (Noda 1988:136-142). 
Promotions, rotations of job and changes of workplace may be advantages for 
normal workers but these features are seen as sources of problem in the eyes of 
railroaders as hobbyists. This is especially true when one resists attending promotion 
examinations like my informant Suzuki: his colleagues, friends or family may give 
comments like "you do this just because of your hobby?" Some railroaders as 
hobbyists, as Sakamoto described (2000:213-218), even apply for demotion from 
office work back to their "vocation"(天職 tenshoku) as train conductor. These 
pressures, for better or worse, distract them from their original motivation to work, as 
related to their hobby. Suzuki says, 
Some of my colleagues are now stationmasters or managers in the honsha. 
That's no problem if you like to deal with figures or personnel issues. However, 
I enjoy standing on the train alone everyday to let time pass by — I enjoy the 
genba work — and I can do my hobby or enjoy my life after fixed working 
hours. M y work, perhaps, can never be my hobby and ikigai. I don't hate my 
work but it doesn't mean I can combine my work and hobby to be ikigai. That's 
what "hobby as ikigai" means for a real hobbyist! 
Pressure also comes from the increasing financial burden as their age increases. 
Suzuki is lucky enough to be free from this because of his inherited family assets; 
See for example, Noguchi's research (1990). He provides a detailed analysis of the employment 
system of JNR as well as case studies of career tracks among individuals. Similar to my research 
findings, those who work in large railway corporations have changed their work position or workplace 
many times throughout their lives. However, in smaller private railway lines like Suzuki's, in principal, 
one can continue one's current job until retirement. 
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while Maeda is trying hard to pass the bullet train driver examination, as he talks a lot 
of his feelings about the importance of the promotion examination for his future. I 
have found similar conclusions in different on-line chat-rooms for working railroad 
staff who are also hobbyists; they express the same conclusion that railway hobby as 
ikigai is valuable if and only if hobby is detached from work (see also Sakamoto 
2002:44) because the railway companies can no longer guarantee a lifetime job and 
the nature of work cannot provide hobbyists with a real sense of self-fulfillment in the 
way that hobby can. 
The burden of prestige: Elite salarymen who must always focus on their work 
It may be true that there is no ideal job for railway hobbyists who have attained 
only a high school education; thus they have to separate work from hobby. However, 
it is equally intriguing that some of the hobbyists who work in large and famous 
companies will remind me often that "work is highly related to my hobby". This 
chapter will argue that, because of the social prestige obtained from work, these elite 
salarymen feel they have been co-opted into the corporate world, in which group 
responsibility "colonizes" their time for hobby and the space for self. Consequently, 
sacrificing their hobby in exchange for a social prestige, they can only project their 
ikigai as hobby after retirement and for now, tolerate a prescribed lifecourse that 
provides them with prosperous and stable living. 
I Social elites who cannot be a real hobbyist 
The first problem for those hobbyists with a degree, especially one obtained 
from a top-rank university, is that there are very few suitable jobs which fit both their 
social background and interest. To be a journalist in a hobby magazine may be ideal 
but only limited positions are available. Those jobs offered by railway companies that 
may attract railway hobbyists (like platform manager or train conductor) are mainly 
for those with only high-school-level qualifications. This kind of invisible but 
forceful institutional channeling according to educational standards restricts their 
choices. This can be seen from a group interview in my field research with three 
graduates from top-ranking universities: 
W e couldn't imagine having jobs such as a conductor, until you told us some 
true stories about some top university graduates who dared to do this. W e just 
followed those job-hunting practices within the university. Maybe it is right to 
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say that the door for us to find a meaningful life was already shut, if you go to 
university... 
The three university graduate informants are now "standard" salarymen in large 
companies. They tried hard to make time for my interviews, as all of them work from 
about eight in the morning to nine at night every weekday. One of them, Kurada (25), 
who is now working in a high-tech electronic company, says, 
I think my work is good, though tough — I can only meet my girlfriend once or 
twice per month and both Hara and I can only return home at nine. To have paid 
leaves? No... I don't have the courage to ask for vacations to do my hobby; 
clearly it would affect my career. But...I don't think either work or my current 
lifestyle is bad, as I don't hate doing paperwork and research. But it would be 
better if my work could allow me to take more rest. Perhaps to work hard now is 
meaningful because it can provide me money to fully enjoy my hobby — my 
ikigai 一 in the future. 
His friend Hara (25), who is a signal-planning engineer, an elite salaryman, says, 
I enjoyed my hobby a lot in my university life, including having one year of 
suspension for a train ride all over Japan. But one shouldn't support his hobby 
life by mere part-time jobs. It sounds too irresponsible if I continue my dream 
after graduation. I think I should tolerate my work for the first few years because 
I believe I can adapt to my work. Perhaps ten years from now, when I have a 
family and get promoted, then I can fully participate in my railway hobby, my 
ikigai, again. 
The remaining informant, Nakasone (25), works in a famous brand food 
company. He works under the same harsh working conditions of long working hours 
like his friends, but he is having more difficulty than his friends in trying to adapt to 
the "standard practice" of salarymen. 
M y problem is human relations within the company... I know my boss hates me. 
He shouts at me often and I feel working here is tough (tsurai). I feel tired after 
work and don't get enough rest, and I can't enjoy my hobby. M y job has totally 
alienated me. Work is important, but it's just that this company is not an ideal 
place to work in. 
But oddly, when asked about the possibility of changing jobs, Nakasone said 
although he wants to do so, until now, he has done nothing about it. This discussion 
arose when I suggested that he try hard to find a new job. Hara disagreed and said 
that he would rather wait and see what will happen next within his company, since it 
is now only his second year. Kurada is more sympathetic but he does not have any 
good suggestions for him. Finally, among the three top graduates, there was no final 
conclusion made except "both work and hobby are ikigai”; they said, "Let's see what 
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happens". The following will try to see why they will have this seemingly 
contradictory conclusion. 
II A long journey 
A central issue for us to investigate here is that although all of these informants 
claimed hobby as ikigai, they did not know how to answer my question: "in what 
sense is your hobby ikigai”. The reality is no one can enjoy their hobby, as in their 
companies they are required to be fully involved in work. The above informants 
cannot ask for vacations in their company, as it will bring risks to their career. Every 
informant with similar educational background complained about the harsh working 
conditions (for example, working until eight or nine o'clock at night), but no one 
dared to make any "selfish" request for the sake of their hobby. One of the major 
reasons is that, given the fact that they benefit much from their social position, they 
cannot avoid sacrificing their hobby and trying their best in the workplace. 
For this type of prestigious salarymen, to speak of hobby as ikigai means a 
long-term life goal. It sounds unreasonable when one claims his hobby as ikigai when 
he cannot do anything about it. One informant, ltd (45), recorded his distance of 
railway travel against his age. 
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Figure 2 — Records of distance traveled by train per year of an informant Ito 
From this graph we can see how frequently Ito goes traveling. He went on 
railway trips most frequently when he was in university but afterwards there were 
five blank years without any traveling because in that period he was "adapting to the 
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company and workplace". In his words, he should obey the company, such as joining 
hiking groups organized by his colleagues. When he turned thirty, he was promoted, 
gaining more time, money, and power to do what he wanted. He uses the "space 
between work," mostly Saturday and Sunday, to travel. At thirty-five, he had his 
family and children,!丨 and should then devote more time to his family. For those elite 
salarymen who work in the Japanese workplace, one can only conform to the 
company, showing one's willingness to sacrifice one's private time. 
Other informants were in similar situations. If they can tolerate staying in the 
company for the first five or ten years without much travel, they can then enjoy more 
of their hobby than other hobbyists who do not have the same financial support. For 
example, three informants who are in their forties had organized an exhibition 
showing their train photos. One of them, Kuri (43)，recalled that he had become 
active again in his hobby only in his late thirties, after he was promoted to a better 
position in his company. He then went out to take photos of steam locomotives every 
week. 
The age difference between the above informants should also be taken into 
consideration when trying to understand the logic of "the compatibility of work/ 
hobby" (shigoto to as obi no ryoritsu) among these elite salarymen/hobbyists. Fresh 
graduates from top universities are trying to adapt to their workplace, though with 
some complaints. When they were young, perhaps they did not accept what the 
society says about the value of work. However, once they have adapted to their 
workplace and gained benefits from the system, they became more sympathetic 
towards their current working life and have interpreted their hobby as ikigai in a 
different way 一 their hobby is for their future enjoyment. Informants who have 
successfully completed this long journey are proud of their earlier vision. 
Ill Reserving a hobby for the future 
It is quite common to those informants who perfectly fit the ideal type of 
"Japanese salarymen" to "reserve" their hobby after retirement. The informant Kuri 
(45)，who is a graduate from a famous university and now a top executive in a big 
insurance company, says, 
‘ ‘ T h e reason for the sudden increase of travel distance when he was thirty-five is because that year 
the JNR organized a huge travel campaign, promoting traveling of all routes in Japan. As a result, Ito 
tried his best to travel more in that year in order to get a small certificate, although he said this was not 
the primary reason. 
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One should focus on his work for the first ten or twenty years. After he has 
succeeded in his work and set up his family 一 at about forty 一 then he can 
afford to fully participate in his hobby and find his ikigai in it without any 
hesitation; this is especially true after retirement. That's what I think and what I 
have done. 
This statement implies that hobbyists should "work hard for twenty years and 
then play for forty years," as expressed by another informant. Furuhata (44), who is a 
manager of a famous cram school chain, explains why his way of thinking about his 
hobby is rational in a long-term sense, 
Although I rarely practiced my hobby for the first ten or twenty years of work — 
something like going on a trip per month — my hobby has always been my 
ikigai. But work is equally important. That's why I said work and hobby go 
together (ryohtsu) and why I won't say which one comes first... I guess it is 
right to state that no matter how interesting the hobby is, it will become less 
interesting if you face it every day. I totally agree that one should pay attention 
to his work, and try his best to find meaning and fulfillment from his workplace. 
You will find that you will learn a lot of things. It is because you can experience 
more, broaden your vision and expand your networks. That's the same as the 
railway hobby's original objectives... ！ 
To these salarymen in relatively high positions, to derive meanings from work is 
fundamental and precursory for one to find ikigai in hobby. Although it sounds far 
from perfect for a passionate hobbyist, this kind of thinking also has its virtue. These 
informants are different from the majority of salarymen in Japan; to them, there will 
never be a single source of ikigai. Their situation echoes what Morotomi says about a 
"multiple identity"(多重7乂亍、>亍 < 亍 i) for an ideal salaryman, who should not 
think of his work as the only ikigai (2002:80-82). 
1 0 
As Furuhata said, he is different from those "corporate warriors' — his 
colleagues — because he has a more important goal to achieve. If one works hard and 
finds his job meaningful, it will only make his life more perfect and will provide him 
enough financial support for his leisured hobby life after retirement. This is the 
reason, according to him, that work is fundamental; but work and play are two sides 
of the same coin, if one wants to immerse oneself into the hobby world after 
retirement. 
As found from the interviews with those who have similar educational 
12 He uses the term kaisha ningen (会社人間）’ which means those men who live for their company 
alone, to describe his colleagues. 
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backgrounds, it is fair to say that the higher the social status of informants, the more 
implausible for them to "move out" from their current life track. It is also clear that 
these top university-graduate informants have difficulty imagining the possibility of 
finding a perfect lifestyle. To a certain extent, they are the winners of the social game, 
but their life courses were so carefully planned that it is "unnatural" for them to think 
of other possibilities except being as a salaryman. To sum up their view: 
(1) There are very few jobs which fit both their social class and interest, and thus, 
they should never think of finding a job that perfectly fits their real interest; 
(2) For a salaryman to survive in the Japanese workplace, he should follow the 
social norms, which require employees to participate in the group fully in 
order to show loyalty and willingness to work. As there are many practices 
in some Japanese companies, like extended working hours, paid leaves that 
cannot be taken, or "voluntary" attendance at the company on holidays, 
sticking to these moral norms means that they cannot do what they want to 
do in their hobby. 
(3) They should stick to the prescribed lifecourse designed for social elites, 
because it requires too much sacrifices if they want to break free from work 
and devote themselves to hobby. 
These are the reasons why most informants who follow the standard pathway of 
Japanese salarymen emphasize the “jydritsu of work and hobby" so strongly, arguing 
that work and hobby are both important and highly related. When they are at thirty or 
forty, depending on the pace of promotion, they will think their hardship in work is 
also meaningful and finally they can enjoy their real ikigai fully. 
This great plan of the life journey, however, sounds unrealistic in contemporary 
Japan, as we cannot assume the social structure of Japan will remain unchanged. Now, 
few salarymen in Japan will dare to predict what may happen tomorrow, let alone 
twenty years from now. Other informants do not believe the life course planning 
according to the institution of work and the ideological claim of the meanings of 
work. M y intention is not to challenge the above informants' claim of finding ikigai 
in hobby only when they are in university or after retirement; but it seems to me that 
their juniors may not be able to go through the same journey as they have. 
13 In Japan, most well-known railway hobbyists in Japan now are retired elite salarymen because they 
can finally enjoy what they have dreamed about and they have the financial ability to do what they 
want to do. See the cases described in Yanagisawa (2003). 
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Seeking a place for self: Different ways to maintain identity as hobbyists 
The majority of m y interviewees do not have the same educational backgrounds 
and ambitions as those from the previous group. Relatively speaking, they have more 
time to participate in their hobby and to be free from their company. They do not 
consider their work or lifecourse as an immovable reality, and have a greater 
flexibility to choose a suitable lifestyle for themselves. To say that only hobbyists 
who sacrifice their ways to be top social elites can fully pursue ikigai in hobby, it 
does not necessarily imply that to escape from company responsibilities in Japan is 
easy to do. W e will consider the setting of the Japanese workplace in detail in the next 
chapter, but in this section, by looking at some seemingly "weird" thoughts on the 
relationship between work and hobby among the majority of my informants, we will 
try to argue that only through asserting the importance of hobby can they find a real 
sense of self in their work. 
One way to investigate the above issue is to ask my informants, "Should one's 
work be related to one's personal interest?" As this is a conspicuous topic in the 
contemporary discourse over the meanings of work (Chikushi 2001), most hobbyists 
are very sensitive to this issue. Unlike hobbyists in the previous categories, most of 
m y informants have neither separated nor combined their work and interest. On the 
one hand, they rarely feel special affection or loyalty towards their company or 
workplace. On the other hand, most of them do have ways to interpret the virtues of 
work and try to make sense of their day-to-day life. 
On one occasion, I interviewed a group of six railway fans.i4 Everyone 
somehow talked about how their work related to railways, but some reasons may 
sound weird even among the members themselves. For example, one of them had said 
“I can see trains passing by through my office window"; another said “I can hear the 
whistles of trains in m y office; that's very fulfilling!" After exchanging similar stories 
and imaginative reasons'^  among themselves for about thirty minutes, one of them 
said, 
Everything in work can be related to my interest. It is only a matter of to what 
14 They are members in a hobby group organized by alumni from the same university. Their ages are 
from thirty-eight to forty-three, including two high school teachers, two managers, a journalist, and an 
airplane pilot. 
Another example provided by Egashira (1998:80) is that hobbyists will interrupt their conversation 
with friends or coworkers when hearing train sounds. It becomes a sort of "instinct response" for 
railway hobbyists. I tend to think these "reasons" I heard in each of my interviews are mostly true. 
Though it may sound silly, hobbyists are extremely happy and fulfilled when talking about this. 
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extent you can dig out meanings from your work. Enjoyment is a personal matter. 
If I can see my work in this way, I can tolerate my work. 
Perhaps they told the truth. When we thought that the job of one member 一 an 
airplane pilot 一 is entirely impossible to relate to train hobby, this pilot (43) said, 
Who says my job has nothing to do with my hobby? When I fly the plane back 
to Narita airport,'^  I can clearly see the trains running over the land. That's so 
wonderful that only you, as the pilot, can see the beautiful landscape clearly, 
where trains are running like models... 
Not surprisingly, everyone laughs and says, "That's dangerous! I won't take your 
plane!" What's important here is their interpretation of work. Being a pilot is a 
prestigious job and a dream for many. However, this pilot, who was known by 
another participant when he was wearing his pilot uniform in the airport and reading a 
(railway!) timetable, says, 
I don't know why but I passed the [pilot] entrance exam after graduation... It's 
quite difficult to pass but I did, that's why I became a pilot. The salary is good... 
it provides the chance for me to work alone and to have train rides in different 
countries. Anyway, the major reason is that I was lucky enough to pass the exam 
(smiling); just let it be... 
Even with a job like being a pilot, which can provide him with a prosperous 
lifestyle and a greater space for working alone, this pilot cannot convince himself that 
work can make his life worth living 一 after nearly twenty years it is still something 
external to him. Only hobby can provide him a sense of self, and he can only be 
dignified with a feeling of free will by thinking in such a seemingly unusual way — 
the chances for international train rides and seeing trains from the sky. Only through 
similar kinds of actions during working hours among other informants, can they find 
something that interests them 一 even if only in their imaginations — during office 
hours. 
The above assertion can also be drawn from different ways to talking about 
one's work among my informants. M y informants will always use their imagination 
to link up their job with their hobby. The most common way to do so is to think of the 
salary received as not merely "money" but also meaningful rewards for use in one's 
hobby. An informant (42) expresses this feeling very well: 
I went to the department store last year when I received a bonus from the 
16 The international airport of Tokyo located in Chiba Prefecture. 
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company. The store was having a bargain sale of model trains! I bought a lot of 
models that I dreamed of long ago, and spent about thirty thousand yen. Great! I 
bought as many as I could. Very fulfilling...I think my work is meaningful since 
it gives me these rewards. Luxurious? Yes. But it's worth it! M y hard work has 
paid off! That's why I appreciate my work. 
Some informants, who are not elite salarymen, will interpret work as providing 
money for immediate spending in their hobby. They believe that hobby should neither 
totally be separated from work nor projected into the distant future; it should be 
enjoyed in present times. In short, they are not simply "working" during working 
hours but "preparing to enjoy their hobby". 
Other common expressions for explaining why "work is related to hobby" 
offered by informants include: 
(1) The workplace is near some interesting railway: 
Almost half of the informants explain why their current work is a part of hobby 
by sating that they can see trains passing by and hear trains' sounds from their 
office. 
(2) Having coworkers who have the same hobby: 
About fifteen interviewees say that to have a coworker with the same interest 
makes their work acceptable. 
(3) The firm has business with railway companies: 
An informant says seriously that his trading firm will often have transactions with 
JR Freight, which makes his work meaningful. Some informants said that they 
can trace out the business relationship between their firm and railway companies, 
making the job more acceptable. 
Perhaps these "explanations" make the work tolerable to hobbyists such that they 
can find some reasons for them to continue their work. In their minds, these 
explanations strengthen their identity as hobbyists and resist being a member of their 
company. 
More importantly, what concerns us here is the self-interpretation of their work, 
rather than whether the reasons they claim are objectively true or not. As Linde (1993) 
argues, to analyze life stories is to look at the informant's interpretation of their lives 
as a coherent discourse, instead of looking for a sound explanation. By convincing 
themselves through telling a coherent life story during interviews, the "reasons" 
provided by informants reflect and represent a general mentality among them. 
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These salarymen have been reminding themselves that they are hobbyists who are 
not totally immersed into their work. Even if informants are doing what an employee 
should do behaviorally, those train sounds or any symbols related to their hobby 
reasserts their identity as a hobbyist and their integrity as an individual — a self 
which can never be fully subordinated to the company group in Japan. 
Working alone: An ideal workplace for hobbyists? 
For m y informants, work is not necessarily opposite to their hobby, if there is a 
job which does not put great emphasize on human relations or group participations. 
One convenient way to look at the importance of maintaining a sense of "self among 
hobbyists is to consider those informants who work in some companies which 
de-emphasize group commitment or company loyalty. Doing research of chemical 
analysis of materials or developing tools for scientific use may sound boring to some 
people, but for some hobbyists, these jobs can provide them a workplace which is 
relatively free from disciplining or difficult human relations. 
Sakai (40)，who is deaf and nearly dumb, works in a large American computer 
company in Tokyo. He "said" (actually wrote on a note pad), 
M y railway hobby is surely my ikigai, but it seems my hobby is now 
secondary — my work became more important. It's now harder for me to 
understand what it means if I say, "hobby is my iJdgai”. Here I fully enjoy my 
work, really. Perhaps because of my physical disability, all Japanese companies I 
approached rejected m y application. I don't mind. But you can see why this 
company is the only place where I can work for myself, as my colleagues don't 
mind even if I can't communicate fully. That's why my colleagues prefer to 
work here; people are working...for themselves. 
Work is inevitably linked to human relationships, company rules or 
responsibility, especially in Japan.But as mentioned by Sakai, as well as other 
informants who are researchers or programmers, those companies which emphasize 
"Japanese elements" too much may make the working atmosphere (雰囲気 fun 'iki) 
difficult. Sakai was sensitive to his inadequacy in interpersonal skills due to his 
physical disability. However, if the company leaves more space for hobbyists to work 
alone and de-emphasizes human relationship factors, some hobbyists may be more 
willing to participate in their work, without thinking of one's hobby during working 
17 See for example, Miyamoto (1994)'s interesting discussion of the importance of human 
relationships in Japanese bureaucracy. 
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hours. 
Koto (40)，a technical staff in a biological instrument firm located in Kyoto, 
speaks as follows: 
M y company develops technological tools for bioscience and our customers are 
mainly from foreign countries. Here, the company sets a goal for our team (for 
example, to develop a kind of microscope within a year) and we do our best to 
achieve that. W e still have human relations and we have overtime work, but you 
can do what you want if you can meet the goals. You may take vacations or 
leave earlier as long as you can meet your requirements on time and don't bother 
your colleagues too much. We plan our team schedule according to our private 
needs 一 different people may leave early because of family or hobby. We still 
have overtime work without pay, but it's because of my intention to finish the 
current work, not the atmosphere in the workplace. In my former company, if I 
leave early, my boss and colleagues will blame me or give me a bad face; that 
would be shameful because other coworkers need to do my work... Perhaps it's 
because the content of my work is quite scientific, but I enjoy working here, 
especially because it allows me to have more time for hobby and family! 
Without great interference from strict company rules, some informants may still 
face the same problem as others 一 long working hours or human relations — but 
their interpretations towards the workplace and working environment are very 
different. For example, years before, Koto was asked to be the section manager but he 
really did not want to be promoted. He said the new position requires him to manage 
human affairs, which he does not like. Finally he was promoted because, as he said, 
"in my workplace there is nothing about human affairs to manage, excepting 
arranging working schedules." They do not work for their company or their 
colleagues; but rather they just "work for themselves and for the work itself. 
Although Sakai and Koto are also company workers in Japan, they said that their 
own companies are not "typical": they have less emphasis on human relations and 
relaxed company rules. The atmosphere of their workplaces is far more relaxing, 
although the work content is equally heavy — their working hours may still be long 
when they need to meet the deadline. 
It is easy to understand why this kind of job is suitable for hobbyists because 
personal hobby also emphasizes self-centered activities. If the workplaces have no 
great interferences from human factors, they can keep a clear distance from the 
company and enjoy their own self-centered world. This tendency is strengthened for 
those informants who work in companies with foreign backgrounds or whose job is 
related to "scientific" research work. Kubo (38)，with a degree in material science, is 
a typical research staff who works in a research institute affiliated to a large steel 
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company. He says, 
M y work about researching on iron and metal in the company? I don't hate it! 
Although I like trains far more, my tough work is not a burden for me. Boring? 
Perhaps. Go to the company and finish your duty, that's all. One may hate his job 
for many reasons: his company is bad, his boss is not good or his job is not 
challenging. For my job, I just do my research work and keep a minimum 
relationship with my colleagues. 
He does not hate his work because he does not have too many relations to his 
company. Whether the company is good or not, as long as it can provide a rather 
personal working pace and some creative work, it is surely okay for this type of 
hobbyists. Another informant, Chiba (36), a doctoral degree holder who works in a 
medium-sized research center, says, 
N o w I am less passionate on my railway hobby, simply because I like my 
research work, in graduate school and now in company. Betraying my railway 
hobby is not good (laughing)! M y former company was a large and famous 
Japanese electronics firm. I don't know why but I felt more pressure when I was 
working over there. The current one is better, despite similar kinds of work 
content and similar length of working hours. Perhaps over there, the existence of 
my annoying {urusai) boss — still, he is a good guy — and some unspoken rules 
like "working overnight occasionally is a must" are some major reasons to make 
me feel bad. Here you just need to do what you should do, and nothing else. 
Perhaps I will turn back to my railway hobby after some years. To me, studying 
for my PhD in material science, doing research, or changing my job, are simply 
different forms of play in my life. I don't care about my boss or company very 
much. Some years ago, my boss asked me not to quit when I told him I wanted 
to study for my PhD, and he even offered me a company scholarship! But I still 
rejected it, as I wanted to be free from that company. If an environment can 
allow me to focus on my own work, that's enough! 
In short, to this group of hobbyists, it is better if the company can provide them 
with more freedom in the workplace, so they can be more concentrated on their work 
without much worrying about human affairs or company restrictions. For informants 
who mainly work for themselves, they can maintain their integrity as hobbyists. 
Accordingly, work is not necessarily a source of problem in everyday life. As a result, 
unlike informants in the previous group, they need not use those absurd explanations 
or interpretations to make sense of and justify their work, simply because their 
personal identity is not endangered by the "Japanese" workplace, which puts great 
emphasis on group commitment. 
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Conclusion: Towards a common mentality of railway hobbyists 
As opposed to the standard image of only one type of salarymen, this chapter has 
revealed four major types of informants who have somewhat different ideas about 
work and hobby, as well as ikigai. Shaped by their own social backgrounds, my 
informants have specific ways to interpret how they should formulate their hobby as 
ikigai according to a particular cultural context, and have their "life strategies" 
developed in their life course. Some may stick to a predetermined life track and plan 
to enjoy their hobby after retirement, and some may enjoy their hobby more 
immediately. Their decision and ways of negotiating work and hobby are both limited 
by their particular social position and restricted to the resources available to them; yet 
they also "create their selves in a continuous process of reflection and revision" 
(Nakano 2000:93). 
However, they do share some common pathos which is very important to point 
out here for illustrating how and why hobbyists' mentality, in general, are still 
resisting what the "mainstream consciousness" saying about work as ikigai. Each 
group of hobbyists offers some ways to solve the specific problems faced by a 
particular group of salarymen/hobbyists. These hobbyists are thus providing some 
methods to deal with the problems commonly found in the public discourse on work. 
For the first group of railroaders, they detach hobby from work, because they 
have suffered from trying to combine work and hobby. Because hobbyists working in 
railway companies are particularly vulnerable to this, they separate work, as an 
interesting job, and hobby, as ikigai and a paradise for the self, in order to try to 
maintain a meaningful life. 
In the second group, we have seen how hobbyists provide a sort of cure to the 
problem commonly faced by elite salarymen in Japan now: the loss of ikigai after 
retirement and after dismissal in an era of no guaranteed lifetime job. They strongly 
maintain that their hobby is ikigai because they believe that only by placing the 
pursuit of ikigai in the future can they make their current work meaningful. Only by 
making their work as a prerequisite for finding ikigai in hobby in the future, can they 
solve the problem of what many of their colleagues cannot tackle: what will they do 
once they are no longer working? 
Hobbyists/ salarymen in the last two groups, who are the majority of my 
informants, are somehow in the middle. Like the majority of salarymen in Japan, to 
them, work is something they have to do. Without work one cannot enjoy hobby; 
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however work will also take over their territory of hobby. They are more willing to 
dig out meanings from work by means of some indirect or even imaginative reasons. 
Hobbyists are actually providing reasons to make one's work more meaningful. Aside 
from whether these "explanations" are reasonable or not, this is still a solution to the 
central issue over the question of the meanings of work. Perhaps these reasons are 
only self-deception, but they enable some hobbyists to make their work more 
tolerable. 
Although this chapter argues for a more diversified view of salarymen in Japan, 
hobbyists as salarymen do share some commonalities. Generally speaking, all of my 
informants can maintain their hobby as ikigai. First of all, they consider that their 
work is not necessarily bad or hostile to their search of ikigai in hobby. Although 
there is no perfect way to negotiate work and hobby, hobbyists can still justify their 
ikigai to some extent. It is true that some of them cannot enjoy their hobby frequently 
due to busy work, but railway hobby is still the most important thing in their lives, 
they maintain. They can only make sense of themselves and everyday life if the 
reasons and interpretations about their work are linked to their hobby. 
Secondly, all of them agree that work is not the only possible ikigai. Informants 
may agree with the Japanese work ethic, but no one will agree that he should only 
devote himself to work. By the same token, no hobbyists will think work is 
unnecessary. Work is still a precursor to hobby. They may have different strategies to 
adapt to their jobs and get involved in their workplaces, as we will see in the 
following chapter, but they all strive to keep some psychological distance from the 
company. 
Opposed to the contemporary discourses on ikigai’ in which the value of work is 
contested, the hobbyists I know, to a large extent, provide specific ways to make their 
work more tolerable, sustainable, interesting, or meaningful. They provide new ways 
to ascertain the value of work by linking it to their hobby. Through investigation of 
different types of hobbyists, I found that most of them are trying hard to adapt to their 
working life and maintain their identity as a hobbyist. 
In the next chapter, we will have an in-depth look into the everyday scenarios 
encountered by hobbyists, seeing how the logic presented above can be seen in the 
actual context of the Japanese workplace, and we will see what strategies these 
salarymen have used for seeking hobby as ikigai in the world of work. 
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Chapter 4 Hobby as ikigai outside and inside of company 
Introduction 
This chapter will analyze how hobbyists develop their own strategies to deal 
with the Japanese company settings, in which group responsibilities and human 
relations are emphasized, in order to create and secure their own space of self through 
enjoying their hobby in the realm of company and work. Investigating my 
informants' day-to-day experiences outside and inside the workplace, it will provide a 
more grounded account of their techniques for resisting the ideological efforts and 
institutional rules made by Japanese companies, which aim at socializing them to be 
workers who focus on work and commit themselves to the company group only. 
W e will first look at the methods used by my informants to deal with business 
practices in Japan, like leisure activities organized by the company, trips, or transfers, 
and we will see how the economic downturn brings chances for my informants to get 
free from company responsibilities. W e will then investigate my informants' human 
relationships in the workplace, examining how they get accepted by their colleagues 
and avoid trouble in the company. Finally, we will see how they can maintain a sense 
of self and a sense of identity as a hobbyist, through doing things irrelevant to their 
work despite the strict mutual surveillance in the Japanese workplace. 
In the final part, we will discuss the larger implication of the findings, which 
suggest that my informants' faithful and passionate devotion to their hobby is 
partially a reaction to the over-emphasis on group responsibilities commonly found in 
the Japanese workplace and in the moral characters of salarymen. Through reminding 
themselves continuously by thinking and doing something about hobby in the sphere 
of work, my informants can maintain their integrity as hobbyists who are independent 
from his work and company. 
Dealing with institutional rules: Crafting one's own time without violating rules 
Generally speaking, the so-called Japanese employment system has several 
features that make it hard for male white-collar regular employees to claim their 
ikigai as things other than work. Ideological efforts, which make one's ikigai as work, 
like group spirit, work ethic, or company familialism, are further strengthened by 
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rules, regulations, practices, and social norms in the Japanese workplace. As reflected 
from one of the informants in Mathews's research (1996)，Miyamoto Ken'ichi (48)'s 
everyday life remains nothing but work. 
I usually get to the bank at seven-thirty in the morning; I try to finish by eight at 
night. •. If I had more free time, I don't think I'd know what to do with it. If I 
came home at five every day, I wouldn't know how to spend my time. (1996:58) 
For Japanese salarymen whose ikigai is not work, it may be very hard to admit it 
in public. However, the changing economic condition in Japan makes the situation 
more complicated. The meanings of many social norms in the Japanese workplace, 
which aim to show one's loyalty to work, like voluntary appearance on holidays or 
night drinking with colleagues and customers, are now contested. This section 
introduces some methods commonly employed by railway hobbyists to negotiate with 
some common business practice among Japanese firms, namely, "corporate leisure", 
business trips (出弓長)，and "single-posting"(単身赴任）.Here I selected these features, 
which affect the immediate life experiences among hobbyists/workers, in order to 
illustrate why railway hobbyists may find it perfect to combine job and hobby 
together. 
I Playing: Blurring the boundaries between public and private leisure 
A The decline of "corporate leisure" 
Most leisure activities for salarymen in Japan are related to work. Many 
company activities like drinking parties and office trips, as Rohlen describes 
(1974:108-111), still reflect this truth for many Japanese white-collar workers to a 
certain extent. As Ben-Ari (2000) argues, these kinds of company activities are very 
important in the Japanese business context, in which participants can develop a 
greater sense of solidarity. One of my informants, Ito (45), says, 
111 m y company, I have attended hiking groups and English conversation class. 
The hiking group was organized by us, while the English teacher was hired by 
the company. Interest? No... It's only a part of work. It's only for developing 
intimate relationship within the group... Well, there's nothing I can do about that 
and there's nothing in it related to my hobby. 
The most important thing for employees to do is to show up in these activities 
organized by company or colleagues, expressing their willingness to participate in the 
group and be committed to the company life. 
Yet, to what extent this so-called "corporate leisure" reflects the company 
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workers' current situations, and what proportion of workers actively participate, is 
unknown, ^  Among my sixty informants, most expressed opinions that corporate 
leisure has become unimportant in contemporary Japan. It is no longer a concern for 
the company, or a major "threat" for hobbyists. An informant says, “I think I can 
ignore this problem. Under this bad economic situation today, the company won't 
have the spare money to subsidize those leisure activities for lower or middle rank 
staff. That's good!" Another informant Kanazawa (25) agrees. He says, 
Even some good companies, the so-called “kachi-gumi”, have the money to 
provide leisure activities, but who has the time to join? In order to be 
competitive, everyone has to work overtime and we're so tired after work. Good 
companies surely know this. Bad companies, the so-called “make-gumi,,, are in 
the same situation, although they even can't provide any subsidizes. 
Kanazawa himself goes to drinking parties after work perhaps once or twice a 
year, but he has to pay for himself. This is very different from what Allison (1994) 
found: under the current economic downturn, Japanese company can no longer 
subsidize corporate leisure. She described kosaihi (交際費),or "company 
expenditures for recreation" (Allison 1994:126)，which was originally spent on after 
work gatherings, drinking parties, or golf, in order to socialize new members, creating 
solidarity among company workers (Ben-Ari 2000:165-167) and developing 
"amicable relations between customers (ningenkankeiy (Allison 1994:127, quoted 
from Tabe 1986). However, "when business is good, kosaihi goes up, and when 
business slips so does kdsaihi” (Ibid.). That means in the current moment, hobbyists 
are relatively free from these “official” activities after work due to the lack of 
subsidizes from the company. Cases like Murakami Junji's company (Mathews 
1996:157)，which hired a calligraphy teacher for staff or Ito's company which hired 
an English conversation teacher, are no longer so common, although the latter 
probably much more than the former, due to the importance of English in many 
companies today. 
As we can see, the role of "corporate leisure" has been declining due to limited 
resources and extended working hours. Even if these salarymen have the energy and 
time for it, they wish these corporate activities to be kept to a minimum. One of my 
1 Although Noguchi's analysis of spare time activities in the Japanese National Railways is restricted 
only to blue-collar company workers, it reveals that "of the nineteen different leisure activities 
noted.. .only four involved some relationship with the employer" (1990:111), and even the "related" 
activities basically have nothing to do with the company ideology. Similar findings also hold true in 
this research. 
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informants, who is now concerned also for his family, says, "no one can tolerate it 
any more if the company occupies my Sunday to play golf." In short, hobbyists now 
gain more advantage to have their own hobbies when the economy went down in the 
1990s. 
However, this is not to say that hobbyists can have more time for leisure. They 
may have as little spare time as before, even if they are no longer required to attend 
corporate leisure activities, due to the increasing working hours. For example, some 
informants said that in order to remain competitive, their companies had discouraged 
unnecessary expenditures. What makes the situation different now is that they can 
now have more excuses and alliances ("Why call us to have group hiking on Sunday? 
We are already very tired!") to defend their hobby and leisure time against any further 
intrusion from the company.^ In other words, corporate leisure can no longer be seen 
as an effective way of socialization, and its efforts to "colonize the life-world"^  of 
play of their employees by Japanese companies are now weakened. 
B Tackling "corporate leisure" 
But "corporate leisure" still exists, at least for either senior informants (for 
example, Ito) or those "elites" within large companies. They still have the necessity to 
participate in such "corporate leisure" as "business or company 
hiking trips, devoting valuable time to these. 
An informant Murakami in Mathews's research (1996) used a direct method to 
deal with corporate leisure: change them into purely leisure activities. 
Everybody in the office played mahjong after work. I wasn't good at it; one day 
I suggested we form a shodo club, and the company union got us a teacher... 
[Later] I wanted to learn tea ceremony, too; we got teacher for that... Most 
companies have clubs, so it wasn't so unusual; still, in the six months since I'd 
started work, I'd help set up three of them. One day my boss said, “Just why 
exactly did you join this company?" I worked hard, too, but... (1996:157) 
Perhaps this is a smart way to deal with corporate leisure 一 to start a circle of 
one's own interest. But it is not quite practical for railway hobbyists, as their interest 
is not something as popular as tea ceremony or go."^  Informants have to think of other 
2 Asahi Shimbun Weekly (2002) reports that the younger generations no longer prefer alcohol and 
company drinking parties as well. 
3 To borrow Habermas's concept (1984:113-198). 
4 As we have seen in previous chapter, there are exceptions. The only workplace that allows an 
individual to start a railway hobby circle is in school. Teachers who are supervisors for hobby clubs are 
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measures to deal with "corporate leisure". Sugioka (28)，who works in a large 
business firm, and Komo (36)，who works in a famous real estate firm, talk as follows 
about their experiences of "corporate leisure": 
Sugioka (28) 
M y company has its own baseball team. I like baseball and I think practicing it 
with my coworkers, whom I feel familiar with, is not a bad thing. Though I think 
my ikigai [hobby] is train and traveling is the best，it's reasonable to devote two 
Saturday afternoons per month for my company baseball team. I like baseball 
too, that's why it's still a good idea to attend company organized (and 
subsidized!) leisure activities. 
Komo (36) 
Leisure related to my work? Yes, I was often asked to attend the “business-golf’ 
(接待 on Sunday. I don't like golf. I was forced to join. Still, in the 
current situation, to have big business transaction in real estate is not an easy 
task. I can treat this "golf-playing" as a part of my work. If so, it is better to have 
work in the golf course, where I can hear train whistles and can see trains pass 
by, than in the office. Not necessarily bad! 
Although Sugioka and Komo's interpretations are quite different, occasional 
corporate leisure activity is not a big problem for either of them. As both are 
ambitious staff in managerial positions, these practices are inescapable. The only way 
to deal with it is to change their own perception. For Sugioka, he simply treats this as 
a form of pure leisure, as he likes baseball; for Komo, he perceives this as part of 
work. Additionally, he can even think of the golf course as a better working 
environment where he can do something related to his hobby. To Sugioka, play is still 
play; to Komo, work is still work. They keep a psychological distance from the 
company and maintain that play or leisure should not be subordinated to work. 
II Free from work 
A Business Trip 
It is interesting that railway hobbyists are very fond of business trips (出弓長)， 
although most salarymen dislike them. Katsura (1993)，for example, describes 
salarymen in trip as follows: 
Those heavily drunk ''otosarC'^  behave very badly on the bullet train bound for 
Osaka.... They all finished their business in Tokyo and now turn back to their 
allowed to read hobby magazines in the staff room because they are "preparing extra-curricular 
activities which is also a part of official work". 
5 ''otosan" literally means "father", it is author's term to describe the miserable salarymen. The 
commonly used term to describe miserable salarymen in Japan is “ojisan", 
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home. Most of them are not willing to travel back and forth and are tired and 
depressed. Perhaps we should be more sympathetic to these poor otosan who 
have their real home only in the company world! 
On the other hand, compared to these miserable salarymen who are forced to go 
for business trips, my informant Aoyagi (34) says that he is the only staff in the 
company who is always willing to go on business trips. 
Business trips? Don't you think they are interesting? M y coworkers don't like 
business trips. Each time my boss calls up, "Who wants to go to Osaka?", no one 
responds and I will say "I want to go!" Sometimes my boss considers my 
colleagues as irresponsible and he will force them to go. I'm not very happy 
when my boss doesn't let me go! Coworkers are afraid of the troublesome trips 
which need careflil planning. Recently, the company will not give you extra 
expenses so that sometimes you need to pay for yourself! Surely, you need to 
accomplish assigned task first, but after that, that's your free time! Also, to plan 
for a trip is the happiest thing to do before going. You can also earn some money 
by buying cheaper train tickets, as train fans are experts about this... 
The major reasons for normal workers' unwillingness to go for business trips are 
that they require additional planning and expenses. For railway hobbyists, on the 
other hand, this is a perfect chance to escape from one's office，as well as earning 
some pocket money by buying cheaper train tickets, as mentioned above.^  Then, 
what will hobbyists do during the trip? Another informant provides us another 
interesting account: 
On one occasion I went to Kyushu for a business meeting. I needed to report to 
duty at nine in the morning. I woke up at five and traveled around the suburban 
area around Kita-Kyushu for about two hours. Well, no one knows that I have 
already enjoyed myself when I step into the office at nine. 
In order to travel more, most informants sleep for only five or six hours during 
trips. For example, I went with seven informants for a trip to Kyushu, which made all 
of us exhausted afterwards because of its extraordinary intense travel schedules. Half 
of them joined the trip by giving different interesting excuses to their bosses (doing 
business transactions, visiting potential customers, site observations), while others 
take leaves themselves, so different participants joined and left very frequently during 
the two-day trip. For this activity, everyone was busy for either doing their "official 
work" or visiting places of interest. Thus, this "group" activity was actually fragile in 
6 Although most of the time salarymen need receipts for redemption of money from companies, 
transportation fees with a standard price are exceptions. Because hobbyists prefer local trains to 
express or bullet trains, some of them can earn the price differences and enjoy a longer railway journey. 
It is better if the company provides air ticket fares, then, by taking the train, they can earn even more. 
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which each hobbyist had his own "business". 
Their attitude towards time-use was simple — "enjoy" the most with limited 
time 一 so that the "official business trip" itself was very intense, with different 
purposes for different hobbyists. Moji (27), who works for a real estate firm, says, 
Having both work and hobby is basically an art of arranging your schedule. I 
don't need to do official work this time so I'm quite free. But for business trip, 
it's a real challenge to finish the assigned duties properly, while enjoying myself 
without wasting any minutes. Although it's tough {taihen), the feeling is great! 
The most important value for these business trips is that hobbyists can escape 
from the working environment to enjoy their hobby, yet they can still legitimize this 
as an "official business matter", this is better than taking a paid leave which is 
considered to be a "selfish" act. To compensate, souvenirs serve as the main 
"weapon" to please their colleagues. 
While I was doing my research, a local line in the southeast part of Shikoku was 
brought into service. It's not surprising that most of my informants tried their best to 
arrange their schedules 一 to seek chances for business trip — to go there. For 
example, Sugai (26), who unluckily can only take private leave at that time, says, 
I'll go there next Monday. How can I get the leave? Well... I check my working 
schedule in details, take leave in advance, discuss with my boss and coworkers 
one month before, and buy my coworkers some souvenirs that may shut their 
mouths! 
It is also the reason why arranging interviews with my informants was the most 
difficult task in the research, as most of them had already arranged tight schedules 
several weeks or even months earlier. 
To conclude, the boundary between "official" and "private" matters is not clear. 
Or perhaps we can say it is the perceptual meanings that were made to be unclear. If 
they can do the “official work" properly, no one can criticize them. From the 
perspective of their companies or outsiders, they do nothing wrong behaviorally, as 
long as they do not fall asleep during working hours. Hobbyists themselves 
symbolically perceive these trips as purely for one's hobby, and "official business 
trip" is only an excuse or a pretension. That is why self-discipline is necessary in 
exchange for this "freedom". 
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B Work outside the office 
The above point can be further illustrated from some informants who always 
have work outside the office. Okado (28), who is a car salesman, says, 
I will be in the office in the morning for a while and then I will visit potential 
customers around Nagoya city in a company car. Sometimes I will have my car 
parked besides the railroad, have a nap, and listen to the sounds of trains. But 
after that, I have to work hard again! 
Many informants also have similar experiences. Some may choose to take local 
trains instead of non-stop trains in order to "enjoy" them longer, as long as time 
allows. If they have their plan scheduled properly, clearly they can do something for 
their hobby during working hours. 
For hobbyists, having short breaks, and working without any direct control is an 
ideal working style. Contrary to the general perception that workers whose ikigai is 
not work are less willing to work, hobbyists I met show surprisingly high levels of 
self-discipline. It is because if their "bad" conduct were found out, "that's the end [of 
m y credibility]", as one informant said. This is why a successful railway hobbyist 
must finish his duty efficiently and properly before enjoying his hobby. And that is 
also the main reason why an informant was seen as "responsible and strangely 
hardworking, but sometimes disappearing mystically", as his boss said. 
C Transfers 
The practice of tanshin funin (単身赴任)，literally meaning "posting apart from 
one's family"^ in Japan, is largely conceived as a necessary evil among salarymen in 
big business firms, or government offices. To work alone in unfamiliar places without 
bringing one's family is considered to be a difficult thing; indeed, it has been said that 
through tanshin funin the company wants to detach their workers' bond with family, 
ensuring their deep devotion to his work (Sugimoto 1997:95; N H K 2002). It may also 
bring frustration for hobbyists. Yet in most cases, it brings valuable chances for them 
to become free from one's family and enjoy themselves. A primary school teacher, 
Naka (35), says, 
I had been transferred to four different primary schools within Kagoshima 
prefecture. Three of them are good places [places where train services are 
available], but I have been on an outer island for four years. The happiest day is 
the day I receive railway magazines sent by my friends. It'd be more perfect if 
7 For the sake of simplicity, hereafter I refer to this as "single-posting". 
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the island had a train, sure... 
The reason why the hobbyists may feel frustrated is that they are not sure 
whether there are trains, subway, buses or even abandoned train routes (haisen) in the 
Q 
assigned area. Naka's case was quite exceptional since he had already expected this, 
since transfers to outer islands is the local government of Kagoshima's standard 
practice. But he surely enjoys the practice of transferring because the other three 
places he has been transferred to are famous places for railway hobbyists. As Naka 
(35) says, 
I really enjoy the transferring system... The second place, where I was for five 
years, is the best...I took photos and walked along that old railway line every 
morning when I went to school. Different seasons provide different beautiful 
natural backgrounds for taking train photos. N o w I have a lot of photo albums at 
home, which are treasures, as these lines were abandoned. It's a paradise for me. 
Another informant, Yagishita (43), praises the practice of tanshin funin. He 
places a metal plate which reads “rebellious middle-aged"(不良中年 furyochunen) 
on his customized car. He is a government officer and his post is "lifestyle guidance" 
(生活指導 seikatsu shidd), providing guidance to staff under training.^  He says, 
Ten years ago I was in Kagoshima for three years and then Hiroshima for four 
years 一 extremely interesting local train routes there. Back in Chiba, my 
hometown, m y wife said, "Welcome back!"... Our relationship is very good, 
perhaps because we don't meet often. I really enjoyed these experiences. I have 
also official transportation subsidizes when I visit my family! Wonderful! 
Well then, I waited for the next transfer order in Chiba. One day my boss said, 
"This time, Shizuoka." I screamed out "Yes! Yes!" Here you get the most 
exciting train route in Japan 一 the paradise of railway hobbyists. Single-posting 
provides me a perfect excuse to be free from family. I experience a lot of 
different things...That's why I don't hate my work, though hobby is the best 
thing to do in m y life. 
As we have seen, compared to their coworkers, my informants have different 
"adaptive advantages" to craft their own space and time for their hobby. The reasons 
for this are partly due to the nature of their hobby and also because of the specific 
setting of the Japanese company. Another advantage of this single-posting practice is 
that hobbyists can be free from family, immersed into their hobby world without 
8 In short, because train routes are spread all over most of the places in Japan, nearly none informants I 
known will dislike this practice, which provides chance for them to enjoy themselves and to explore 
different railway routes. 
9 He is responsible to guide government research staff in agriculture and forestry departments in 
various training centers all over Japan. 
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caring much about family responsibilities. 
It should be kept in mind that, however, their satisfaction is not solely because 
they can escape their workplace and responsibility, rather their sense of pride comes 
from their handy manipulation between work and hobby. Without breaking the rules, 
railway hobbyists find that they can enjoy these institutional transfers, or business 
trips, when other workers can only endure the "suffering". These institutional 
practices, which are originally supposed to strengthen the company ideology and 
solidarity, are now transformed to enjoyment among hobbyists. To achieve this, the 
concepts of "peer support" and "self-discipline" are very important for hobbyists. The 
next sections will explore these two areas by investigating different aspects of 
everyday life within the company. 
Power via peer support: Getting accepted among colleagues and superiors 
For most of m y informants, experiences of trips and transfers are only occasional. 
They talk about these unusual and impressive experiences very much during 
interviews because they are proud of their ability to manipulate the seemingly 
troublesome practice and turn it to personal enjoyment. These are actually the most 
enjoyable moments in their lives. Most of their lives, they sit still within the office, 
doing paper work and dealing with office politics. With little affection to work or 
workplace, it seems that m y informants cannot control their fate. However, to expose 
one's identity as hobbyist clearly opposes the ideological setting in the Japanese 
workplace. What are their strategies and what are the potential sources of conflicts in 
the workplaces? This part will first discuss how these hobbyists deal with human 
relationships. 
I Period of "endurance": Hiding personality and camouflaging hobby 
M y informants point out that maintaining good human relationships is extremely 
important for securing one's job in the Japanese workplace, especially in the current 
economic downturn. This is particularly true for railway hobbyists, as the general 
perception of them is very negative 一 dark and anti-social. Thus, to hide one's 
identity as a hobbyist, especially for such an "uncommon" hobby, is crucial for one's 
general image in the workplace. 
For example, Tamiya (25), a new staff in a medium-sized computer firm, says 
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that being hardworking (ganbaru) is essential for a newcomer. Contrasting to the 
normal conception of ganbaru as working hard to achieve a goal (or in the context of 
work, working hard to adapt to the company culture), he explains ganbaru as 
...hiding one's true identity and ikigai for a short while. In my case, perhaps two 
years? I still work hard and agree that one should work hard. The only difference 
is that I have a different set of reasons of why I should be working hard. When I 
am asked about my hobby, I say traveling. It's better to answer something and 
not to lie. I think this answer is perfect because traveling in Japan, especially for 
a man, means something good — outgoing, knowledgeable, and sociable. 
Actually, railway hobbyists like me do travel a lot, though with a different 
attitude! I guess I won't expose my identity until I have a good reputation in my 
workplace. So, I work hard to gain a reputation for being hardworking. 
To Tamiya, "hardworking" does not mean he should follow exactly what the 
company requires 一 to devote oneself wholly to work. But it means working hard to 
maintain one's sense of self through asserting the importance of hobby and to manage 
a good "public impression" among colleagues. 
As some younger informants in their twenties told me, even though they do not 
agree that work is everything, they will still behave like a good worker for the first 
few years. It is vital to conceal one's identity temporarily by "camouflaging" 一 
telling others that one's hobby is traveling, reading, or taking photographs. Sugai (26)， 
who was an "ideal worker" for his first two years in a business firm, says, 
After two years of service, my reputation is not bad. On one occasion during a 
drinking party, I confessed to my colleagues that actually my hobby is railway. 
And they said, "oh that's what I thought" or "I know you're a train fan! That's 
why you are always busy during long vacations". Ha! But everyone had already 
known that I am not an idiot and I will not bring troubles to the company. So my 
identity as a hobbyist was no longer their concern. 
Informants who are under age forty think of being hardworking {ganbaru) as a 
concept referring to "the period of hiding one's ikigai, securing one's job, and 
keeping a distance from the company culture so that one's ikigai can be maintained". 
On the other hand, informants like Kuri (43)，Ito (45), or Takeuchi (42) refer to 
"hardworking" as "the effort to adapt to a group and to be immersed in it, while 
maintaining one's hobby as ikigai'' However, Ito, among older informants, admits, 
...sometimes it's tough: is my ikigai work or hobby? I was confused when I 
found I was not doing my hobby actually. The only way to lighten my burden is 
to keep my hobby secret in the workplace; only a few intimate friends know. 
That's why I should endure 
To hide one's real ikigai is not easy, and no hobbyist I interviewed thinks that 
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work is unimportant. Younger informants like Sugai are working hard to have a good 
image of performance in the workplace everyday, while senior hobbyists like ltd are 
trying to adapt to their workplace. In order to actualize and maintain one's hobby, 
securing one's work is fundamental. Although the value of work and the work ethic 
vary among different informants, the common ground is to hide one's hobby in the 
workplace, concealing one's true identity when entering a new environment, and to 
keep one's true ikigai secret for a period. Exposing one's identity surely takes risk, as 
(railway) hobbyists are often seen to be irresponsible troublemakers (Egashira 1998). 
Thus, to expose their identity or not depends on particular situations. 
Contrary to the popular belief that railway hobbyists are irresponsible, some 
informants said they may not necessarily do worse than their colleagues. They try 
hard not to irritate their boss or to bring troubles to their coworkers, up to the limit 
that they can keep their real ikigai. All the above efforts aim to develop a better 
relationship with one's coworkers and superiors, which in turn may help the hobbyists 
to actualize their hobby as ikigai. In short, for different hobbyists I met, the meaning 
of being "hardworking" {ganbaru) depends on different situations，the complexity of 
human relationships, and the atmosphere (雰囲気 fun ’iki) of the workplace. It 
implies that one should never expose his identity as a hobbyist immediately after 
entering a new workplace. A proper art to manage one's public impression, to use 
Goffmann's concept (1959; 1967), is perhaps the basic way ('0得 kokoroe) for a 
successful hobbyist. 
II Period of expanding territories 
As seen, it is essential for hobbyists to build up good relationships with their 
coworkers. If they have good reputation, they will gain a lot of advantages when 
taking vacations, get priorities to go on business trips, or get support from coworkers. 
For example, Tamiya (25) says, 
It's critical to behave well for the first few years. If you are irresponsible and 
bring a lot of troubles, no matter how able you are, you'll fail both at work and 
hobby in the future! 
It means that one should participate in the social life within the company to a 
reasonable degree, even though he does not consider work to be his ikigai. 
The distinction between the younger and older generation is tricky here. Ito, for 
example, find tension between two conflicting ikigai because both of them are 
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intrinsically and equally valuable. Younger informants tend to consider work purely 
instrumental. But the key is to try to enjoy work through participating in social events 
or making fun from work. It is also the reason why it is very unwise, according to 
almost all informants, to hate one's coworkers. 
Sugai (26) says if he did not get any mutual support from his coworkers or 
tolerance from his superiors, he would probably be fired. Echoing what Tamiya says, 
he claims, 
Probably nobody would tell you his true feeling in the first few years in a 
company, right? You should be nice and sociable, and follow the normal practice 
in the company. How? To help others if necessary; don't be selfish; do your 
work properly. It seems to be harsh for me, as a hobbyist, from the first glance, 
right? But if your personality is good and you enjoy this, it's easy... at least for 
me! 
After having good relations with everyone in the workplace, you can find a 
chance, for example, drinking after work, that everyone reveals their secrets. I 
found that there are different kinds of hobbyists, including animation, computer 
game, pop-music, electronics, and adult video, etc in my workplace. W e do our 
job well because no one wants to do other's extra work which makes everyone 
stay late. Selfish people who doesn't finish their work would create trouble for 
others and make the whole group not able to do hobby or go back home earlier. 
That's why each of us does his best to avoid disturbing others and be cooperative. 
W e do have overtime work and we're quite busy, but we're responsible and good 
workers. And we plan to start our own business later, after having enough 
reliable customers. 
Sugai，s small firm is affiliated with a large business group, providing internal 
computer customer services for other sub-companies. In practice, Sugai and his 
twenty colleagues have some sort of division of labor. For example, Sugai wants 
some consecutive long holidays for his trip while some of his coworkers want to 
leave earlier to meet their lovers or families. In that case, as long as they knew each 
other well, unspoken agreement was achieved so that Sugai does more overtime work 
while others do not ask him back during holidays. 
Beside a relaxed working atmosphere, prerequisite for this unspoken division of 
labor, according to Sugai, is this attitude: 
We're lucky that none of us seriously thinks that work is everything and requires 
others to follow... W e do have staff preferring work but they understand our 
situations. That's very good. But if they force others to follow, then, it will be 
troublesome. •. It's also because people are now very cynical about work... Well, 
the atmosphere as well as the small size of my firm helps my ikigai to be 
realized. I'm really lucky to work here! 
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Ill Confrontation 
If everything about human relationship goes fine, the following confrontation 
encountered by Sakai (33) can be solved or prevented: 
Years ago, I was suddenly called by the company on a Sunday. On that day, I had 
already some train tickets reserved! I told my boss. But my boss said, "I really 
need you this time, please come back!" It was just my second year in the 
company at that time and I followed his order. The following Monday, I wrote a 
letter to ask the company to compensate me for my reserved tickets」。But a 
week later, the company replied with a letter saying "sorry, no such rule." It's 
very... funny! 
However, confrontation like the above case, according to most of my informants, 
is rare, because they know what can be argued and what cannot after one or two years 
with the company. It was only the second year of work for Sakai, so he did not know 
the rules well. Thus Sakai's case can hardly be called a "direct confrontation". It 
seems to me that it was only an indirect "warning" to his company: if the company 
wants to ask somebody back on holidays without notice, it should have the 
responsibility to repay his cost for canceling tickets, as Sakai said. 
In the Japanese workplace today, people may have disagreement over what 
values workers should hold. Hobbyists are definitely always on this battlefront. If 
they find the situation hopeless, they may consider changing jobs. However, for those 
who have been working for a considerable time, and have enough "power" or "social 
capital" to secure one's position in the workplace, they may stand firm or even strike 
back. 
As told by informants and some of their coworkers, it is a general misconception 
that hobbyists disagree with people who find ikigai at work. Quite the opposite, most 
informants express positive views towards those who choose work as their ikigai. 
Instead, they criticize those who are forced to work and cannot find any satisfactions 
in it, and have complaints (文句 monku) but without taking any action to change 
their situation. It is unacceptable if "these guys envy your meaningful living style and 
criticize your working attitude although they don't consider work their ikigai”, said 
one informant, Aoyagi. Thus, the people hobbyists disagree with and confront are 
those who cannot find any ikigai but criticize others' way of taking hobby as ikigai. 
Aoyagi’s comment is quite striking. He says, 
About SOOyen or HK$30. In Japan, reserve train tickets cannot be refunded. 
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I really hate those guys who are forced to work and can't find any meanings in it! 
Do they know what they are doing? The whole country is meaningless, without 
any value {kachi wa zenzen nai). People claiming ikigai as work couldn't find 
any value in it; they are forced to do so! But if they choose work as their own 
ikigai, perhaps like my boss, it's okay. I hate these so-called "salarymen" and 
stand firm before them. 
Aoyagi originally wanted to be a professional travel planner. He also wanted to 
find ikigai both in work and hobby, although he is trying to quit his current dull job. 
Another informant, Komura (39), a high school teacher, had once gone rail traveling 
secretly during school trip. 
I don't care whether other teachers are hardworking or not. But it's very 
irritating that some guys, who don't like work and live without any ikigai, 
comment on your behavior or hobby. I really respect those teachers who can find 
ikigai in teaching: I am very proud of them. Although I think a variety of 
teachers is necessary — some more open minded, some more conservative 一 I 
really hate those teachers who only play up to superiors (goma suru) and use 
their power to order around teachers in lower rank. 
When one of this kind of teachers asked me "sensei, why do you leave so 
early?!", I replied "Is anything wrong?!"(悪I/、力、warui ka), in a very angry 
tone. It's no use to explain to this kind of''senser (teacher) who uses the only 
criteria of "who stays longer" to judge performance. Good teachers may stay 
long; I appreciate that although I have no interest in this "hobby". But guys who 
stay long are not necessarily good teachers! 
Komura thinks himself a popular teacher among students because he says he 
really knows what they need. The key to resist other teachers' negative comments is 
that he has enough bargaining power and is not ambitious. As he said, "my life is for 
m y hobby; but I will do what I should do at work", so to someone who irritates him 
and his coworkers, who is sociable only to superiors, hobbyists like Komura may be 
the first ones to strike back. 
It is surely an advantage to make good friends in the workplace, and to have a 
good reputation among coworkers. In Sugai's company, for example, "the only 
worker who quit (or forced to quit) was a young guy who didn't communicate well. 
He was one of those who didn't know how to deal with coworkers, although he did 
his work quite well." Thus, it is fundamental for a successful hobbyist to have some 
basic communication skills and be adequately sociable. 
Having a hobby as ikigai may not necessarily hinder one's performance at work. 
I have interviewed some successful businessmen in managerial positions who are also 
passionate hobbyists. In fact, to persuade others that a hobbyist can also be a 
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responsible worker, hobbyists only need some social skills and adequate working 
abilities. On the other hand, keeping one's identity concealed until having enough 
peer support is also essential. Peer support can help employees work well, and they 
can cooperate to minimize further intrusion of private life from the company side, 
especially under the current economic situation in which the company requires 
employees to work overtime. 
A common view among informants, as we have already seen, is as following: 
I，as a hobbyist, have no reason to hate those Japanese who works very hard for 
m y country, and for me! What I hate is somebody who doesn't have any 
objectives or values in their lives...but says that you shouldn't have hobby as 
ikigai. 
Confrontation does not mean direct conflicts with the authority, since only those 
who do not know their new environment well would have these experiences. A 
sociable and mature hobbyist should know that it is important to prevent unnecessary 
conflicts. However, if there is any confrontation, it happens mainly between hobbyists 
and their coworkers whom were considered to be impudent (生意気 namaiki) by 
other staff, complaining about hobbyists' ways of living and ikigai but who himself 
no ikigai at all. In other words, a sociable hobbyist recognizes every ikigai, such as 
hobby, as important but only arbitrary. This is also why a mature hobbyist should 
respect everyone who can select and actualize their own ikigai, and dislikes, or even 
confront if necessary, those who are forced to work, and do nothing to change the 
situation but only complains about hobbyists' ways of living. 
Finding a place of self and for ikigai in everyday life 
Even if one can adapt to his workplace perfectly, for hobbyists, work is still 
alienating to him. If he cannot do anything with his hobby for a whole day, he may 
not settle himself down. Within working hours, they are doing what they have to do in 
the office most of the time, but hobbyists may also do something related to their 
hobby. In hobbyists' wording, it is for changing one's mood temporarily {kibun 
tenkan 気分車云換)，to refresh themselves, or to boost up their morale of working. 
However, the significance of this for hobbyists is that they can skip work temporarily 
and thereby maintain their identity and integrity as a hobbyist without directly 
confronting the authority of their companies. The following shows different pleasures 
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during working scenarios encountered by hobbyists in the workplace, in which they 
can do something relevant to their hobby. 
I Being a hobbyist and refreshing oneself in the workplace 
Mutual surveillance in the Japanese workplace is very strict. For those 
informants whose work is neither task-based nor research in nature, they are required 
to work inside the office space where everyone can observe what one is doing." For 
example, the sociologist Ogasawara notes that in the Japanese bank office where she 
did her research, the office is a "large open space without any partitions or cubicles, 
which is a typical configuration in Japanese companies." (1998:22), in which she can 
observe almost everything happening in the office and that she is also being observed 
by others. Although it is still possible to do something unrelated to work during office 
hours, such as reading a newspaper or chatting, most actions unrelated to work will 
be seen as unacceptable, giving others an impression of irresponsibility within the 
group. As one informant, Futauchi (41), puts it, 
Working hours are for work. It is unimaginable (kangaerarenai) to do something 
related to hobby during working hours. Sometimes I cannot calm down to work 
when I think about my hobby, for example, on the day before a trip, especially 
when I was young. N o w I can concentrate on my work by repeating to myself 
'Calm down! Calm down!' That's also what I expect of my subordinates. Both 
work and hobby will be more interesting when you can focus on either one of 
them... 
Most of my informants are good and responsible workers, as they and their 
friends or coworkers maintained. But unlike Futauchi, for the majority of my 
informants, to do something related to hobby within the working space is no longer a 
taboo and it gives them a sense of excitement and refreshment, as long as they do not 
have direct confrontation with the authority. It is also important for them to know that 
the key to make the following techniques successful is not to do it too often, as work 
is still fundamental. If they can handle this art well, others may not even recognize 
that they are actually doing something related to their hobby. The following 
paragraphs will describe the art of their "everyday resistance"'^  against power 
control within the Japanese workplace, to see how and why they can surpass the strict 
” T o employ Foucault's theory of power (1977; 1978)，within the Japanese workplace, the strict 
mutual surveillance facilitates the power and disciplining control in a highly diffused form of power 
network. 
12 A term borrowed from Scott (1990). 
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mutual surveillance. 
II Railway timetable 
All railway hobbyists read railway timetables (時刻表 jikokuhyo) but some 
informants even do this in the office space. Nearly all of my informants mentioned 
Miyawaki's concept of "traveling on the timetable"(紙上旅shijo ryok6\ making 
use of this technique when they are at work — to plan travel schedules by reading 
jikokuhyo. Though not everyone does so in the office, it is not surprising that some of 
my informants have had the same practice as what Miyawaki's suggested. ^^ Aoyagi 
agrees with this without any hesitation, 
To do hobby at work? Yes. You know that every Japanese office space has a 
copy of [railway] timetable? That's it. Originally it was used for planning 
business trips. This technique will be better if people don't know that you are a 
railway hobbyist. But even to those who know my hobby, they will not 
recognize that I'm making fun with the timetable, if I don't do it too often. "I'm 
just checking my schedules" is a perfect excuse. 
Perhaps this can perfectly echo what Scott said about "the elementary forms of 
disguise" (1990:139), creating a "social space for a dissident culture" (1990:108): 
The practical modes of concealment are limited only by the imaginative capacity 
of subordinates... Here we must above all recognize that the creation of 
disguises depends on an agile, firm grasp of the codes of meaning being 
manipulated. It is impossible to overestimate the subtlety of this manipulation. 
(1990:139) 
Perhaps it is very hard to find another form of disguise like reading a boring 
timetable among hobbyists, which serves as a perfect "weapon of the weak" (Scott 
1985). Even if one knows that hobbyists are actually having fun with the thick 
timetable during working hours, it would be extremely difficult, or even impossible to 
accuse them. As Aoyagi said that if he were found, he would be giggling in reverse, 
saying that, "no one will believe you." 
According to my informants, planning a trip by reading the railway timetable is 
the most interesting thing to do, especially during working hours. They can immerse 
into their cultural world of hobby for a short period, perhaps a few minutes, even in 
the office space where mutual surveillance is inescapable. Sometimes they even do 
13 See for example, Miyawaki (1982:22-25). Railway fans will say "reading timetable"(時刻表左読 
t：) but not "looking at timetable"(時刻表左見 as usual. Miyawaki himself will also say "traveling 
timetable”（時刻表丨二乗石). 
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not need a hard copy 一 they can do the planning on a computer, on a piece of paper, 
or even within one's mind. As long as it is not done too often and in a relatively secret 
way, it is not easy for others to note this "misbehavior". Finally, hobbyists do have 
different excuses to avoid accusation, like, "I'm going to meet a customer, that's why 
I'm checking this" or even "Tanaka Kacho^^ asked me to check this for his trip for 
Osaka next week." 
Ill Magazine 
Reading magazines is another form of popular practice in the office but with 
more restriction. For example, to read hobby magazines is impossible. If it is the 
release date of some famous hobby magazines, most informants will be patient during 
working hours. One informant Suzu (35) says, 
On that day I will work very hard in order to leave earlier. If you finish your job, 
who cares? I will then run to the bookstore to read. This is the most efficient day 
for work and the best day to enjoy hobby actually. Well, leaving early for a 
couple of days per month is acceptable, as long as you are a good worker in the 
remaining days. 
Although hobby magazines are prohibited, reading some "official" magazines or 
pamphlets, which are available in some workplaces, is possible. Hobbyists whose 
jobs are associated with cameras, travel, or transportation have more chance to read. 
These companies will put some "business-related magazines"(業務関{系I志 gyomw 
kankei shi) in their office. Suzu (35), who works in a famous camera company, says, 
M y company has a lot of "photo magazines" (shashinshi). In Japan, besides 
natural scenery, these magazines have been featured photos of either beauties or 
trains. And it's not surprising that my workplace is full of pop star fans and 
railway fans. Everyone, if time allows, discusses these magazines and mentions 
both aspect of work — the mechanism of the camera, the quality of the 
photos — as well as the object of interests — "oh this lady is good" or "this train 
photo taken from route X is bad". 
Although this type of practice is restricted to those informants whose workplace 
has "suitable" items in the office, informants do have some more freedom for their 
desk arrangements or office decoration. If there is something that can be utilized in 
the workplace and is related to hobby, ranging from "railway calendar" in the office 
to small train items on the office table, enjoyment and leisure is fulfilled. Because the 
object itself is absurd, meaningless, or unimportant to outsiders, informants do have 
14 Literally meaning “section manager". 
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many excuses to prevent unnecessary troubles by saying "this calendar shows only 
nature scenes!" or "It's only a small decoration!", and try hard to create enjoyments 
for them and maintain their identity as a hobbyist. 
IV Computer 
The computer serves as the major tool for hobbyists to do something related to 
their hobby in the workplace. M y informants, regardless of their age, are generally 
good at computer because they rely heavily on the Internet to post information on the 
web pages concerning their hobby. Compared with their coworkers, they are veterans 
in information technology, like designing homepages, sending e-mails, and program 
processing. Because of their outstanding ability to categorize and arrange data, it 
seems to me that their "exceptional" skills are extremely useful to assist their work 
and to build up their reputation in the workplace, as well as creating enjoyments for 
themselves. For example, Aoyagi says, 
M y computer skills? I am proud of it (jiman desu)\ People, especially young 
ladies, ask for my help sometimes. This is a weak point for seniors, but surely 
not a problem for me. 
It is also very easy for them to do something irrelevant to work on the computer. 
And it is particularly true when not all the staff, especially the seniors, know 
computers well. Suzu (35) says, 
W e have an internal mailing list among hobbyists in my camera company, 
discussing different kinds of topics in each particular hobby. Besides railway, I 
know there are pop star fans, hiking groups, and motorcar clubs as well, because 
these are popular hobbies related to camera. I read these e-mails during working 
hours — surely, I don't do this for the whole day, probably several minutes, or 
during tea break. I have work to do! But checking these e-mails for a moment 
gives me enjoyment, and can change my mood {kihun tenkan). I can also excuse 
myself by saying "I'm reading internal mail" if necessary. Superiors are 
unfamiliar with computer matters; they have no way of knowing. 
Other informants have had similar experiences, although some of them say it is 
better not to do so. For those who are in managerial position, like Ito (45) and 
Takeuchi (42)，express, 
Net-surfing? Perhaps during lunch hour or tea break, for a very short time and 
under very special circumstances. During working hours? No. It's not good. 
Staff should attend to their responsibilities first. It's just for making up my mind 
and to change my mood {kibun tenkan). Well... it is ok if the younger 
subordinates don't do it to an extreme and they should have their duties finished 
first. Perhaps managers who are good at computers like me are not very common; 
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my subordinates have no way to cheat... 
If that is the case, perhaps hobbyists do a better job on disciplining subordinates 
as well. Others, especially the younger informants and for those whose company is 
not a famous or large one, tend to be more sympathetic. Sugai (26) says, 
Some of my coworkers even watch adult videos in the office! I usually open web 
pages in a small window, which can be closed by one click. Well, one thing that 
needs to be remembered is to switch off the speakers, as some homepages have 
train sounds. One coworker's computer once made some strange sound...that's 
not good! If you finish your duties first and don't disturb others, it's perfectly ok 
to do this for refreshment. 
To do something irrelevant to work is a taboo in Japan, as the concept of 
"concentration"(集中力 sMkMiyoku) constitutes an integral part of the work ethic 
of salarymen in Japan. Hobbyists, however, think of this in another way. To them, to 
do hobby during working hours is in some sense "ritualistic". It is done to give them a 
sense of "I'm still a hobbyist". They will not, for example, design their web page or 
organize group travel during work hours because hobby should also be done in a 
concentrated way: one cannot do his hobby during working hours for the sake of 
hobby. To have a peep of web pages thus only has the symbolic meaning of proving 
one's "genius" at rebellious behavior as well as letting hobbyists to be free from work 
for a while. 
It is hard for people without the same interest to situate themselves within this 
"cultural sys tem”, 15 thus they cannot decode or imagine the meaning of the 
hobbyists，action in the office.'^  The imaginative power among hobbyists can thus be 
utilized in various ways: from reading timetables to spotting trains passing by. Their 
concerns, however, cannot be recognized by outsiders who do not have the same 
interest, and this is exactly the room for their resistance. 
It is very clear how power operates within the Japanese workplace. Hobbyists 
are rejecting the norm of "one should focus into his work completely" enforced by 
mutual surveillance. Some of them, especially the younger generations, find their 
own ways, which are very hard for outsiders to recognize or identify, to craft their 
own space in the office. On the other hand however, maintaining a good reputation is 
crucial to secure one's job, which is why it is more important to do their best to finish 
A concept borrowed from Geertz (1973; 1983). 
16 As Scott says, "nothing is entirely straightforward here; the realities of power for subordinate 
groups mean that much of their political action requires interpretation precisely because it is intended 
to be cryptic and opaque." (1990:137) 
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one's duty first. To do these "silly things" too frequently, one may risk the exposure 
of the backstage of the scene, as suggested by Goffmann (1959:106-140). 
To handle these techniques by disguising them in various forms, hobbyists may 
have notions that work is also a part of their hobby, in which they can create 
meanings during working hours, and it gives them a sense of being a hobbyist by 
doing the above invisible practice of hobby occasionally. 
Conclusion: Asserting a space for self in a "groupist" world of work 
For outsiders, it seems that the above actions and ways of doing hobby adopted 
by m y informants are selfish or even incomprehensible. Their deep devotion to hobby 
is extended to a degree that even work and company should be subordinated to their 
hobby: m y informants are living for their hobby. Only through doing something 
related to their hobby in the workplace and during single-posting or business trip, can 
hobbyists maintain a psychological balance and can make their lives meaningful. 
However, their seemingly crazy thoughts or actions do have some possible 
rationales behind them, and we can make cultural sense of them. If only one or two of 
my informants do their hobby in such a passionate way, they would only be 
exceptions. Yet, based on what I have heard in most interviews, as well as findings 
from popular books, what my informants said represent a certain extent of truth. 
Under the Japanese social setting of the institution of work, a real self had been 
de-emphasized and was incorporated to the working groups. But these hobbyists' 
ways of doing hobby allows them to maintain a psychological distance from the 
company and work responsibilities. 
A lot of Japanese companies and workplaces, as shown in the above, are 
deliberately arranged to facilitate regular white-collar workers to be devoted solely to 
their work solely. Though my informants enjoy the benefits of lifetime employment 
and seniority-based payment system, the company, as well as the society, does have 
legitimate reason to require these salarymen to devote themselves totally in the 
workplace, like extended working hours or compulsory working group activities, in 
the meantime de-emphasizing other aspects of their living, like family. An ideal 
Japanese salaryman has to show a moral affection to his work, his organization and 
the society, in addition to merely making a living. In this context, hobbyists' ways of 
thinking, or at least their behaviors, can then be considered irresponsible and 
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immoral. 
Yet, the moral restrictions have been softened recently due to the long economic 
stagnation in this decade. In addition to the severe social problems like karoshi or 
sdbisu zangyo, when some Japanese companies started downsizing, it gave a signal to 
these white-collar workers that their well-planned lifecourse may no longer hold in 
the near future, suggesting that the concept of work as ikigai is now collapsing. If 
one's loyalty and hard work do not pay, why bother committing oneself to something 
that one does not enjoy? 
As we have seen in different quotations, my informants do encounter less 
resistance when claiming work is not everything. In some cases, they can proudly 
show their colleagues that having ikigai outside of work is also acceptable. As in the 
cases of Sugai or Komura, they can enjoy adaptive advantages when manipulating 
these business practices. On the other hand, compared to their colleagues, they are 
more willing to accept those company practices in Japan like tanshin funin, as seen in 
the first section. It may give others, at least some of my informants' friends or 
colleagues, an impression that even if finding ikigai other than work, one can still 
have his work done properly. 
However, group responsibilities, human relations, and social norms in the 
Japanese world of office work remain, and this may lead to a hobbyists' stronger 
affirmation of the claim of hobby as ikigai. As stated, my informants are trying hard 
to escape from the workplace (and their family, as we will later explore) when there 
are chances, like business trips, seeking a world without any outside disturbance. 
In the Japanese office working culture, being cooperative in the group is the only 
way to secure one's creditability in his workplace, as one's public reputation is crucial 
for promotion. As Ogasawara argues (1998:81-84), if office ladies gossip about a 
salaryman's behavior, the latter's ability to manage human affairs would be in doubt. 
Even powerless subordinates' gossip can greatly affect the career path of men; a 
salaryman like Miyamoto (1994), who dare to take pay leaves for almost two weeks, 
dare to be absent in group gatherings, or refuse to show up on holidays, is clearly 
regarded as an irresponsible and selfish person in his workplace. Thus it is very 
important for a hobbyist to get accepted among his fellow workers. 
In this chapter, we have already looked at how hobbyists' behaviors may easily 
violate the social norms in the Japanese workplace, and this is also why they should 
work hard to avoid troubles so as to secure their position in the company. The key 
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issue, as described in the second section, is how hobbyists get accepted and involved 
in their working groups. As stated, not all of their colleagues will think of work as the 
most important thing in their lives; also, the contemporary Japanese are becoming 
more suspicious of human relations (人間関係 ningen kankei) in the company, and 
many salarymen quit their job because of this." It is now relatively easier for them to 
get rid of the bad image of railway hobbyists; to be nice and cooperative in their 
working group, perhaps at least for their first few years of working, for it is a must for 
their survival in the company. 
W e can imagine that hobbyists are "suffering" from the working process, as he 
is forced to do something he does not want to do. Perhaps because of the Japanese 
setting of workplace, salarymen do have little space for their own — every matter is 
related to one's working group, especially under the economic stagnation in which 
overtime work is a must for many. In view of this, informants' passionate devotion to 
hobby may actually reflect 一 as a reaction — to this social phenomenon. As 
Mathews argues, 
...[M]any people continue to feel that they have little choice in their lives, given 
the social pressures they must conform to: their dreams of self-flilfillment 
function as a sort of escape hatch, making bearable their lack of choice in reality. 
(2002:118) 
As we have seen in the first and third part of this chapter, my informants' ways 
of doing hobby both inside and outside of the workplace are actually an "escape 
hatch" for discovering an inner self 一 or to use the wording of the train driver Maeda, 
a nigeba (逃 l"f 場）for self. If they do not violate any rules, and do not attend to their 
hobby in the workplace too often (to use informants' wordings: to do it just for kibun 
tenkan, changing one's mood), with the backup of peer support and good social 
relationships, they can both tolerate the working process and maintain his sense of 
self and integrity as a hobbyist. 
W e can clearly observe that m y informants' extreme passion in personal hobby 
and their claim of hobby as ikigai serve as an "escape hatch" from the working 
responsibilities in Japan, in which salarymen's "self should originally be largely 
incorporated to the social group. In the next chapter, we will continue to see how 
hobbyists encounter another important social institution of family, in which they may 
17 Asahi Shimbun Weekly (2001:8-11). 
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Chapter 5 Negotiating ikigai as hobby within the family 
Introduction 
It is inevitable that hobbyists also have families like the majority of us, and that 
they need to spend time with their wives and children. This chapter will analyze the 
problems encountered by my informants in the realm of family and how they solve 
them. Although in traditional Japanese settings where men are expected to participate 
only in work, recent public discourse in the media encourages men to find ikigai in 
family. That is, hobbyists face not only company responsibilities but also family 
matters. Through the analysis of their daily scenarios within their families, this 
chapter will decipher how the private sphere of family limits the hobbyists' pursuit of 
alternate ways of living. 
W e will first look at the tragic experiences of some hobbyists, whose wives 
forced them to drop their hobbies; also, we will see how hobbyists and their intimate 
partners get to know each other. W e will then investigate how my informants 
negotiate with their family, and will consider the reason why the hobbyists' family, on 
one hand, may transcend the traditional gender division in Japanese family that men 
as breadwinners and women as homemakers, but on the other, may stick tight to the 
specified gender roles that men and women have their own living spheres. 
The final part will argue that even if a hobbyist can justify his behavior in the 
world of work, it is far more difficult for him to avoid family responsibilities, 
suggesting that the private sphere of family is also pushing men to devote themselves 
to work alone. 
Difficulties and possibilities for hobbyists to find partners 
This section, through the analysis of how railway hobbyists start their intimate 
relationships and enter the family world, as well as the difficulties encountered, 
provides a dynamic picture of what happens within the intimate relationship if 
hobbyists admit their ikigai as neither work nor family. Since most women in Japan 
treat the hobbyists' way of living as an unimaginable and unacceptable practice, they 
may force hobbyists to drop their hobby, which is their husbands' only way of 
gaining satisfaction. Accordingly, women may also play an important role in 
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constituting and enforcing the separate arenas of men living for work and women for 
family. Women may perhaps monopolize the right to achieve happiness in the 
Japanese case to some extent. In general perception, Japanese men are always busy at 
work while women can have more time to spend on leisure. As we will see, the 
impacts brought by these male hobbyists on family and gender relations may even be 
greater than that brought by the institutions of work. This part will first investigate 
how Japanese women respond to hobbyists' unimaginable new ikigai, whether if their 
husbands dare to say that trains are more important than their spouses, and we will 
see what happens when wives find that their husbands are actually living in a 
different cultural world of hobby. 
I Family versus hobby 
If a hobbyist feels that his company is no good, he may consider changing to a 
better work environment, in which is easier for him to pursue his own ikigai, even 
though it is hard to do so in contemporary Japan. So what happens if he finds a 
girlfriend or a wife who asks him to drop his hobby? 
Some informants express concern in meeting girlfriends, but are also scared 
about how their unlucky friends were restricted from practicing their hobbies after 
marriage. Because of one's passion in hobby, one's wife may find it very hard to 
accept that her most intimate partner is living in a hobby world which is totally 
meaningless for outsiders. One informant tells me the tragedy of his intimate friend: 
One of my best friends was originally a passionate railway hobbyist. He is a nice 
guy. I don't know to what extent his wife knew about his hobby before their 
engagement, but after setting up their family, his wife restricted him and 
prohibited him from participating in the hobby. It sounds strange and horrible! 
M y friend was very, very unhappy, and he decided to devote his energy to work 
after that. I don't think he hates his wife, but surely he is really unhappy. The 
situation has become worse and worse, as he rarely goes home at night. He stays 
in the office to work overnight! Perhaps the wrong decision made by his wife 
made the whole family unhappy... 
Another case quoted below shows why the prohibition of hobby may also lead to 
low morale at work. An informant Maruyama (25) talks about the tragic story of his 
colleague K-sensei, who is a high school teacher. 
In the secondary school that I'm working for, three teachers (including me) are 
interested in trains. The senior teacher K-sensei (now 38) was the only railway 
hobbyist in my workplace until another teacher N-sensei (he is now 28) came 
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later. Before we joined the school, he couldn't do or talk about anything related 
to trains at home or at school. At school, no one had the same hobby as he did; at 
home, his wife prohibits him from doing anything concerning his hobby! He 
hadn't been doing his hobby for ten years after his marriage! 
Just a few years ago, when N-sensei came, he finally found somebody to talk 
with [about his hobby]. They started a train club, organized by N-sensei, but 
which K-sensei can attend secretly. After I came here and got familiar with him, 
he told me a lot of how depressed he was for almost ten years... Once his wife 
found him in a bookstore where he was reading train magazines; after that he 
was told not to go to bookstores! But N-sensei has changed completely now... 
more talkative, brighter... Although he still can't mention anything about trains 
at home, at least he can read magazines (borrowed from us) after school, talk 
with us, or attend club activities, by saying "I'm attending school activities" to 
his wife. 
It is perhaps the most tragic event for hobbyists' wives to prohibit their hobby. In 
the former case, the husband can only devote his energy to work; in the latter one, 
even work cannot substitute for hobby. For both of these men, both company and 
family have been places of unhappiness. 
W h y don't these men "strike back"? According to another informant, when he 
had a quarrel with his wife, she said, "a husband like you is entirely useless, even 
sodai gomi (oversize garbage)' wouldn't waste money." In that case, the informant 
said, ‘‘I couldn't fight back". The reason why their wives do not allow them to 
participate in their hobby is that they believe that men should devote their energy to 
work, instead of wasting money and time doing "meaningless" things, especially if 
they do not help with anything at home. 
The main point is that even though hobbyists can more or less avoid social 
responsibilities in the workplace, they cannot ignore their families. Put in another way, 
one cannot justify such behavior because, unlike company and work, to say that 
hobby is more than one's wife sounds unreasonable. Hobbyists can say that they have 
no affection towards work or company, and they do not agree with the claim of work 
as ikigai; however, saying hobby is more important than family does not make much 
sense. As shown in K-sensei，s case, his wife prohibits him to read hobby magazines 
in the bookstore because from his wife's perspective, he should either devote himself 
to work or to family. To say hobby is his ikigai means increasing his wife's burden. It 
sounds irresponsible or selfish for a Japanese man to ignore both his work and family, 
and to have no social responsibilities at all. 
1 A "nickname" for (retired) husbands in the Japanese context. 
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The above cases are uncommon since the husbands were totally forbidden to do 
anything related to their hobby at home. Yet they still serve as an important warning 
for hobbyists who are not yet married. One informant, Kanazawa (25), who is still 
single, said, "I'd better to choose a girlfriend who respects my ikigai as hobby...“ 
Some others who now have girlfriends also express the common view that “I think 
my girlfriend should accept and respect my participation in a hobby.Thus, as 
some hobbyists said, perhaps remaining single is not entirely bad. 
An informant, Ishikawa (40)，who is single, said he does not have any time for 
having a girlfriend or wife because he is already busy with work and hobby. Perhaps 
because of his single status, he even has a real steam locomotive installed beside his 
house. To do this, he rebuilt his house, and paid one million yen for the whole process. 
As he said, this cannot be achieved if one is married, since no wife would allow him 
to waste so much money on a "personal" hobby.】 In short, only those without family 
burdens can do whatever they want. 
II Knowing your husband's real side: A shocking reality? 
Then, how did hobbyists' lovers feel when they knew their boyfriends are living 
in an unknown world of hobby? And how did the hobbyists convince their lovers that 
they will not be irresponsible husbands? 
The Matsumoto family, including Moto and his wife Aoi，lives in Kita Kyushu 
City. Both of them were very kind and spent a whole day answering my questions. I 
interviewed them together. His wife, Aoi, talked at length about his husband's hobby. 
It is only the fourth year of their marriage and their relationship seems to be very 
good. Graduated from Kyushu University, Moto works in a large and famous 
electronic company, and he will soon be transferred to Mexico for a few months. 
Talking about the moment when she found out about the "real side" of his husband's 
hobby, Aoi said, 
On one occasion, we went to a party and I met with my husband's friends who 
were all railway hobbyists. It seems to be a normal social gathering. Later, 
Moto's friends asked where I came from, and I replied. M y hometown is a very, 
very remote area near Nagasaki, even Kyushu people rarely knew. The following 
moment was unbelievable. It was a really a big shock! Unbelievable! They 
started discussing the railway, the landscape and the scene around my village; 
2 Even though he is single, he faces many complaints from his neighbors when he drives the 
locomotive (for about five meters) on Sundays, as it is too noisy. He also feels the need to hide the 
train because "perhaps bad guys will wrongly think that I am rich and kidnap me." 
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some of them even described the houses, food, people.. .even locals like me 
didn't know... At that moment, I was too shocked to respond... I wondered what 
kind of person my husband is. 
The hobbyist must make his lover or spouse understand what it means to be a 
passionate railway hobbyist, and that his hobby is his ikigai. To achieve this, Moto 
told his wife about his hobby in advance, but Aoi did not realize what he meant 
exactly. But at this event, Aoi said she was completely stunned. She remarked, "I 
suddenly realized that there is an unknown world of hobby that I hadn't imagined 
before!" She continued to tell me her feelings while her husband kept quiet, 
Later, I realized that... it's an interesting world that I didn't know before. I 
joined all my husband's trips to visit locomotives, and I found a lot of 
housewives like me just waiting... To me, although the moment of realizing 
what a hobby really means was a big shock, later on I became more sympathetic. 
I can now feel why this hobby is worth doing... I hope to share more with my 
husband of what makes this hobby interesting and meaningful. It's nice that my 
husband has a clear objective for his life, as long as he manages his job and 
loves me. 
When being asked why she can accept this, Aoi said it was because of love. But 
Moto's explanation sounds more convincing to me. As he said, he had a good and 
stable job which made Aoi have no worries about financial matters. Aoi agreed that if 
he could manage his job, it was very reasonable for him to enjoy his life as he wished. 
She added that Moto's friends, also hobbyists, were normal people with good jobs too. 
Besides, her husband was not especially devoted to his hobby. She thought it was 
acceptable to let Moto do what he wanted to do, as long as he knew very clearly the 
importance of work and family, and could provide her with a stable and comfortable 
home. She said, 
I prefer watching movies but I find myself only a passive consumer. Perhaps 
eating different snacks is also my hobby, but... On the one hand, it seems too 
selfish for me to enjoy my life at home when my husband works hard. Compared 
to my husband, I know nothing about my leisure and what hobby really means... 
As seen from the different quotations, it was very hard for Aoi to imagine what it 
means for her husband to be a passionate hobbyist. It is like asking her to enter an 
exotic cultural tribe. To a woman, if her boyfriend/ husband is a "normal" person, 
preferably has a stable income and cares about her, the determining factor whether to 
accept her partner's hobby or not is her willingness to understand what is really meant 
by "hobby as ikigai”. If she respects the fact that one can have an ikigai other than 
work or family, she may see through to the good side for her husband and allow him 
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to have this ikigai. However, some wives may reject any alternative ikigai because, 
they believe, a man can only live for either work or family. For them, this may be a 
taken-for-granted, "natural" matter in Japan, thus her husband's ikigai is not 
acceptable. 
To break the socially constructed, or even deluded, image of men who should 
only live for work or family is no easy task in Japan. To make people understand that 
hobby can also be serious play which makes life meaningful, requires serious 
attempts at mutual understanding.^  
What makes K-sensei and Moto's situations extremely different is perhaps, as 
Aoi says, only a matter of whether there is love 一 willingness to accept and 
understand — or not, although I think that good skills of "impression management" 
(Goffmann 1959:28-82) are also a point for husbands to keep in mind, not to mention 
a good social background. This implies that in order to convince his wife that he is a 
reliable husband, he should have a good and stable job. It means that to justify his 
hobby as ikigai, he should deal with both work and family. 
In the next section, we will see that in order to achieve a better understanding 
between husband and wife, hobbyists use different ways to give a better impression to 
their wives, and to harmonize the running of the family. 
Negotiating between wife and trains: From ideals to realities 
I Wife or train: A deadly question? 
An embarrassing question I hesitated to ask during interviews was "What's more 
(most) important to you, your wife (girlfriend) or your hobby?" Most informants were 
reluctant to answer this question. With hesitation, many informants said, "I can't 
think of another question which is more difficult to answer than this". Although most 
of them consider hobby more interesting, it is reasonable for them to say that family 
is at least of equal importance. Some of them explained, "If trains disappeared, you 
could rebuild them, or memorize them in the forms of photos; but if my wife 
disappeared, that's it!" One informant even said, "I wonder if I can answer that trains 
3 To borrow a famous concept from Habermas (1984), to achieve "communicative interest" is the most 
important way to resist "the colonization of the life world by the system". It is particularly true in this 
Japanese case that the reason for those wives to reject hobby as a legitimated ikigai is mainly from the 
viewpoint of "strategic" action — hobby is nothing but a waste of money and time — ignoring the fact 
that hobby is actually an integral part in their husband's real lives. 
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are more important than my wife..." The most dramatic conversations happened 
when I interviewed Moto in front of Aoi: 
"What's more important to you, your company or hobby?" 
"Surely hobby." 
"How about hobby and work?" 
"Also hobby, I think." 
"Then how about hobby and Aoi?" 
"Surely {one or two seconds pausing) Aoi." 
I cannot rule out the possibility that Moto was only kidding by answering the 
last question with a few second's hesitation, but Aoi noticed the difference and was a 
little bit angry about it. 
Perhaps family is something like one's health. Few realize the importance of 
health and family in normal circumstances. Later, when I asked Moto in e-mail, he 
had the following explanation: 
When being asked which one is more important, I think wife is more important. 
Comparing human beings to things, the former is more important (laughing)? 
Things can be substituted but my wife can't be. And my wife is the most 
important partner in my life because people can't live alone. 
Hobby is one's ikigai, but family and work carry important meanings as well. It 
is because the latter are necessary conditions for supporting the former. It also sounds 
too cold-blooded if one cares about trains more than his wife. It is, then, very 
reasonable for him to say, "Ultimately, my wife is more important" when answering 
this question. In that sense, work, which can provide money for hobby, is as important 
as one's family, which gives love, care and support that cannot be substituted for by 
trains. 
Yet, what are their actual behaviors in normal circumstances? In daily life, even 
Moto's wife, Aoi, knows that his hobby is most interesting and important to him. This 
informant agrees that trains are more important than his wife in usual settings; 
however one should handle this practical problem 一 to give proper attention to 
family needs while doing hobby 一 by using soft, indirect and tactical ways in 
everyday encounters with the family. Losing either one's wife or one's hobby is 
equally troublesome. Hence, some basic techniques of "impression management" are 
required for hobbyists to please one's wife, making her feel good while gaining more 
4 Maybe he pretended to answer in this way as to please me, an answer which can please a researcher, 
and he can use this as an excuse to explain later to his wife. However no one will know the truth. 
5 Japanese always use the expression “ (笑） “ i n e-mail to soften the tone and to say that it is kidding. 
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personal time to participate in hobby after work. The following paragraphs will look 
at various ways by which hobbyists negotiate between wife/ family and hobby. 
II The Honeymoon 
To merge two living styles together is surely not an easy task. This is particularly 
true for my informants, whose everyday lives are full of intense schedules, endless 
activities, and strange ideas about leisure. 
Before marriage, according to my informants (including their wives or 
girlfriends), they carefully managed their images in front of their lovers, since the 
general perception of hobbyists is not good. Behaving like an outgoing, humorous, 
and sporty man with many interesting topics to talk with, most informants, as well as 
their wives, said that there was no special trouble at all before marriage. But when 
they knew more about each others' actual living style such as tastes in leisure and 
entertainment, the wives found that the hobbyists, who can sit on a train for a whole 
day, were hard to understand. 
To highlight the dramatic exposure of the "backstage" 一 to employ Goffman's 
concept again (1959:106-141) — among hobbyists, here we will first investigate how 
newly married couples organize their honeymoon. 
Honeymoon journeys, in the eyes of some hobbyists, are nothing but railway 
travel, perhaps this time with a new guest. Some alerted brides would make it clear 
that they do not want to sleep in trains for the whole trip. However, by the same token, 
negotiating the organization of the first trip between the couples thus has a huge 
significance in which hobbyists can show their willingness to accept their wives' 
lifestyle. 
Yamada (43), a kind and talkative secondary school teacher, remembered his 
honeymoon with his wife about twenty years ago. Yamada's wife said she was not 
interested in his style of rail travel. In order to find a perfect and unusual place for 
honeymoon, Yamada said he planned for his honeymoon for almost a year. 
Honeymoon was the perfect chance to go railway traveling. But I didn't think I 
could bring my wife to sleep in train compartments for five days! Once by 
chance, I watched a TV program featuring the southwest island in Japan. There 
was an abandoned railway, which was used during the Second World War. I 
decided to bring her there, without telling her the truth! She was surprised that I 
would go to a place without trains! W e had a lot of fun there. "Finally", I 
"found" that train site and behaved like I found it accidentally. Well my wife 
didn't believe me and was very angry! She said, “I don't know how to deal with 
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you and your hobby!"... 
It is reasonable for Yamada's wife to say her husband's passion in railway is 
impossible to understand. As normal couples treat honeymoons as a romantic matter, 
some hobbyists — surely Yamada is not an exception — think this is an invaluable 
chance for railway travel. He desperately wants to do something related to his hobby 
during his honeymoon because going on a honeymoon is perhaps one of the few 
acceptable excuse for taking paid leave in a Japanese company. 
However, the above quote is a little exaggerated. Yamada said his wife was 
angry only because he did not tell her about his real intention. “The trip itself was not 
bad," he says; "my wife also thought that doing railway hobby was good and healthy. 
It was better than golf or gambling and it kept me busy during holidays". This 
contrasts with Egashira's account (1998:88-89) of a case in which after the 
honeymoon, a hobbyist's wife divorced him immediately at Narita Airport because 
for the whole trip he only paid attention to the trains. 
On the other hand, a younger informant said that to have a train ride during 
honeymoon causes no problem: 
I brought my wife to Europe! Europe is famous for its railways! (Laughing) 
Fortunately, my wife thought this trip was romantic. Nowadays, many young 
couples go to Europe for honeymoon because women say Europe is romantic, 
while train traveling over there is the dream for most Japanese railway 
hobbyists! 
W h o decided the plan and made the final decision of the honeymoon? It was me. 
Actually I planned our marriage in every detail. Well, I knew my wife's need 
clearly, so she enjoyed the trip without worrying. How? I looked after details... 
picked up luggage, dealt with trouble, spoke with foreigners.... If you remind 
yourself you're having a honeymoon and are not on a normal train trip, then 
you'll know how to please her and avoid irresponsible behavior. 
The informant said, major decisions of the honeymoon were made by both of 
them, while he was responsible for the details. Other informants had similar 
experiences, expressing that they were very eager to plan the details and responding 
to problems if necessary, while their wives did nothing but "nodding her head to 
approve". They were also in charge of organizing the marriage ceremony, preparing 
everything in great detail and showing their abilities to handle everything well. If 
hobbyists can notice the needs of others and remind themselves that they are not 
(only) doing their hobby, they can surely prove their abilities to make decisions and 
solve problems. 
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More importantly, they can use these chances to build a better image as a 
responsible husband who can handle various matters well, even better than "normal" 
Japanese men. Iwao (1993) says that most Japanese men have the final word and 
authority on household matters, but small decisions are made by women. In the above 
cases, it may be the opposite. 
Ill Merging two different lifestyles 
How did the mixing of two different lifestyles bring changes to the meanings of 
masculinity, as well as gender roles, in hobbyists' families? During my research, I had 
some chances to have dinner with my informants' families, visiting their homes, and 
meeting family members. Compared to my experiences in other Japanese families, 
there is no big difference in hobbyists' families at first glance.^  However, after 
interviewing Mr. Koto (38) and his family twice, his family seems not as 
straightforward as it first appeared: 
I met her [Mrs. Koto] from my previous company — we were responsible for 
designing computational instruments for supermarkets. I changed to the current 
company ten years ago whereas my wife is still working there. Both of us work 
full-time but she works longer. It was also the reason I quit the supermarket job 
because working there was really tough. I prefer a more relaxed job while my 
wife thought it was OK. Well, it seems she works harder and longer than me and 
I relax more, but both of us enjoy this living style. 
It is no wonder that Koto can have more time to travel. Although the difference 
of working hours between them is slight, their working attitudes are quite different. 
Koto, as a hobbyist, basically is not concerned about his work as much as many other 
Japanese men are. His wife, who also holds a degree in computer science, said she 
does not have any hobby as Koto did. She bought a "PlayStation" (video games) a 
year ago, because she thinks that she spends less time with her daughter as Koto does. 
But finally she said she prefers work over leisure. Koto said this was perfectly okay, 
as both of them were satisfied with their living styles and family life. They thought 
that their living styles, as well as values towards work and play, were complementary. 
M y family is different? Not quite... Both of us get to work in order to support 
the education expense for our daughter. Oh, I don't like to ask her to memorize 
kanjP before primary school; I just want her to enjoy life more and to be free. 
6 For example, when I visited Mr. Koto (38)’s home, it was his wife who prepared dinner. When I 
asked to use the toilet, it was also Mrs. Koto who cleaned up the toilet before allowing me to use it 
because their little daughter (5) had dirtied it. 
7 Chinese characters in Japanese language. 
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To be a responsible husband, I also make major decisions in the household too. 
For example, I decided to buy this flat because I can see different trains passing 
by! M y wife said it's O K as long as she can commute in a convenient way and 
there's day-care service for our daughter. 
Koto surely considered hobby, or a leisured way of living, the most important 
thing. His wife also accepted his living style, while she preferred to work. Perhaps 
one may wonder why there was no conflict between them. When Koto answered this 
question, he said, "I don't know why, perhaps love? Ha! I feel good.. .,，However, it 
should be viewed in the context of gender in Japan. Both of them share the 
responsibilities of one another, thus having a new division of labor, in which both of 
them feel comfortable. It is true that some hobbyists do nothing at home but clearly 
some hobbyists are more willing to help. 
The case of Futamura (38)，which was quite unusual, can illustrate this point. 
Graduated from Tokyo University, he did not attend any recruitment practice but went 
to Siberia for a year.^  Considered "abnormal" both in his living style and family life, 
this freelance writer, and honorary managerial executive of a small firm, said, 
Actually we exchanged our duties. She works hard and I play hard (laughing). 
She works in a big business firm while I'm a ''freetef'^  — oh you should 
mention my case that I was the "great senior offreeter {furiita no daisenpai�” in 
your thesis. It's not saying I have no work, as I'm also very busy with work too, 
especially since a successful freeter should work very hard. I'm just saying our 
living styles are different but complementary. 
As a writer, who always works at home, I will prepare the dinner for my wife 
and wait up for her. That's why unlike normal families, I'm often the one to say 
"welcome back". Strange? Perhaps. But both of us think it's natural. W e treasure 
work and hobby; it's just that I treasure hobby more. M y theory is, well, because 
our thought is different from that of the others, that's why we can respect each 
other very much. 
As he pointed out, some hobbyists tend to have a family in which husband and 
wife have mixed gender roles. With different concepts of ikigai, my informants are 
more willing to accept and respect those who have different ideas towards work and 
play. To them, there is neither prescribed ikigai nor only one way of living; 
8 He went on the Siberian Railway and traveled everywhere for a year, whereas his friends were all 
recruited by large corporations. What he did is highly unusual because when he came back, he cannot 
re-attend the recruitment practice again as it gives employers the image that he is an irresponsible 
person. 
9 "Freeter", or fur i i taa ( y 'J 一夕 一 ) i n Japanese, refers to those Japanese who do not have a full-time 
job but only work at different part-time jobs. However, when Futamura was young, Japan had not yet 
coined this word. 
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everything is like a hobby. Work and play can be equally meaningful, as long as you 
find them worthwhile. If they can accomplish their responsibilities (as a worker, as a 
husband, as a father, etc) and the ikigai is one's own choice, it is perfectly okay. 
Nonetheless, some problems still exist: 
I have no reason to say my wife is strange. She likes work and it's her free will. 
The only strange issue is money: although her salary is higher than mine [for 
most months], she sometimes asks me to pay for her leisure, while I can't ask 
her to pay for mine! She said it's men's responsibility to pay. It's unfair! 
[Laughing] However, I feel good for her to work, and she says nothing about my 
ikigai at all. It's just like a normal family. That's good. 
As in the above case, many practical matters related to gender roles in the 
household remain, like cleaning or financial matters, and we will discuss these issues 
in the next section. A point to make here is that, for men, having an ikigai other than 
work is quite exceptional in Japan, and hobbyists really treasure this alternate idea of 
what makes life important. It may not be a bad idea for their wife to prefer work more; 
as Futamura said, "if both of us want to play, who earns the living?，，⑴ Perhaps 
hobbyists want other people to respect their "strange" ikigai and lifestyles; certainly 
they are willing to accept and respect other ways of living, ignoring the prescribed 
gender roles in Japan. 
Not all hobbyists live in this kind of family. Indeed, except for the above two 
cases, the remaining married hobbyists I interviewed follow somewhat "traditional" 
family patterns of husband as breadwinner and wife as homemaker. The significance 
is that, in hobbyist's family, "male role" and "female role" are less specified. Koto 
once said, 
It's a shame to ask my wife to clean up when she is tired after work; it's 
irresponsible if I have time to play but have no time to cook. I don't like to work 
so that I can be a little bit selfish in the company; at home, well, I like my 
family. 
There may exist, to a certain extent, selfish people who care only about their 
hobby. Yet, the above quotations clearly express hobbyists' relatively open attitudes 
towards how to run a family and how to deal with courtship. Because their wives 
prefer work to family, which is also different from what is expected for women in 
Japan, their lifestyles are complementary. Husbands prefer hobby while wives prefer 
work; to them, family is only secondary. In other words, hobbyists' wives are 
…For brief surveys about those Japanese women who are professionals, see Iwao (1993:189-213) or 
Lebra (1976:191-208). 
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working hard to provide leisure for their husbands. 
Unlike the workplace, wives are hobbyists' intimate partners, and ideally, 
everything can be negotiated. Hobbyists I have met may better adapt to the family 
sphere, by showing more care, shared affection, sympathy, understanding and mutual 
respect. However, it is not saying the element of power can be neglected within the 
family or problems mentioned in previous sections can be solved automatically. In 
reality, hobbyists are exploiting their wives to a large extent, as what I have observed 
in the Koto family that almost all household matters are managed by Mrs. Koto. The 
following section will continue to see why hobbyists' wives can tolerate this. 
Problems and issues in family life: From unification to separation 
These "newcomers" to the family have not been socialized to be housekeepers in 
Japan. As Koto exclaimed, “sometimes it is hard to do". Echoing this common phrase 
used by many informants, Mathews (2002:121) argues, "While culturally the ideal of 
men living for their families has become increasingly advocated in Japan", Japanese 
men are still "structurally barred from the family" because of the overemphasis on 
work. 11 Some Japanese wives are already tired of asking for help from husbands, or 
even prefer the fatherless family (Mathews 2002:115-116; Park 2002:28-32)/^ H o w 
do m y informants respond to this situation? 
I Taking full responsibility: Lighten your wife's burden 
Negotiating family and work is already a difficult matter in Japan, and the case 
of hobbyists is even more difficult. The first challenge is how they prevent trouble at 
home because of their special hobby. 
The first hint for hobbyists to survive in the family is: to be a responsible 
husband who can lighten his wife's burden. From what I have noticed in Koto's 
family, even though Mrs. Koto was just back from work, it is she who cooks and 
cleans. Mr. Koto (and his little daughter) were responsible for talking with guests. 
When asked about how a husband should help with housework, and what it means to 
1 ‘ He follows, "The actual problems are thus arise within the family because, once the nature of [the] 
division is no longer taken for granted by husband and wife in common", "the negotiation of the 
gender-role division of ikigai between husband and wife.. .becomes necessary." (2002:121) 
Allison (2000:81-103) also argues that it is actually an ideological apparatus for constituting this 
mentality, as reflected in the timely preparation of children's school lunch box by Japanese mothers. 
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be a "responsible husband", they had the following conversation during dinner: 
Mrs. "If he can do his job well, I don't need his help in housework". 
Mr. "But I help with a lot of child-raising and often goes to shop for you at the 
supermarket — it's quite unusual for a man to go to shopping at the 
supermarket in Japan: to compete with other housewives in the bargain 
corner is tough." 
Mrs. "And I don't want him to help me cook. You will only mess up things!" 
Mr. "I also take care of our daughter." 
Mrs. "You enjoy it actually, but it helps a lot too." 
Mr. “If I can keep.. .my own [hobby] collection tidy, perhaps that's enough." 
Mrs. "Sure. To lighten my burden, that already helps a lot." 
Surprisingly, Mrs. Koto, as a working mother and the wife of a hobbyist, thought 
that her husband was already responsible enough, at least judging from what she said. 
If her husband brings home salary, takes care of himself, and perhaps does some little 
favors for her, then it is worth her appreciation. Other informants also said that if they 
could keep their collection tidy, and did not disturb their wives' business, they would 
be appreciated and be considered a "good husband". This can be seen from one 
example of how hobbyists store up their collection (books, magazines, videos, tickets, 
etc.). Sugai says, 
Yes, those thick timetables [around 1000 pages per volume] always make my 
wife angry! She forces me to throw them away. Other things like the wrapping 
papers of station lunchboxes are also troublesome. We live in a small apartment, 
and this is the biggest problem in my family. I must pack up my own things into 
some boxes and place it into a big chest tidily. If I do this properly, and don't 
bring trouble to her because of my hobby, she'll be very happy 一 yet my salary 
is also essential! 
Like Sugai, most informants said that they were willing to "help" — keeping 
their collection tidy and moving them out of the wife's sight.But the meaning of 
"help" can only be understood in a negative sense: not to disturb or not to put 
additional burden on the wife's work. Thus, a responsible husband has no duty to 
share housework and the standard of being a good husband is not high.'"^  To make 
their hobby invisible at home, and doing what a Japanese man should do as a 
breadwinner: this is how hobbyists were considered to be responsible by their wives. 
Then how about helping one's wife more intentionally? Some informants said 
that their wives do not allow, or discourage, them to enter the kitchen, so they can 
13 Train models are expensive, about five to ten thousands yen per carriage; that means to build a full 
express train costs about fifty to sixty thousand yen. More importantly, in order to place these easily 
damaged items and to make them go around a track, a large flat may be needed. 
" F o r the issue of housework sharing in Japanese families, see Imamura (1987:65-87). 
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only help with housework in other ways. About five informants said they will help 
with laundry, but very few of them will cook. Another informant Takeuchi (42), a 
father of three daughters, says, 
M y wife is a full-time housewife. Thus when I come back from work, I have 
nothing to do. M y wife will say nothing when I do my hobby 一 perhaps it's 
better than lying in the living room to watch TV. Sometimes having three 
children in the house is noisy; the only job for the father is to ask them to be 
quiet... There's not so much for me to do in the family, except fixing household 
appliances or the computer, talking to my daughters, or helping with their 
homework. 
Some readers may interpret that these hobbyists are exploiting their wives and 
this claim has a certain degree of truth. Or, one may wonder why Japanese women are 
indulgent towards their hobbyists/husbands, who are "lazy" both at home and in the 
workplace. When a hobbyist returns home from work, and uses his remaining energy 
to read magazines, design homepages, or plan trips, it is reasonable for his wife 一 
especially when most of them are taking "double-shifts" (Hochschild 1989; see also 
1997) 一 to ask him to help with housework and childcare. But actually the wives 
said nothing about that. Does this phenomenon reflect what Doi Takeo called the 
Japanese culture of'amae'' (Doi 1981)，in which men are indulged by women? 
This issue should be largely seen as a matter of comparison, and considered in a 
broader societal sense. In many Japanese families, it seems that men basically do 
nothing at home because many of them return home late and they are extremely tired 
after work (Allison 1994:102-107). Moto's wife Aoi said of him that "his mere 
willingness for help is satisfactory", and that "his devotion to something that really 
interests him, is better than those who are forced to work, who only bring bad 
emotions and pressures home." Additionally, compared to the large number of 
“absentee husbands" in Japan, who spend all their time in the workplaces, hobbyists' 
mere presence at home already may help their wives psychologically. 
Another important function of hobbyists in the family, as found in this research, 
is their presence as a "father". Some informants are very willing to help with the 
education of their children, simply because they need somebody to share their 
interests in hobby. Koto says, 
I really love my little daughter. Most nights I accompany her to watch trains 
from our home's balcony, teaching her the name of each train passing by.'^  I 
15 Koto carefully selected his flat situated besides a railway. He has been teaching his daughter to 
distinguish different types of trains passing by, from local trains to different kinds of express trains. 
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always buy her a lot of children's books featuring trains. But I'm not saying that 
I teach her nothing but my hobby; I do everything that a responsible father 
should do, like telling stories, cleaning, and disciplining... I want to help her 
choose a happy and meaningful life — not necessarily as a hobbyist, but a life 
that she really considers to be worthwhile. 
Koto had also told me a lot about his educational philosophy 一 discouraging 
school pressures on academic performance and considering the child's real happiness. 
M y informants who have children expressed similar views to Koto. 
It is mainly because they can share their hobby with their children that child 
rearing becomes another interesting "hobby" for them. Takeuchi (42) had posted a 
newspaper clipping in his personal homepage, showing his family attending a railway 
event. His daughters have their own sub-pages, which talks about their own interests 
and experiences in the family as well. He considers these web pages an important 
piece of evidence proving him a responsible father, preventing his daughters from 
accusing him being absent from the family. One of Takeuchi's special ways to 
combine hobby and family can be seen from the names of his three daughters. 
Yes, my daughters' names are borrowed from some express trains' name. Well, 
because I carefully selected those names which seem to be normal — I'm not 
calling them "Super Hokkaido Express" 一 no one think their names are weird; 
and their mother also thinks the names are good/^ 
If they'll be hobbyists like me, that would be good — one of them likes trains 一 
as long as they can support themselves. They can choose what really interests 
them. The most important thing for them to know is that they have a responsible 
father who is supporting them to find a meaningful life. 
Surely I can't bring them to do my hobby with me every Sunday; instead, they 
are with their mother. They'll have their free choices [and can join me in my 
hobby if they want] when they are older. For now, if I can take up the 
responsibilities as a father, like answering their questions on homework, sharing 
their problems at school, or attending PTA^^ if necessary, that'll be enough. 
Mathews argues that, "[Japanese] men.. .have found an emotional home in 
neither work nor family, but only stress from both" (2002:121). But according to the 
findings from the research, although their wives require them to keep a distance from 
many household matters, informants said that they do have a great affection towards 
their family, especially on the matter of children, as their children are good audiences, 
16 Egashira (1998:90-92) also describes these kinds of stories. 
17 The abbreviation of Parent-Teacher Association. 
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listening to what they have to say about their hobby.They often play an important 
role of being a father because children are the best audience for hobbyists to talk to 
about their hobby. 
Women, on the other hand, do not generally expect any help from men in Japan. 
Thus, compared with other Japanese men, if one can take up his basic responsibility 
as a good breadwinner, pick up after himself, handle children's matters, and 
sometimes do some small favors for his wife, he is already may be seen as a good 
husband. 
II Spending holidays and leisure activities 
Family life is not only full of responsibilities and duties but also entertainment, 
pleasure, and emotional attachments. We have investigated various aspects of 
informants' family life, in which gender roles are somewhat diffused and some 
hobbyists are willing to somewhat share family responsibilities. But as seen in the 
following quotations on how to spend leisure time, we will find out that gender 
spheres remain clear in hobbyists' families, and family is still a major source of 
burden and problems for hobbyists. 
For the hobbyists, after hours can be spent on family because they cannot go 
traveling on normal days. Hobbyists have to work on the following day, thus they are 
happy to take a rest at home, playing with the children, and perhaps reading hobby 
magazines or chatting on the Internet with other hobbyists. That is why there are no 
major conflicts between family and hobby on normal working days. But on Saturday 
or Sunday, hobbyists would generally rather go for a train trip than stay home. Thus 
problems arise when hobbyists and their families decide where and how to spend 
holidays. 
Chiba (36), who is self-identified as a "half-retired hobbyist", said that the 
reason for dropping out from his hobby is that he now must spend holidays with his 
wife: 
M y wife doesn't say anything about my hobby. In fact, she prefers me to have a 
hobby. Though having long working hours, I like my company and I spend 
normal nights for study aiid research, and my work and family life don't affect 
my participation in hobby. Rather, it's our different approaches to leisure and 
travel that create problems. 
18 This statement may sound odd. However, in Japan, raising children is generally considered to be the 
responsibility of mothers; thus it may be quite exceptional for my informants to spend so much time 
with their children. 
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M y wife prefers staying at the same place during travel whereas I prefer 
traveling on trains. M y wife likes trains but she thinks staying in the train for a 
whole day is not good. So, we developed a strange strategy: during daytime, we 
go our separate ways; but at night, we all go back to the ryokan}'^ That's far 
from perfect, but surely you can't force her to sit on the train for a whole day 一 
and it saves on ticket fare! M y wife said she's O K about traveling with me; but 
for the normal holidays, I should accompany her: shopping, cleaning, and 
sometimes doing housework on Sunday. 
During holidays, before our marriage, if I didn't go for a trip, I would go 
someplace near this city by train, or just sit on the train for a whole day. N o w I 
can't do that 一 that's why I say that I'm "half-retired". Perhaps I will resume 
my hobby soon, since my wife has more and more friends now; soon I'll be 
useless to her! (Laughing) 
Hobbyists often stay close to their families for the first few years of marriage, 
but gradually they will find that their styles of leisure are too different. In the case of 
Takeuchi, after his children became older, the children-mother tie was strengthened 
and so he was able to enjoy whatever he wanted again. In the case of Chiba, he 
accompanied his wife on "boring shopping trips" during most holidays, in exchange 
for freedom to go by himself on occasional railroad trips. 
Compared with these "half-retired hobbyists", other informants, like Furuhata 
(42) and Yamada (43), finally gave up the idea of enjoying holidays with their 
families. 
(Furuhata) "I'd been with my wife during holidays before, but now.. • we enjoy 
our hobbies with our own friends. If I go with my family, it's only 
kazoku-sdbisu?” 
(Yamada) ‘‘Yes... kazoku-sdbisu... me too... M y wife and I each have our own 
friends and hobby. Our relationship is good, although we're living in 
our own worlds, having our own friends, enjoying different things." 
(Furuhata) "Because this is Japan; I think we're normal. I think this is better than 
other husbands who stay at home or office — while only the wife is 
enjoying life." 
(Yamada) "Perhaps... As long as we know each other very well, it shouldn't be a 
problem if we have different leisure activities. That's good, it's better 
than forcing each other to do something uninteresting. M y wife 
complained about why she can't go traveling with me, but she gave up 
when we went on some trips — our styles are quite different! 
(Furuhata) "Yes. family is important, but this does not mean that I should ask my 
wife to do the same things that I do, especially in leisure." 
19 Japanese style hotel. 
2° Kazoku-sdbisu (家族廿一 tf 又），literally means "family service": "men's activities with their 
families on weekends" (Translation borrowed from Mathews 2002:115). Japanese men should 
accompany their families as both a form of leisure and responsibility. 
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(Yamada) "I'll be at home at night on normal days; the only difference is how we 
spend our holidays — she goes with her friends to hot springs, I go 
with my friends to do rail travel. That's perfect for both of us! 
[Laughing] But still we have family travel, with our children, once or 
twice per year — a form of kazoku-sdbisu. I think this is what a family 
should be like." 
As found from this research, hobbyists do have similar experiences. Their wives 
are generally very happy if hobbyists can accompany them and show more 
willingness in family matters. However, hobbyists' wives generally prefer enjoying 
leisure time separately. If their wives prefer to accompany them, the situation may be 
as described by Aoi: 
I'll be with my husband when he goes on trips to take photographs of trains. 
While he is taking photographs or waiting beside the tracks, I will read 
magazines or listen to music. When he finishes at one spot, we will drive the car, 
rushing to the next spot 一 that's fun. I have nothing to do at home on a 
holiday... that's why it's better to read magazines in the car, while I can 
accompany my husband for the trip, enjoying the fresh air of rural places. 
This is perhaps the only way that Moto can spend time with Aoi during holidays. 
Hobbyists are generally unwilling to follow their wives' leisure style, and give 
excuses such as “I have only Sunday to enjoy my hobby" or "You can go shopping on 
weekdays; why on Sunday too?" Thus their wives can only choose to go with them 
on their railroad-related trips or spend the day separately. 
W e can say that when these housewives develop their own interests and social 
networks, they prefer to spend holidays by themselves as is the case with many other 
Japanese housewives, as we have seen in the previous case of Yamada. I found in my 
research that informants participate in their hobby again some time after marriage, 
mostly after their children become bigger. To them, the first few years of enjoying 
holidays together with their families may be only a short transition period. 
Conclusion: Searching for a self beyond the private sphere of family 
In this chapter, we have seen different difficulties encountered by hobbyists, and 
the various solutions discovered by hobbyists, when they search for a new definition 
of gender roles within the family. To justify and actualize their hobby may be difficult 
within their families, which can be generalized from my informants' apparently 
common notion that their hobby is more important than their wives and families. In 
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other words, passionate hobbyists I have met have been escaping from their 
responsibilities at home when pursuing their own ikigai in their personal hobby. 
Clearly, one may do whatever he likes if he chooses to be alone. He can buy a 
real locomotive, as one informant discussed earlier does, or can even spend all of his 
income on his own hobby. However, even if they find that hobby is more interesting, 
most of my informants do need a family, as Moto told us. 
One may interpret this skeptically and say that they have a wife as their private 
maid to cook and clean, while children as their private audience to listen to their 
"interesting" experiences concerning their hobbies. However, as a matter of fact, 
according to what I have heard from my informants' wives and what I have observed 
in their families, it is not so difficult for the hobbyists to be accepted as responsible 
husbands and fathers. Generally speaking, as long as a hobbyist can earn a living for 
the family and is not creating burdens for his wife, he can be free from family 
responsibilities to a large extent. 
As Mathews argues, in discussing his own research on men's ikigai: 
If ikigai is not found in work, then perhaps it may be found in family; but.. .this 
seemed problematic. This is partly because of the continuing adherence to rigid 
gender roles, and the lack of emphasis on communication between husband on 
the one hand and wife and children on the other. (2002:114) 
This means that in the Japanese context of family and gender, home is still the 
sphere of women, provided that the world of work is exclusively for men. Putting 
aside the exceptional cases such as Koto's and Futamura's families, where the couples 
consider work or hobby as primary and family as secondary, hobbyists can be 
relatively free from family responsibilities, because they benefit from the fixed 
gender roles and expectations in Japan today. This can explain why their identity as 
hobbyists, who are more concerned about their personal enjoyment rather than work 
and family, is not necessarily seen as a problem within their families. 
Nevertheless, the common characteristic among my informants is that they tend 
to avoid family responsibilities. They want to escape from social responsibilities in 
both work and family, even though their family serves as their most private emotional 
home. To find ikigai in hobby, they cannot but bypass family, if their family members 
do not share a similar interest. This is the reason why my informants may regard their 
family as their burden rather than their support. Since their jobs can at least give 
money for them to spend on hobby, it is "reasonable" for some of my informants to 
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say that their work is more meaningful than their family, in which their wives may 
force them to drop their hobby. 
Lastly, we can see that families facilitate an important institutional mechanism in 
Japanese society, which is to force men to devote themselves to work: company and 
family reinforce each other. On one hand, the companies urge them to devote 
themselves to work so as to get paid and make a living; on the other hand, even if one 
does not believe in the notion of work as ikigai, his family may push him to have 
some sort of family responsibility: one cannot live alone in the society selfishly. 
Similar to those retired salarymen who are considered to be "oversize garbage"(粗大 
=f 三)by their wives, hobbyists without social responsibilities suffer from similar 
lamentable social status. What hobbyists are facing is a dilemma between work and 
family. 
Yet, hobbyists do have some way to find a self beyond the private sphere of 
family, because work can no longer be seen as a fully legitimate ikigai for men, while 
women are still remain in the sphere of family. As long as they do not pursue their 
hobby to an extreme, bring home stable income, and show some affection and 
responsibility towards their family, the hobbyists can still pursue their ikigai in hobby 
and enjoy a world for themselves alone. As the popular Japanese saying goes ‘‘a good 
husband is healthy and absent"(亭主元気T、留守力《L、L、)，some Japanese women 
may even think that their husbands as hobbyists, who always disappear from home 
after work and are extremely passionate in the hobby, are far better than those (retired) 
salarymen who are like "wet and fallen leaves"(漂机落葉)：the retired who do not 
have any goals or hobbies in their lives. 
In the next, final chapter, we will discuss the possibilities for hobbyists to 
legitimatize and actualize a new ikigai in Japanese society, and will investigate the 
potential for hobbyists to trigger social change in the future Japan through the power 
of pursuing their hobby. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 
Sh6wa-19 (1944), the Japanese military government prohibited all "non-urgent 
and aimless" travels by trains. I was 17 that year but I still wanted to go the 
newly opened Shimonoseki tunnel in Kyushu... Finally I asked my father who 
worked in government to get me a reserved ticket of the only First Priority 
Express available during the war period, from Tokyo to Hakata... Entering the 
train, everyone was either military or government officers and the atmosphere 
was horrible 一 all of them traveled because of urgent matters about the war. It 
seems that I was in a wrong place and I was frightened, as I was the only 
"strange" student in the train traveling for no specific purpose — only for my 
hobby. I was regretting a little bit to have gotten on this damn train.. .but finally I 
could return to my own world of enjoyment once the train started. 
Miyawaki Shunzo (1997:170) 
The stereotypical image of the Japanese society in the past stated that Japanese 
salarymen working in large companies found their ikigai in their own gendered world 
of work, for their companies were highly effective in socializing loyal corporate 
warriors. Putting aside this stereotypical understanding, this research argues for the 
necessity to use different approaches to investigate the current fast-changing Japanese 
society. W e have looked at some enthusiastic ways of doing hobby among different 
passionate hobbyists who are salarymen. For them, hobby is a "deep play" (Geertz 
1973) and it also acts as an important "escape hatch" from social responsibilities 
assigned for mature men by the Japanese society. Their emphasis on the importance 
of hobby reflects the Japanese setting in which men's responsibilities in working 
group are pushed to an extreme, while their passionate ways of doing hobby are 
different means to avoid tight affections to one's workplace and family. 
In previous chapters, looking at a group of railway hobbyists who refuse to 
claim "work/ family as ikigai”, we have seen different forms of "adaptive strategies" 
(Noguchi 1990:8) or "life choices" (Nakano 2000) adopted by hobbyists to deal with 
work, workplace and family. The research aims to provide an updated understanding 
of the changing contemporary scenarios, in which the legitimate idea of making 
salarymen's lives worth living through one's work is contested. 
To interpret one's ikigai in a different way among a limited number of hobbyists 
may also bring influences in the Japanese society when all efforts to reclaim work as 
ikigai are futile in the public discourse, though not without any hindrances. This 
conclusion will provide brief summaries of what we have investigated in the previous 
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chapters, and suggests some common mentalities of Japanese railway hobbyists I 
have met. I will also summarize hobbyists' ways of negotiating hobby as their ikigai, 
and how they try to make sense of their lives, in the hopes of yielding new 
understandings of the present and the future Japan. 
A lifelong journey for the hobby 
W e have seen different problems faced by hobbyists and we have investigated 
their ways to solve the problems they encountered. In chapter two, we looked at two 
"fathers" of the railway hobby, as well as the ecology of railway hobbyists in 
contemporary Japan. As we have seen, this is a time- and money-consuming hobby 
which requires participants' faithful and long-term devotion. From what I have found 
from popular books or interviews, if a Japanese salaryman had once started this hobby, 
like taking photographs of trains or having train rides, it is very plausible for him to 
continue the hobby for the rest of his life. Yet, one should have a stable job which can 
provide him with enough financial support for spending on his hobby and he may 
face many social pressures from friends, workplace, and family. 
In the Japanese context, these hobbyists suffer from the stereotypes that 
characterize railway hobbyists as dark, strange, and anti-social. Findings in my 
research show that most informants are no different from other Japanese I know. One 
of the major reasons for producing these images, as Ukai (1999) argues, is because to 
say that an "useless" hobby as ikigai violates the basic moral foundation of the 
Japanese society. 
In chapter three, we have seen four different ways to interpret the relationship 
between work and hobby of my informants. With a variety of hobbyists/salarymen, 
different informants' ways of thinking were shaped by their specific social position 
and working environment, leading them to interpret their lifecourse and hobby in 
different ways. Whatever their interpretations are, hobbyists, in general, do provide 
some solutions to fill the value gap in the contemporary public discourse. Tackling 
the problem of the loss of ikigai for men after retirement or once lifetime jobs are said 
to be no longer available, hobbyists justify their claim of hobby as ikigai which 
provides an alternative goal of living for Japanese men. 
The majority of informants have work but they keep a psychological distance 
from their company and workplace. In other words, when they are doing their hobby, 
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they can escape pressures from work, human affairs, or company, which are 
considered to be psychological burdens by hobbyists. Although work is necessary, 
thinking about one's hobby in the workplace without being noticed serves as an 
important means for them to tolerate the working process. 
This leads us to the discussion of social setting in the Japanese workplace and 
family. In chapter four and five, we have looked at different episodes of hobbyists' 
daily life in the realm of work and family. 
In order to secure one's work, informants use many methods to avoid trouble, 
adapting to their working environment. From what they have said and done, it is clear 
that they are not totally immersed in their work. Yet work is an important means to 
support their hobby; thus they can only find different ways to tolerate their work and 
try to figure out methods to preserve their identity as hobbyists, asserting a space for 
self. Ironically, to do that, one can only conceal his identity temporarily and fully 
participate in the working group, perhaps for a few years. But if one can gain trust 
from his colleagues and superiors, he can eventually be relatively free from these 
group responsibilities. And in order to maintain a psychological balance, informants 
have many "secret" methods to enjoy themselves temporarily even in the Japanese 
workplace where mutual surveillance is virtually inescapable. 
In chapter five we have considered how family became another source of 
problem among hobbyists. In contrast to the popular claim that family should be 
Japanese men's new emotional home, hobbyists may also try to "escape" from their 
family. They can gain some advantages to "exploit" their wives partly because of the 
clear gender division in the realm of family in which men can be free from 
housework. Yet, if one is selfish and totally ignores his family, he will probably have 
much trouble. As we have seen, to be a good husband may not be hard to do in the 
Japanese family but m y informants are seeking a space exclusively for their hobby, 
which forces them to distance themselves from family. 
Perhaps informants' actions are difficult to understand; yet to them, their hobby 
is everything. What are the underlying reasons for this? 
Meanings of hobby among hobbyists 
To many outsiders, claiming hobby as ikigai may be very unwise. One's hobby 
may be interesting to practice but my informants suffer from insufficient sleep hours, 
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and probably from more problems in workplace and family than others without a 
hobby. They are probably criticized by their colleagues, boss, friends, and even 
relatives. However, if they are able to have a train ride occasionally, the above 
worries may vanish from their minds in no time. 
Are there any common mentalities among railway hobbyists in Japan? Due to 
the limited scope of this research, it is difficult to make definite conclusions. In 
addition, as argued in chapter two, there are several types of hobbyists who have 
different backgrounds and personalities. Some of them, as suggested by some popular 
books and generalized from my own experience during the research, did match what 
Ukai (1999) suggest: they hesitate to talk with people or are able to talk only about 
their hobby. Yet, the majority of my informants were actually little different from 
other Japanese that I have met. In addition, as Egashira (1998:98) mentioned and 
what my informants said, many railway hobbyists conceal their identities or behave 
"normally" in their workplaces. All of these factors are obstacles for one to make 
definite conclusions about railway hobbyists as a whole. 
Yet, within the scope of the research and based on some backgrounds which are 
common to all railway hobbyists as salarymen, we can more or less draw out some 
shared characteristics. As they share the same hobby, they also share similar behavior 
patterns. For example, most informants agree that when the latest issue of a hobby 
magazine is released, they will try their best to rush to the nearest bookstore to read it 
after work. Also, as this research is limited to salarymen, the problems my informants 
encountered are quite similar in nature. These problems may be company rules, 
human relations, or troublesome drinking parties with colleagues. For instance, they 
find that it is very hard to take paid leaves without notice in advance or support from 
peers. Again, these conclusions may not be true for all hobbyists, especially the 
retired and the unemployed; there are many exceptions and variations. With the lack 
of statistical evidence and the limitation of the methodology employed in the current 
research, the following conclusions may not always be entirely true. Nevertheless, the 
characteristics discussed below can more or less give us important hints on this topic. 
First of all, to borrow a concept from Weber's typology of social actions, the 
hobbyists' actions are mostly "rational actions towards a value" (Aron 1967:220-223). 
Some may say that their actions are irrational or even incomprehensible but clearly it 
is not the case. They assert that one's happiness, interest and hobby should be prior to 
his work or family, and they try their best to actualize this. As we have analyzed 
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throughout the research, their actions have underlying rationales. M y informants have 
carefully planned their working and playing schedules in advance, and have 
"calculated" the trade-offs before taking paid leave or refusing to date their girlfriends, 
in order to go for a train-ride. Because their jobs and families are crucial to support 
their hobby, they must manage these factors effectively so as to pursue their hobby 
without hesitation. Given the value (railway hobby as ikigai), the environment (the 
Japanese workplace or family) and the resources allocated (status as salarymen), my 
informants try their best to allow time for their hobby in their daily lives. I believe 
that personal enjoyment and their own interests are their ultimate objectives in life. 
Then what are the symbolic meanings and social implication of the values which 
the hobbyists hold? Some hobbyists clearly disagree with the common belief in Japan 
that work (or the company they work for), money, or prestige should be men's prime 
directive of living. Although they agree on the importance of work and family, they 
strongly and unremittingly assert that one's own feeling and interests should surpass 
other goals given by the society, especially in Japan where only work can be a 
legitimate "vocation" for a salaryman] Marx asserts that commodity is a new form 
of fetish in modern society (Tucker ed. 1978:319-329). This implies that our social 
lives are all constituted around commodities, serving as the new object to symbolize 
our society and the living goal for our day-to-day living. However, to some extent, 
railway hobbyists assert that their hobby — or individuals' happiness — is the most 
important thing. 
As noted earlier, anything can be one's object of interest, and the definition of 
hobby is the creation of meanings from absurd things. In other words, the form of 
personal hobby symbolizes the autonomy of self, since the excitement and joyful 
• • • 2 • • 
experiences obtained from hobby cannot be exchanged among individuals. Claiming 
hobby as ikigai implies that one's subjective feeling has a higher priority than social 
responsibilities.^  
‘Borrowing a concept from Weber again, the moral sentiments for Japanese salarymen are clearly an 
"ethic of responsibilities". Mills et al (1946:120-123) 
2 The problem of self has been a major issue in the anthropology of Japan. (For example, Lebra 1976; 
Smith 1983; Rosenberger 1992; Henshall 1999:168-176) However, here we are concerned about the 
social implications of the meaning of self among railway hobbyists in contemporary Japanese society, 
instead of the theoretical discussion of the subject matter; this research is not arguing for a cultural 
model of the Japanese self. 
3 Another important question may be: why is railway, instead of other forms of hobby, a popular 
interest for hobby in modern Japan? In other words, how has railway, as "a totem of society" and a 
common ideology in modern Japan representing the whole country, been transformed to a hobby and 
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However, why is this tendency more observable in Japan? Hobbyists in other 
societies may not go to such an extreme. But on the contrary, as we have discovered 
in the Japanese office, group responsibilities for salarymen also go to extremes. Some 
social norms in the Japanese realm of office work, like single-posting or extended 
office working hours without pay, can only be justified by saying that company 
responsibilities surpass all other aspects of living for salarymen, and these 
responsibilities can only be fulfilled by the salarymen's complete devotion to the 
affiliated group. These social norms in company and ideas related with gender roles 
in family remain an important mechanism to restrict salarymen's behavior. 
Given this background, we can now see that the seemingly "insane" actions of 
hobbyists actually carry important social meanings. Because hobby can provide an 
intense flow of enjoyment exclusively for an individual, it serves as an important 
symbol 一 or a new form of fetish — for a self, allowing individuals to "strike back" 
against the over-emphasis on responsibility in their work. As suggested by the 
Japanese concept of kojin shumi (personal hobby), which emphasizes personal 
enjoyment, those salarymen who disagree with the ideological claim of "work as 
ikigai” — the claim that men's meaning of life can only be achieved in his working 
group 一 may express their individuality through taking part in the pursuit of personal 
hobby in Japan. This is why hearing train sounds during office hours will suddenly 
make their work more meaningful and it is also why personal hobby will become 
one's ikigai, because hobby becomes one's most important and the only source for 
deriving a sense of self in the Japanese world of work. 
There is no exact answer to the question whether getting involved in the hobby 
is worthwhile to the hobbyists. Yet, one way to investigate this issue is to examine 
some terms used by hobbyists during interviews. They often borrow terms from their 
railway hobby to describe their lifecourses. Almost all informants refer to their life 
journeys as a local train ride (trains which stop at all stations). According to them, 
this metaphor refers to their non-ambitious way to enjoy their life. Although they 
agree that work is fundamental, they won't devote all of their energy to work and will 
not consider career or money as their life goals. Rather, they think that life journeys 
with many "stops" are more interesting. Yet, this implies more troubles in the 
workplace, which may delay their promotion, and may even bring trouble to their 
"a fetish of s e l f ? Due to the limited scope of the current research, 1 shall reserve this research question 
for the future, 
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families. M y informants assert that the human life journey should be enjoyed and 
experienced in a slow pace, just like a local train. 
When asked what they think about the "Japanese" working culture, although not 
all of them criticized their company, most of my informants tend to be very skeptical. 
By the same token, they have a more intense feeling in their hobby instead of one's 
family. It seems one's family is only "optional" while hobby is a must. They share the 
same belief: if one can make ends meet, why not choose a better living goal which 
can satisfy oneself? They are convinced that society may be far better off if more 
people lived for their hobby, rather than company and work. 
A possible trend for the future: Enjoying oneself alone 
As a conclusion to this thesis, let me look at the possible trends in the future, and 
consider any possibilities for social change in Japanese society brought by the 
liberating potential of enjoyment and hobbies. 
Can hobby "change" the Japanese society in the future? A Japanese scholar 
investigates the sudden change of the urban landscape of Akihabara in Tokyo, which 
has been transformed from an electronic appliances marketplace to the hub of 
Japanese animation, comics and games (Morikawa 2003). He points out that those 
seemingly marginal hobbyists have the power to alter the cultural landscape of Japan, 
as the increasing population of these hobbyists implies a huge market for the cultural 
industry (see also Kinsella 2000). 
By the same token, the railway hobbyists have a great impact on the railway 
industry. Railway companies are very eager to attract more fans to take train rides, 
and they have published and designed many books and toys related to railways, 
which aim to capture children's hearts. The culture industry of railway hobbies is 
expanding, and so more and more products for railway fans, like models, magazines, 
videos and even real items in train compartments, can be found in the Japanese 
market. In other words, the increasing size of the "hobby industry" can attract more 
hobbyists. 
But why are more and more Japanese apparently indulging in various kinds of 
hobby? Another explanation for the increase of the importance of hobby and other 
forms of enjoyment in Japan is the fall of the work ethic. In more than a decade of 
economic stagnation, the confidence and loyalty towards the company among 
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salarymen has been hard to rebuild. In other words, when more and more salarymen 
become skeptical towards the Japanese work ethic, hobbies may become an 
alternative for salarymen to find a goal in their lives. 
A recent survey carried out by the Shakai keizai seisansei honbu and Nihon 
keizai seinen kyogikaf investigated the working attitudes among newly recruited 
staff. The survey reveals that they tend to think of one's interest and ability as 
important criteria for choosing a job, although work is still fundamental for men. Also, 
about forty percent of the respondents believe that their companies can no longer 
guarantee them a lifetime job. All these findings suggest that there are actual changes 
taking place concerning the conception of work in Japan. 
Compared with the findings in previous years, one of the major changes found in 
this year's survey is that newly recruited salarymen tend to think that an interesting 
job is crucial for them to find ikigai in work, ignoring the fact that fresh graduates 
find it very difficult to find employment in Japan today. Also, they prefer choosing a 
company which fits their personalities, and they prefer to have companies which 
allow them to develop their own potential. In short, these newly recruited company 
workers tend to choose "a lifestyle which can express one's individuality".^  
These findings clearly show the change of values in contemporary Japanese 
society, though we must not assume that Japanese companies and the whole society 
will change accordingly. One possibility is that the nature of work in Japan may also 
change in the near future, that is, emphasizing less on group loyalty but more on 
individuality. Another possibility is that men might live more for their families. 
However, as Mathews argues (2002), if Japanese men cannot find meaning in work, 
according to the gender-role division, it is possible that they may not find their ikigai 
in family, according to the gender division in the Japanese context. And the cultural 
ideology of “ikigai as self may also be "more a dream than reality in Japanese life" 
(Mathews 2002:121), since it is unclear of the kinds of dream that should be 
actualized among the Japanese salarymen. 
Perhaps hobbies can provide such a dream, because finding ikigai in hobby is a 
clearer goal and it is able to bring an intense flow of enjoyment for individuals. 
Japanese salarymen may be better off if they can pursue a new ikigai in hobby. The 
4 Reports for the research in 2003 can be downloaded from http://ww\v.ipc-sed.or.ip/ See also the 
survey done by NHK (2000:141-158). 
5 See also Eades, Gill and Befu eds. (2000:chapter 2, 4) 
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most distinctive example to illustrate the conflicts between work and hobby, and the 
rediscovery of ikigai outside work in the 1990s Japanese society, is perhaps the prize 
winning film "Shall W e Dance" (S h a I I W e 夕、、：^又？）by Suo Masayuki 
(1995). Although it is merely a film, the issue tackled by it echoes in what we have 
her examined. In this film, a salaryman, Sugiyama, found himself totally alienated by 
his work, and found no meaning at all in his daily life. He began attending social 
dance classes occasionally, then devoted himself to dancing, and turned it into his 
hobby. He finally found his ikigai — dancing. Sadly, he could only conceal this 
hobby, and had to avoid detection by his family and colleagues. Yet, only after 
entering the cultural world of hobby, had he finally found his meaning of life.^  
Having a stable job is still crucial for anyone to make a living; without financial 
support one cannot survive in modern society, let alone enjoy a hobby. Thus the key 
issue is how to maintain a balance between work and other aspects of living. As we 
have found during this research, hobbyists provide many concrete methods of doing 
this. 
"Where should Japan go?" was perhaps the most commonly heard question in 
public discourse in Japan in the 1990s. This research is not intended to argue for a full 
Weberian thesis of social change (1958) — that a small group of hobbyists can 
completely change the whole cultural landscape of Japanese society in the future. 
However, this research may possibly give us some hints to the question. The changing 
meaning of work may reshape the national ideology and even social order in the 
future Japan. As we have seen, my informants are trying hard to resist the claim that 
work is everything for a Japanese man. Consequently, they are providing an alternate 
method to reform the cultural landscape in Japan, that may lead to a new social order 
in Japan, in which social responsibilities may recede, to leave more space for "self. 
Yet, inducing social changes in Japan is no easy task. As shown in the quotation 
at the beginning of this chapter, Miyawaki, as a hobbyist, could do nothing to alter the 
destiny of his own country. During the Second World War, everyone was supposed to 
work hard to fight a meaningless war, but Miyawaki was a strange student among 
these people on the train. Railway hobbyists were not magicians who could just cast a 
6 The meanings, or the meaninglessness, of work vis-叙-vis ikigai in postwar and contemporary Japan 
can be perhaps accurately depicted from Japanese films like Ikiru (Kurozawa 1952), Oshiken [The 
Exam] (Takita 1999), and Poppoya [The Railroad Man] (Furuhata 1999). These stories about 
salarymen in Japan are simple but they can reveal the various public discourses over the meanings of 
work as ikigai in Japan in a narrative way. 
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spell to stop the war in 1944，or to ask others not to work hard in post-war Japan. To 
some degree, the hobbyists are "selfish" and "strange" people who care only for their 
hobby, and they ignore social responsibilities or avoid complete devotion to one's 
social role. However, it seems they are the ones who can truly see through the society 
because hobbyists do not necessarily follow or agree with what others say about their 
goals of living. 
One informant, Futamura, suggested that he should really appreciate what other 
salarymen do for him; without them, he cannot enjoy his life and his hobby. By the 
same token, if everyone enjoys one's hobby and does not work hard, society will 
cease to run smoothly. However, as this informant said, if this goes to another 
extreme whereby everyone works very hard without the pursuit of ikigai, it is equally 
strange, as in the case of Japan in recent decades. To them, they can only "remind" 
others that there should be some alternative ways of living in society. ’ 
Yet, in most circumstances, hobbyists are, as the term literally suggests, 
"performing" their social role — a seemingly hardworking salaryman 一 without 
being noticed by others. The most dramatic way to show this, as Miyawaki did in the 
quotation presented at the start of this chapter, was to go for a useless trip during the 
war via express train, which was originally reserved for military and government 
officials involved in the war. In contemporary Japan, somewhat similarly, hobbyists 
think quite selfishly that "work and family" are merely taken for granted, while their 
own world of hobby is of utmost importance. 
When everyone is busy with work or family, even fighting a war, hobbyists are 
so absorbed in their own interests that they ignore what is happening outside. Others 
may not understand why their hobby is so interesting; or some may criticize them for 
contributing nothing to their society. It was Miyawaki who dared to defend his hobby: 
sating, "why should I care about how others think about my hobby?" This 
"individualistic" claim is common outside (or even inside) Japan, but stating this in 
Japanese society is very hard to do, especially for the Japanese salaryman. 
But this is not saying that hobbyists can live alone, for they still need to do their 
duties, to make a living, and to show some degree of affection to family. One cannot 
completely ignore work and family 一 one cannot but live in society. The problem is 
to what extent he or she should relate to one's own society. 
Perhaps railway hobbyists do not care whether the Japanese will learn to enjoy 
life and feel more at ease in the future. But the notion that one's ikigai may be found 
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outside the workplace may do more good than harm to Japanese society. I believe that 
if the emphasis on "responsibility" or "group devotion" can be lightened for 
salarymen, people will be able to find work and family more meaningful. Although 
the Marxian Utopia, where people can do what they want freely (Tucker ed. 
1978:146-175), cannot be achieved easily, my research suggests that, instead of there 
being only one "Japanese way of living", if salarymen, as well as other Japanese, 
were granted the space to find their own ways to develop their lifecourse and lifestyle, 
both Japanese and Japan would benefit. 
7 This view is shared with Shiba (1998:150-165). As one of the most influential intellectuals in 
postwar Japan, Shiba suggests that the cultural diversities found in Edo period Japan — especially the 
cultures of different artisans {shokunin) — may perhaps be better than Japan today in the kinds of lives 
they offered. 
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